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Chapter 1
Introduction
Over many years enterprises have built numerous separate systems that solve “point
problems”, such as inventory control or ﬁnancial accounting. These “islands of informa-
tion” [Sto99] use several storage systems including ﬁle systems, traditional database sys-
tems, or legacy applications, such as spreadsheets. In addition, the number of databases
in everyday life has dramatically increased: many mobile devices, such as cellular phones,
PDAs, notebooks, or even cars, provide data storage and are connected to the Internet.
All the information is dispersed over various heterogeneous sources. The databases host-
ing these data can potentially be queried but it is practically rather hard and tedious
to combine the information from the diﬀerent data sources due to various data formats,
vocabularies, protocols, etc. You need data integration to present users a uniﬁed view
on information, to achieve cross-system consistency, and to derive new information from
already present information.
1.1 Necessity and Requirements of Data Integration
Technological advances enabled enterprises to change their economic orientation. The
mainstream trend is to integrate business partners into one’s own business processes to
minimize friction losses and latencies. Therefore, novel and more complex applications
have to integrate legacy systems like Enterprise Resource Planning systems (ERP), spread-
sheet applications, or even text ﬁles. Buzzwords such as Business-to-Business (B2B),
Business-to-Consumer (B2C), Web portals, or Supply Chain Management (SCM) ex-
press the endeavors of this development. These new applications, that show the need
for inter-organizational communication, access multiple isolated data sources (“islands of
informations”) and do not merely form simple chains of communications. Instead they
establish a web of relationships between business entities. These complex processes have
to be integrated into the companies’ software landscapes.
In reality, however, we notice an increasing degree in heterogeneity by manifold data
sources, protocols, data formats, system landscapes, etc. Although many standardization
eﬀorts attempt to solve some problems of heterogeneity, they have not yet made a drastic
impact on legacy systems. XML as the de facto standard for data exchange on the Internet
forms the basis for many other techniques—like Web services and related approaches—and
promises to make data integration easier.
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Data integration is necessary to achieve added value from already present, but dis-
tributed stored knowledge. The goal is to fulﬁll the vision of the “Internet as a global
database” [LKK+97] where we have total location transparency: users do not care if infor-
mation is stored within a central data warehouse or is distributed over the whole Internet
and is gathered on demand. Any authorized person should have access to information
in that transparent and uniﬁed way. But the requirements of such a large-scale data
integration approach are manifold:
• data integration should be dynamic, i.e., new data sources should be able to join,
• data sources should be loosely coupled, i.e., novel (distributed) applications should
run without aﬀecting the native applications,
• the data integration platform should be highly ﬂexible and extensible, i.e., novel
components can be integrated and new operations and applications can be supported
without any modiﬁcation of already existing components,
• the access to data should be secure, i.e., at least authentication, authorization,
privacy, and integrity must be ensured, and
• the data integration platform must be open, i.e, rely on open standards, and not
again be one isolated “island of information”.
Apart from these requirements, eﬃciency is the main point for processing queries in data
integration systems. Among other things like using eﬃcient implementations of query
operators this means that distributed computing resources have to be utilized to take
parallelism into account.
In this thesis we propose novel eﬃcient methods to access and process both distributed
and central data. We propose environments with diﬀerent demands, e.g., diﬀerent scenar-
ios of various degrees of distribution versus central data warehouses. There exist numerous
applications in diﬀerent environments for our proposed techniques. We explain our ap-
proaches using a representative example scenario taken from the economic B2B ﬁeld of
the automotive industry.
1.2 Outline of this Thesis
This thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 introduces terminology and basic techniques
of data integration systems. We brieﬂy show the two main streams in schema integration
and discuss traditional query processing techniques in distributed environments. We
diﬀerentiate current approaches and present the idea of our distributed data integration
platform by sketching diﬀerent possible application scenarios.
In Chapter 3 we propose so-called HyperQueries which constitute the basic query eval-
uation technique for integrating distributed data sources in our approach. HyperQueries
are essentially query evaluation sub-plans “sitting behind” hyperlinks. HyperQueries re-
side and are executed at the data sources. Therefore, hyperlinks referencing these Hyper-
Queries are embedded as “virtual attributes” into the database of the data integrating
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platform. Retrieving such a virtual attribute will execute the referenced HyperQuery in
order to materialize the missing data. The data integration platform now serves as an in-
termediary between clients and data providers and data integration is pushed towards the
data sources. HyperQueries are a powerful and ﬂexible method for extensible, dynamic
distributed query processing beyond enterprise boundaries. We illustrate the ﬂexibility
of our distributed query processing architecture in the context of B2B electronic market
places with an example derived from the automotive industry.
Based on the HyperQuery technique, we present a reference architecture for dynamic,
distributed data integration systems using the example application of an virtual market
place with customers, suppliers, and sub-contractors in Chapter 4. We rely on standards
to obtain an open, extensible, and easily administrable platform. We propose an interface
to Web services and take security issues into account. The performance evaluation given
in Chapter 5 shows the scalability of our implementation.
In Chapter 6 we extend our techniques to Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems and enable
extensible, distributed query processing within a completely distributed environment. In
this context completely new challenges arise: Data sources join and leave the network at
a high rate; the lack of a central complete allocation schema makes it impossible to stat-
ically generate a query plan; distributed computing resources can be utilized for query
processing; users want to employ their own operators to process data nearby the data
sources. All these challenges have to be met by future P2P systems in order to achieve
the vision of the “Internet as a global database” [LKK+97]. We present an architecture
for distributing queries towards data sources. Our approach is based on distributed rout-
ing indices for data discovery. Query plans are expanded on the ﬂy and operators are
mapped dynamically onto the network. Furthermore, we propose optimization rules for
transformation-based optimizers and show the beneﬁt of multiple index structures on the
same data. A performance evaluation gives an impression of the speed-up for wide-area
distributed data integration systems on the basis of P2P networks.
In Chapter 7 we address query processing in central data integration platforms. We
present algorithms to exploit early sorting and early partitioning based on work already
proposed in [Cla99]. The main idea is to perform (expensive) sorting and partitioning
of data on the inputs of joins and preserve these properties by intelligent organization
of the data structures. This way, sorting and partitioning can be done on smaller input
data and additional, more expensive applications of these operators drop out. At ﬁrst
we present the basic algorithms, the so-called order-preserving hash joins and generalized
hash teams. Then, we show extensions and tuning approaches of these basic algorithms.
Finally, we elaborate on the essential extensions for state-of-the-art optimizers to generate
query plans incorporating our novel operators. Our experimental results show that the
performance gain amounts up to several factors.
Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the most important results and gives an outlook on
current research issues. Grid computing constitutes an interesting and novel area for
distributed query processing where on the one side many techniques from query processing
in wide-area distributed databases can be adapted and on the other side numerous novel
challenges arise.
Chapter 2
Overview of Data Integration
Approaches
Regarding data integration techniques we diﬀerentiate between a logical and a physical
point of view. The ﬁrst one—also known as schema integration—merges (or integrates)
schemas from multiple data sources which use diﬀerent data models, schemas, vocab-
ularies, and ontologies. The term ontology means a “speciﬁcation of a conceptualiza-
tion” [Gru93], i.e., an ontology is a description of concepts and relationships that exist
for an application. The result of the schema integration process is a so-called mediated
schema and mapping rules (data integration rules) which deﬁne how to map informa-
tion of the data sources onto the mediated schema. Data integration from the physical
point of view uses the logical data integration rules and evaluates users’ queries onto the
mediated schema. Therefore, it is essential where the mediated data is stored: some ap-
proaches replicate all data within a central data warehouse; others register the mediated
data sources at a central instance and the data sources are queried on demand; ﬁnally,
the central data integration platform may be omitted and data is accessed in Peer-to-Peer
(P2P) style. In P2P systems we have no explicit assignment of roles: each participant
can act both as client and as server. P2P systems avoid the cost of a centralized server
because the costs may be shared between the peers and they also take advantage of local,
unused resources (storage and processing). The absence of a central central server implies
the lack of a complete central allocation schema of the data.
In the following section we ﬁrst survey the main streams in data integration from the
logical point of view in order to give a foundation for our query evaluation techniques.
We show the diﬀerent approaches for mapping of data sources onto the mediated schema.
Then, we illustrate how traditional query processing in data integration systems works.
We start with the central data warehouse approach, then take a look at a distributed
data integration system with a central instance which manages the mediated schema and
coordinates the whole query execution. Next, we give a brief overview of the ObjectGlobe
system [BKK+01], which is a system for data integration on the Internet and constitutes
the basis of our implementation. Finally, we present our idea of dynamic query execution
within our implementation.
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2.1 Data Integration from the Logical Point of View
Data integration systems combine data residing at diﬀerent sources and provide a uni-
ﬁed, reconciled view on these data by a so-called mediated schema (or global schema) to
applications and users. This section gives a short overview of the main streams in schema
integration.
In a data integration system we have a set of pre-existing data sources which form the
application’s basis. Each of these data sources may use diﬀerent data models and schemas.
In other words, each source presents a partial view of the application in its own way of
modeling. In fact, if we were to design a database system for an application starting
from scratch, we would have another model based on the schemas of the data sources
being integrated. Each source needs to be mapped to relevant parts of a uniﬁed schema.
This single schema of the integrated system is called the mediated schema. According to
Lenzerini [Len02] two possible mapping approaches between the sources and the mediated
schema have been proposed by researchers and are realized in systems: the Global-as-View
(GAV) approach and the Local-as-View (LAV) approach. To illustrate these two basic
techniques we assume three data sources S1, S2, and S3, each storing data of products:
S1:{[ProductDescription: String, BusinessUnit: String, Rating: Float,
ExtendedPrice: Float]}
S2:{[ProductName: String, Unit: String]}
S3:{[ProductName: String, Rating: Float, Price: Float]}
Thereby, S1 stores products of Supplier A, S2 stores products of Supplier B, and S3
stores the ratings of all available products. For simplicity, we assume that the attributes
ProductDescription and ProductName identify the tuples and have the same values across
the data sources. Furthermore, we deﬁne the mediated (global) schema:
Catalog:{[ProductDescription: String, BusinessUnit: String, Rating: Float,
Price: Float]}
In GAV, for each relation R in the mediated schema a view (the mapping rule) in
terms of the source relations is written which speciﬁes how to obtain R’s tuples from
the sources. In our example we can integrate the data from the data sources using the
following GAV mapping rule. Note that other mapping rules are possible if diﬀerent
semantics is intended, e.g., preserving all products even if no rating exists.
create view Catalog as
select ProductDescription, BusinessUnit, Rating, ExtendedPrice as Price
from S1
union
select S2.ProductName as ProductDescription,
S2.Unit as BusinessUnit, S3.Rating, S3.Price
from S2, S3
where S2.ProductName = S3.ProductName
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Clients’ queries can be answered easily by “view unfolding”. The main disadvantage
of GAV is the limited extensibility in common applications, i.e., if new data sources have
to be integrated, the view deﬁnition has to be modiﬁed. In general this is not suitable
for dynamic and globally distributed environments, like applications over the Internet.
TSIMMIS [PGGMU95], InterViso [THMB95], and Garlic [JSHL02] are systems using the
GAV approach.
In LAV, for each data source S a view in terms of the mediated schema relations
is written that describes which tuples of the mediated schema relations are found in S.
In our example we give a mapping of the local data sources onto the global schema by
deﬁning one mapping rule per data source:
create view Catalog1 as
select ProductDescription, BusinessUnit, Rating, ExtendedPrice as Price
from S1
create view Catalog2 as
select ProductName as ProductDescription, Unit as BusinessUnit
from S2
create view Catalog3 as
select ProductName as ProductDescription, Rating, Price
from S3
Deﬁning these mapping rules is easy and the whole LAV data integration can be
extended by new data sources without aﬀecting other mapping rules. Administrators
of novel data sources write mapping rules which are registered at the data integration
system without considering the other mapping rules. When a query is posed against the
integration platform, it is the optimizer’s task to ﬁnd (automatically) the relevant mapping
rules and a rewriting of the user’s query. Ullman [Ull00] shows the basic proceeding of this
challenging step. The main drawback of LAV is that incomplete answers to queries can be
produced, e.g., products without prices (as in the second LAV rule) or without business
units (as in the third LAV rule). Information Manifold [LSK95, LRO96], SIMS [AKS96],
and Agora [MFK01] are examples for LAV systems.
There has been done a lot of work on data integration and many systems have been
devised. Levy [Lev01] and Lenzerini [Len02] provide good surveys on data integration sys-
tems and on associated query evaluation techniques, identifying the two basic mapping
approaches GAV and LAV between the sources and the mediated schema. Ullman [Ull00]
shows information integration using logical views and compares Information Manifold
with TSIMMIS. InfoSleuth [JBB+97, NFK+00], SIMS [AKS96], Observer [MKSI96], and
Ariadne [KMA+01] have put their focus on utilizing ontologies. InfoSleuth provides an
agent-based infrastructure for information gathering and analysis on a global information
infrastructure but does not share vocabulary across domain ontologies. Observer trans-
lates a query from one ontology into others. Ariadne presents the rapid construction of
information agents that extract, query, and integrate multiple sources by mapping Web
sources into a uniform representation. Mc.Brien and Poulovassilis [MP03] describe a uni-
fying framework for GAV and LAV based on the use of reversible schema transformations.
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In contrast to many of these approaches, we do not intent to use or generate ontologies
or perform schema integration. Our techniques are independent of this logical step so
that we assume in the remaining chapters of this thesis the existence of mediated schemas
which are similar to the already presented. The main focus of this thesis lies on designing
an extensible and scalable architecture for eﬃciently processing queries in distributed
environments.
2.2 Query Processing in Data Integration Systems
The most important challenges regarding data integration systems can be summarized as
transparency and scalability. Transparency denotes the integrated access of users, i.e.,
clients, to heterogeneous, autonomous sources of information, e.g., relational databases,
XML documents, text ﬁles, spreadsheets, or legacy applications. All these data sources
should be accessed using one single data format, schema, and query language. Addi-
tionally, data integration systems should provide location transparency, i.e., oﬀered ca-
pabilities are independent of both the location of the data and the system on which an
operation is carried out. Nevertheless, data sources should remain autonomous. As a
complete change of the used software is often not possible, the data integration platform
has to be integrated into the software landscape at the data sources.
Scalability means that the data integration system is able to consider a huge amount
of independent data sources and to answer queries of many users without signiﬁcant
increases in the response times. It should always be possible to include new data sources
into the data integration system without aﬀecting the already present sources or the client
queries. The system should be able to cope with errors, e.g., with (unintentional) wrong
data, network failures, down servers, or even with malicious hosts.
Usually data sources are distributed across the Internet. Depending on the degree
of connectivity, e.g., all data sources belong to the same company, come from business
partners like suppliers, or are completely separate companies, diﬀerent physical realiza-
tions of data integration systems are possible. The possibilities of implementation range
from central data warehouses, over distributed architectures with central components,
e.g., virtual market places, to fully distributed federations of equal participants without
any central components, e.g., Peer-to-Peer systems.
2.2.1 Query Execution in a Central Data Warehouse
In many contexts, e.g., inside an enterprise, the best physical architecture is a centralized
server, or a cluster of machines as proposed by Xyleme [Xyl01]. At ﬁrst we consider a
classical central data warehouse [Inm96, Mat96] for the realization of a data integration
system. As multiple heterogeneous, autonomous, and distributed data sources have to
be integrated, we have to diﬀerentiate between the loading of the central data warehouse
with data and query processing on the integrated data.
Figure 2.1 depicts both stages of this approach. The data warehouse deﬁnes the data
format and schema for all centrally stored data. Data sources are integrated a` priori us-
ing ETL tools (extract, transform, load), like Cohera [HSC99] or Potter’s Wheel [RH01],
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Figure 2.1: Data Integration within a Central Data Warehouse
which have to be conﬁgured for each data source individually. Data is extracted, trans-
formed, and ﬁnally loaded into the data warehouse. Query processing entirely takes place
at the central data warehouse: the query plan is centrally generated and processed only
accessing the (modiﬁed) replicas of the original data. This leads to uniﬁed access to the
data sources at the central data warehouse and query processing itself is rather simple.
Thereby, only operators of the central data warehouse are deployed, e.g., table scans,
joins, or selections as presented in Figure 2.1. Potential inconsistency of the data consti-
tutes the main disadvantage: the replicated data is always in danger of being out-of-date
and updates of the replicated data usually cannot be propagated backward to the data
sources. Furthermore, computing resources at the data sources can not be utilized for
processing clients’ queries and typically the set of operators for query processing is lim-
ited to the underlying database’s facilities. Sometimes, special-purpose operators, e.g.,
external functions or even human input, are wanted but not provided by the central data
warehouse.
Such a central data warehouse approach is best suitable for online analytic processing
(OLAP) applications. These queries operate on huge amounts of data and consist of
many joins and aggregations, but do not perform any updates on the data. In OLAP
applications data does not have to be completely up-to-date, some older data may be
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Figure 2.2: Overview of Query Execution Performed by Middleware Layer
allowed that does not distort the results too much. Due to this, new or modiﬁed data can
be integrated only periodically from the data sources, e.g., on a daily or weekly basis.
2.2.2 The Middleware and Distributed Query Execution
It is often not possible or desirable to replicate all data in a central data warehouse, e.g.,
if querying highly dynamic data such as stock quotes or current prices. Nevertheless,
users want to pose queries against a central, uniﬁed schema. A middleware layer medi-
ates between users’ queries and data sources, translates a user-deﬁned query into speciﬁc
sub-queries for the corresponding data sources, and performs the main tasks of completing
the execution of the query itself. [Wie93] proposes the basic architecture for middleware
systems and [JSHL02] describes a state-of-the-art realization. Figure 2.2 shows the ac-
tions performed by a middleware system when processing a user’s query. At ﬁrst, the
aﬀected data sources are identiﬁed and typically point queries, fetching the related data,
are executed by the middleware. Therefore, external data sources provide so-called wrap-
pers [RS97, CMM01] which overcome the heterogeneity (regarding data formats, query
languages, protocols) of the data sources. This way, the aﬀected data is integrated on
demand and the most coherent state of the data is returned. Then, the results of these
point queries are centrally combined within the middleware system. Finally, the result
is returned to the client. Extensible middleware systems, e.g. Garlic [JSHL02], allow
users to write own operators and wrappers which can be integrated into the query plan
executed within the middleware.
In Figure 2.3 we can see how a user’s query is processed within an extensible middle-
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Figure 2.3: Processing a Query in a Centralized Extensible Middleware System
ware system. Similar to our introductory example, we assume that Data Source 1 provides
pricing information about products and Data Source 2 stores the descriptions of products
as PDF ﬁles. The user-deﬁned wrapper wrapSource1 is used to integrate data provided
by Data Source 1, pdfToText transforms a PDF ﬁle into its “ﬂat” textual representation,
and get would perform a point query taking a product identiﬁer and returning the corre-
sponding description. A query for prices of products and their descriptions would at ﬁrst
retrieve all products with price information from the ﬁrst data source and then perform
for each product a lookup for a PDF ﬁle in the second data source. Afterwards, each
PDF ﬁle is transformed into the textual representation.
The prerequisite for this kind of middleware system is that all data sources provide
their speciﬁc wrappers and register these wrappers at the middleware. The main drawback
of this approach is that too much data has to be transferred from the data sources to the
middleware. For instance, selective operators could be pushed towards the data sources to
reduce the amount of transmitted data. Another drawback is that distributed computing
resources are not utilized, e.g., expensive operators such as the pdfToText operator could
be executed in parallel on multiple hosts to speed up the execution. Thus, it is one of the
major optimization goals to reduce the amount of data that has to be transferred. Within
a distributed environment special operators can be utilized which support parallelism and
pipelining to produce results faster. This rigid architecture is broken up by systems like
MOCHA [RMR00] or ObjectGlobe [BKK+01] where operators are pushed towards the
data sources.
2.2.3 The Distributed Query Processor ObjectGlobe
The ObjectGlobe system constitutes a platform for data integration on the Internet and is
the basis for the proposed techniques and our implemented system presented in this thesis.
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In this subsection we give a brief overview of the system with the most important features
regarding our purposes. Braumandl et al. [BKK+01] describe the whole ObjectGlobe
system.
ObjectGlobe distributes powerful query processing capabilities (including those found
in traditional database systems) across the Internet. The idea is to create an open market
place for three kinds of suppliers: data providers supply data, function providers oﬀer
query operators to process the data, and cycle providers are contracted to execute query
operators. Of course, a single site (even a single machine) can comprise all three services,
i.e., act as data-, function-, and cycle-provider. In fact, it is expected that most data and
function providers will also act as cycle provider. ObjectGlobe enables applications to
execute complex queries which involve the execution of operators from multiple function
providers at diﬀerent sites (cycle providers) and the retrieval of data and documents from
multiple data sources.
Query Processing in ObjectGlobe
Processing a query in ObjectGlobe involves the four major steps illustrated in Figure 2.4:
1. Lookup: In this phase, the ObjectGlobe lookup service [KKKK02] is queried to ﬁnd
relevant data sources, cycle providers, and function providers that might be useful
to execute the query. In addition, the lookup service provides authorization data—
mirrored and integrated from the individual providers—to determine what resources
may be accessed by the user, who initiates the query, and what other restrictions
apply for processing the query.
2. Optimize: From the information obtained from the lookup service, a cost-based
query optimizer compiles a low-cost and valid (as far as user privileges are concerned)
query execution plan. This plan is annotated with site information indicating on
which cycle provider each operator is executed and from which function provider
the external query operators, involved in the plan, are loaded.
3. Plug: The generated plan is distributed to the cycle providers and the external
query operators are loaded and instantiated at each cycle provider. Furthermore,
the communication paths, i.e., sockets, are established. If necessary, communication
is encrypted and authenticated.
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4. Execute: The plan is executed following the iterator model [Gra93]. In addition
to the external query operators provided by function providers, ObjectGlobe has
built-in query operators for selection, projection, join, union, nesting, unnesting,
and communication. Above that, the execution of the plan is monitored in order to
interfere with and possibly halt the execution of the whole plan in case of failures.
The whole system is written in Java for two reasons: First, Java is portable so that
ObjectGlobe can be installed with very little eﬀort. Cycle providers which need to install
the ObjectGlobe core functionality can very easily join an ObjectGlobe system. The only
requirement is that a site runs the ObjectGlobe server on a Java Virtual Machine (JVM).
Second, Java provides secure extensibility. Like ObjectGlobe itself, user-deﬁned query
operators are written in Java, they are loaded on demand (from function providers), and
they are executed at the cycle providers in their own Java “sandbox” [Oak98]. A detailed
description of the secure extensibility of the ObjectGlobe system can be found in [SBK01].
A user-deﬁned, application-speciﬁc query operator must implement the open, next, close,
and reopen methods following the iterator model [Gra93].
An Example Plan
To illustrate query processing in ObjectGlobe we consider the example shown in Figure 2.5.
In this example there are two data providers, one function provider, and a client. The
client and the data providers also act as cycle providers. The function provider oﬀers
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external operators for the compression and uncompression of data, the transformation of
PDF ﬁles into text ﬁles, and a wrapper for accessing a data source at Data Provider 1.
When the client instantiates the query plan, it is distributed to the data providers and
operators are executed nearby the data sources. Thus, the transferred amount of data
can be reduced by applying the selection early at Data Provider 1 and the additional
compression at Data Provider 2. The client uncompresses the received data and locally
executes join and display operator. These two operators are built-in operators—as the
communication operators (send and receive) are—so that they do not have to be loaded
from an external code repository.
2.3 The Basic Ideas of Dynamic Query Execution in
Our QueryFlow System
When accessing many distributed data sources providing data of the same kind, e.g.,
providing price and available quantity of products, a query plan has to be constructed
incorporating all data sources. Therefore, state-of-the-art data integration systems (such
as ObjectGlobe) would at ﬁrst query the lookup service for all matching data sources,
then centrally construct a rather big query plan, distribute, and ﬁnally execute the query
plan. If only a small part of the products, e.g., only tires, are interesting, all known
data sources have to be queried, because the lookup service does not store this kind of
information. Thus, an unnecessary huge amount of data providers is queried. This slows
down the whole query execution and produces on the one hand a higher network load and
on the other hand a higher CPU load at the data providers.
Furthermore, in virtual enterprises with suppliers and sub-contractors the participants
trust each other up to a certain level and do not want to grant any other participant
full access to their sensitive data nor do they want to execute unknown, i.e., suspicious
and potentially malicious, operators on their data. In addition, as their data is stored
in heterogeneous systems, e.g., relational databases, XML documents, text documents,
these enterprises do not want to give other participants access to their wrappers. But this
is the prerequisite for constructing a global query plan incorporating all data sources.
Therefore, we propose a new, dynamic, distributed query evaluation technique which
is based on incremental generation of query plans. Our approach pushes the data inte-
gration from the middleware layer towards the data sources. The data sources provide
partial query evaluation plans, so-called HyperQueries, for the calculation of “dynamic”
attributes. We embed hyperlinks as virtual attributes referencing these HyperQueries
into the database of the middleware layer. During evaluation of a query involving virtual
attributes the referenced sub-queries are executed to integrate data on demand and de-
termine the current values (see Figure 2.6 for the calculation of the attribute Price at a
huge number of data providers). Thus, a complete query evaluation plan is constructed
incrementally during the execution of the query and only the really needed data sources
are accessed. This process can be constructed hierarchically, can be more complex, and
involve non-standard query operators. We achieve a powerful and ﬂexible technique by
interleaving query plan generation and evaluation. Each data provider is able to manage
its own data within the whole system autonomously. Even modiﬁcations of the local
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schemas can be done without aﬀecting the remaining system; only the local sub-plans
have to be adapted by the data provider.
Distributed Environments with Central Components
The simplest way to utilize the HyperQuery technique is to store hyperlinks to the sub-
plans within one central data warehouse and query the participating data sources on
demand for the current values by invoking the corresponding HyperQueries. This way,
client/server roles are statically assigned to the participants, data integration is performed
on demand, and more current data is provided without the need to query all data sources.
This is especially applicable when applications implicitly show hierarchical structures.
Distributed electronic (virtual) Business-to-Business market places constitute the most
popular application for this data integration environment: customers of a B2B market
place pose queries and hierarchically organized suppliers and sub-contractors provide data
and are queried on demand.
Fully Distributed Environments without Central Components
If the structures of the applications build no hierarchies but are a loose federation of
equal participants a central allocation schema like in the data warehouse approach is
not appropriate. A recent example for such applications are Peer-to-Peer systems. The
major problem within this environment is to ﬁnd information without central indices,
i.e., given a piece of information speciﬁed by a key or just some attribute value, ﬁnd
the relevant information in a P2P system over a changing set of nodes. Starting from
centralized techniques such as the one used by Napster [Nap99] there has been done a lot
of work in this area—particularly around distributed hash tables and distributed routing
indices. Concerning query processing, better performances may be achieved by avoiding
the bottleneck of a centralized server and using data replication and caching.
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Participants of P2P systems can act both as client and as server which avoids the cost
of a centralized server. Costs may be shared between peers and query processing takes
advantage of local resources (storage and processing). Peers may enter or leave the system
in a transparent manner and each peer keeps full control over its own information. This
induces that the owner of information is responsible for access control. Complex queries
over distributed collections may get really expensive, in particular communication costs
may rise enormously. Therefore, it is one of our major goals to reduce communication
costs.
An example for this kind of infrastructure could be a global enterprise with a complex
supply chain and many agencies, e.g., a car manufacturer with suppliers, sub-contractors,
stocks, and licensed dealers. Each company employs its own information system but also
wants access information of the partners, e.g., to check the availability of spare parts. In
this case a central data warehouse approach would be the bottleneck in order to keep all
the data consistent and up-to-date. Furthermore, when a licensed dealer orders a new
car the car manufacturer wants to schedule the whole production process, including the
supply of raw materials, intermediary products, and components on the time of ordering,
so that the car can be assembled just in time and a ﬁxed delivery date can be met.
Figure 2.7 shows a typical scenario of supply chain management. The ﬁgure gives an
impression about the complexity of real-world data integration processes: Enterprises are
embedded into multiple supply chains leading to a “supply web”. Within this context,
data integration is even more complicated and more ﬂexible and eﬃcient methods are
needed.
Chapter 3
Dynamic Execution of Query
Evaluation Plans
Flexible distributed query processing capabilities are an important prerequisite for build-
ing scalable Internet applications, such as electronic Business-to-Business market places.
Architecting an electronic market place in a conventional data warehouse-like approach
by integrating all the data from all participating enterprises in one centralized repository
incurs severe problems: stale data, data security, administration overhead, inﬂexibility
during query processing, etc. In this chapter1, we present a new framework for dynamic,
distributed query processing, based on so-called HyperQueries which are essentially query
evaluation sub-plans “sitting behind” hyperlinks.
Our approach facilitates the pre-materialization of static data at the market place
whereas the dynamic data remains at the data sources. In contrast to traditional data
integration systems our approach executes essential (dynamic) parts of the data integrat-
ing views at the data sources. The other, more static parts of the data are integrated a`
priori at the central market place. The market place serves as an intermediary between
clients and data providers which execute their sub-queries referenced via hyperlinks. The
hyperlinks are embedded as attribute values within data objects at the intermediary’s
database. Retrieving such a virtual object will execute the referenced HyperQuery in
order to materialize the missing data. Thus, sensitive data remains under the full control
of the data providers. The HyperQuery framework allows to blur the distinction between
the allocation schema and the data—as it is found in clear separation in traditional dis-
tributed databases. Thereby, the distribution of query execution plans is highly dynamic
and based on attribute values obtained during query processing.
3.1 Motivation
Electronic market places and virtual enterprises have become very important applications
for query processing [Bak98, Jhi00]. Building a scalable electronic B2B market place
with hundreds or thousands of participating suppliers requires highly ﬂexible, distributed
query processing capabilities. Bakos [Bak91] characterizes electronic market places as
1Parts of this chapter have already been presented in [KW01a], [KW01b], [WWK02], and [WK04].
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“inter-organizational information systems that allow the participating buyers and sellers
to exchange information about prices and product oﬀerings”. Thus, the market place
in fact constitutes a data integration platform as customers pose queries and suppliers
provide information. Architecting such an electronic market place as a data warehouse
by integrating all the data from all participants in one centralized data repository incurs
severe problems:
• Security and privacy violations: The participants of the market place have to
relinquish the control over their data and entrust sensitive information, e.g., pricing
conditions, to the market place.
• Coherence problems: The coherence of highly dynamic data, such as availability
and shipping information, may be violated due to outdated materialized data in the
market place’s data warehouse.
• Schema integration problems: Using the warehouse approach all relevant data from
all participants have to be converted a` priori into the same format as depicted in Sec-
tion 2.2.1. It would often be easier to leave the data inside the participants’ informa-
tion systems, e.g., legacy systems, and apply particular local wrapper/transformer
operations. This way, data is only converted on demand and the most recent co-
herent state of the data is returned.
• Fixed query operators: In a fully integrated electronic market place all information
is materialized at the central data warehouse. This is often not desirable in such
complex applications like electronic procurement/bidding. For example, in pricing
oﬀers one would like to have diﬀerent and ﬂexible approaches, e.g.:
– ﬁxed pricing via materialized data
– operators which calculate the prices based on many local and global parameters
(identity of the consumer, availability, local plant utilization, sub-contractor
prices, etc.)
– even human interaction during the processing of such complex e-procurement
queries is desirable. In some participating enterprises the pricing could be done
by humans via interactive “query operators”.
We propose so-called HyperQueries to architect highly ﬂexible distributed query pro-
cessing systems. HyperQueries are essentially query evaluation sub-plans “sitting behind”
hyperlinks. This way, the electronic market place can be built as an intermediary between
the client (issuing a query) and the providers executing their sub-queries referenced via
hyperlinks. The hyperlinks to the HyperQueries are embedded as attribute values within
data objects (i.e., tuples) of the intermediary’s database. Retrieving such a (partially)
virtual object automatically initiates the execution of the referenced HyperQuery in order
to materialize the entire object. Thus, sensitive data can remain under the full control of
the data providers. Instead of replicating the data at the intermediary, only the hyperlink
is embedded.
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3.1.1 Related Work
Distributed database systems have been studied since the late seventies in projects like
System R∗ [WDH+81], SDD-1 [BGW+81], and Distributed Ingres [Sto85]. All these
approaches extended single site DBMSs to manage relations that are spread over the
sites in a computer network in a seamless manner. Middleware systems such as TSIM-
MIS [PGGMU95], DISCO [TRV96], and Garlic [HKWY97, JSHL02] have been used to
overcome the heterogeneity faced when data is dispersed across diﬀerent data sources.
Wiederhold [Wie93] describes and classiﬁes methods to access data in a three-layer, medi-
ated architecture. Crescenzi et al. [CMM01] show the automatic generation of wrappers for
HTML pages. These techniques can be adapted within our approach but are (separately
treated) too rigid to perform dynamic query execution. Yang and Papazoglou [ZRV+02]
present a two-phase optimizer to reduce the search space and pay attention to dynamic
costs for accessing Web sources of limited query capability. Papakonstantinou [PAGM96]
addresses the fusion of information from heterogeneous information sources by removing
redundancies and resolving inconsistencies. Sheth and Larson [SL90] discuss reference
architectures for federated DBMSs from system and schema viewpoints. All these mid-
dleware solutions require the administrators to manually install all the necessary function-
ality for query processing. Newer architectures such as MOCHA [RMR00] and Object-
Globe [BKK+01] integrate dispersed data sources and provide the autonomous loading of
functionality from an external code repository.
As already seen in Chapter 2, there has been a lot of work on data integration and
many systems have been proposed within this context. Lenzerini [Len02] and Levy [Lev01]
provide good surveys on data integration systems and on associated query evaluation
techniques. They identify the two basic mapping approaches, GAV and LAV, between the
sources and the mediated schema. Many further work has been done in merging diﬀerent
vocabularies and ontologies. Now we take a closer look at query evaluation techniques
and architectures of data integration systems. Researchers tried to “query the Web” using
languages like WebSQL [MMM97], but these eﬀorts only support navigational style of
access to Web pages. The approach of Goldman and Widom [GW00] combines the query
facilities of traditional databases with existing search engines on the Internet whereby the
execution of queries is sped up by parallelizing the Web search. Cohera [HSC99] is based
on the economic model of Mariposa [SAL+96] and integrates heterogeneous data sources
using replication tools. Tukwila [IFF+99] provides adaptive execution and scalability for
a large number of data sources across intranets and the Internet. Solutions to warehouse
XML data have been developed, e.g., the Xyleme system [Xyl01]. The Nimble XML
data integration system [DHW01] queries both materialized data in a central warehouse
and heterogeneous data sources on demand. When integrating data from multiple data
sources, inconsistencies can occur. Rahm and Do [RD00] describe common problems in
data cleaning. Novel approaches such as PIAZZA [HIMT03] and Edutella [NWS+03] use
P2P technology for the discovery and the integration of heterogeneous data sources.
With the use of continuous queries the NiagaraCQ system [CDTW00] allows users to
receive new results when they become available. NiagaraCQ processes a large number
of queries eﬃciently by grouping queries that share common computation. In the recent
past some work has been done on self-adaptive query processing. The query processing
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mechanism called Eddies [AH00, RH02] is adaptive on a tuple-by-tuple basis as oper-
ators in a query plan are continuously reordered. That work was done in the context
of River [ADAT+99] which is a shared-nothing parallel DBMS that provides adaptive
partitioning of data to obtain a better utilization of the connected resources.
Our HyperQueries bear some similarity with Stonebraker et al.’s work on “QUEL as a
Datatype” [SAHR84], which, however, was restricted to stored sub-queries in centralized
database systems. HyperQueries are also related to pointer-based join methods [SC90]
of relational and object-relational database systems, as the hyperlinks can be viewed as
pointers to data at remote sites. Keller et al. [KGM91] describe so-called object assembly
which inﬂuences the order in which objects are read from disk or retrieved from remote
servers in a distributed system in order to reduce I/O cost. Object assembly is speciﬁcally
designed to assemble complex objects that are hierarchically composed of sub-objects.
Cingil et al. [CDSC00] describe the dynamic modiﬁcation of XML documents by invoking
external applications from XML. Their approach directly embeds the invoking code into
the XML document and does not make use of indirection.
ActiveXML [AAB+, ABC+03] constitutes a recent approach to harness Web services
for data integration and is put to work in a Peer-to-Peer architecture: an XML document
containing references to Web services is processed and the references are replaced by
the results of calls to the corresponding Web services. This way, dynamic parts of the
XML document are materialized on demand. This technique is based on Web services,
it provides no pipelining and is built on top of databases. Furthermore, that work does
not oﬀer the optimization potential as our HyperQueries, e.g., it is not possible to bundle
multiple invocations of Web services.
Agrawal et al. [ASX02] present a couple of techniques for storing and accessing data of
e-commerce applications, i.e., nameless querying of databases, a storage schema for data
with thousands of very sparse attributes, and the consolidation of catalogs from diﬀerent
sources and diﬀerent categorization schemas. Yang and Papazoglou [YP00] describe a
reference architecture for interoperable e-commerce applications. Casati et al. [CDS01]
discuss requirements and challenges for e-business applications that support supply chain
management and propose an architecture to meet these requirements. Virtual enter-
prises and B2B e-commerce environments present an important application domain for
our new technique: the automobile industry’s electronic market place endeavor “Cov-
isint” [Cov00] and SAP’s “mySAP.com” [SAP] electronic market places are among the
well-known examples. RosettaNet [Ros] provides a framework and predeﬁnes business
processes supply chain partners. Initiatives like Bea’s WebLogic [BEA], Sun ONE [Sun],
Microsoft .NET [NET01], or IBM WebSphere [Web] show that Web service technology
for application collaboration and integration gains increasing attention in research and
industry. Florescu and Kossmann [FK01] present a platform for Web services based on
an abstract programming language and supporting Web conversations and Web service
composition. Keidl et al. [KSSK02] introduce an architecture for dynamic selection and
distribution of Web services.
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3.1.2 Organization of this Chapter
This chapter is outlined as follows: At ﬁrst we show in Section 3.2 with an example from
the car manufacturing industry the beneﬁts of our technique. Therefore, we assume a
distributed B2B market place with an amount of hierarchically organized suppliers and
sub-contractors as data providers and the market place as the intermediary of the data
integration process. Section 3.3 formally introduces HyperQueries and Section 3.4 demon-
strates the execution of HyperQueries. Finally, in Section 3.5 we discuss optimization
approaches and reveal some details of our implemented system, the QueryFlow 2 system.
3.2 An Example Scenario
As an example application we present a scenario derived from the car manufacturing in-
dustry. We assume a central market place and multiple suppliers and sub-contractors. The
suppliers have registered their products at the central market place and sub-contractors
on their part have registered their products at the suppliers. As this structure may be ar-
bitrarily deep, we obtain a hierarchical supply chain. A typical process of e-procurement
to cover unscheduled demands is to query the market place for these products and to
select the incoming oﬀers based on price, terms of delivery, available quantity, etc. The
price of the needed products can vary by customer/supplier-speciﬁc sales discounts, the
quantity of materials to be provided, duties, plant utilization, etc. Therefore, the price
cannot be a materialized attribute as in traditional query processing systems. Instead
price is an individually calculated, dynamically changing attribute and a hyperlink to the
supplier is contained where the actual price will be computed on demand.
In traditional distributed query processing systems such a query can only be executed
if all local databases are replicated at the market place or a global schema and mapping
rules onto the distributed data sources exists. In the ﬁrst case, i.e., all data is materialized
at the market place, it is nearly impossible to obtain the current actual value of highly
dynamic data, such as prices. In the latter case, all the data remains at the data sources.
Then, a query can only be processed at very high costs as the global query has to be
re-written in terms of the view deﬁnitions and all the data (static and dynamic) has to be
transferred to the market place. Considering a market place with hundreds of participating
suppliers, one global query which integrates the sub-queries for all participants would be
too complex and error-prone, i.e., if one supplier’s host is unavailable, the whole query
execution would fail.
Following our approach the suppliers have to register their products at the market place
and specify the sub-plans to compute the price information at their sites (see Figure 3.1 for
an overview). The registration process is illustrated in detail in Chapter 4. The calculation
of the price can be arbitrarily complex and involve their sub-contractors. Query 3.1 shows
an SQL-like query of a client, that returns the description of products, prices, and suppliers
of all needed products. The expires clause gives a time-to-live (using the standard notation
2The name of our system is derived from query processing and workflow systems because processing
queries with HyperQueries bears some similarity with processing distributed workﬂows by routing docu-
ments to the appropriate tasks. All distributed query processing techniques presented within this thesis
are fully implemented within the QueryFlow system.
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Catalog
Product
Description Supplier Price
Battery, 12V 32A
Window Regulator
Supplier 1
Supplier 4
select h.*, p.Price …
from Products p, …
where h.ProdID = ...
select h.*, sum(…)
from Parts p, …
where h.SerialNo = ...
Supplier 1:
Supplier 4:
Battery, 12V 55A
.
.
.
.
.
.
Supplier 1
.
.
.
.
.
.
ArticleID
1
4
5
.
.
.
.
.
.
Figure 3.1: Running Example: Hyperlinks Referencing HyperQueries
select c.ProductDescription, c.Supplier, c.Price
from NeededProducts p, Catalog@MarketPlace c
where p.ProductDescription = c.ProductDescription
order by c.ProductDescription, c.Price
expires 2004-18-05T05:00:00
Query 3.1: Example Query of the Car Manufacturer
of [ISO00]) for the query which is sent to all suppliers; reaching the deadline stops the
query evaluation and only the results gathered so far are considered. The static attributes
ProductDescription and Supplier are taken from the materialized data at the market
place, the value of the virtual attribute Price is determined by evaluating the hyperlinks
referencing HyperQueries at the suppliers’ hosts; the complete HyperQueries are shown
in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 on page 25.
For illustration of our query processing techniques in the market place scenario we use
a rather simple mediated schema which describes the catalog of all registered products:
Catalog:{[ArticleID: Integer, ProductDescription: String,
Supplier: String, Price: Float]}
It should be noted that in the following we switch between relational presentation
and XML for the underlying data. We chose XML as the data model for all data being
exchanged by HyperQueries as XML is the emerging de facto standard for data exchange
on the Internet and (object-) relational data sources can easily be integrated. This is
no restriction to the techniques presented here, as many eﬀorts have been taken to use
the XML features of the underlying database or more general approaches like the ones
described in [CFI+00, SSB+01, ABS99, FTS00].
In our market place scenario we take the GAV approach, i.e., the market place deﬁnes
a mediated schema and HyperQueries specify how the values of the mediated schema can
be obtained from the sources of the participating suppliers. Generally, LAV has the bene-
ﬁt of providing better extensibility, meaning that on new data sources only new mappings
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have to be deﬁned, whereas existing GAV mappings have to be adapted as illustrated in
the example of Section 2.1. In our special scenario of electronic market places all data
sources (the suppliers) have similar schemas and semantics of the data. HyperQueries
only calculate the current values of virtual attributes which are already represented in the
mediated schema and do not add any additional attributes. Another important restriction
(which originates from the market place environment) to our approach is that each map-
ping rule, i.e., the view describing the mapping of data sources onto the mediated schema,
only incorporates data sources of one single supplier and the suppliers provide the views
themselves. This means that the data sources of the single suppliers are isolated against
each other and the mapping rules are not aﬀected by new suppliers, which reﬂects the
autonomy of the suppliers. The mappings may be constructed recursively, i.e., suppliers
can act as data integrator for multiple sub-contractors on their hand. In any case the
mediated schema deﬁned by the central market place never changes.
In our approach parts of the mediated schema are materialized at the market place
while other parts, the values of the so-called virtual attributes, remain at the suppliers and
are determined on demand using the mapping rules. This way, both static data (such as
descriptions, comments, and images) and highly dynamic data (e.g., prices and availabil-
ity) are always up-to-date and can be queried the standard (central data warehouse-like)
way. The suppliers create the mappings autonomously which are placed as HyperQueries
at the data sources and are executed at the data sources. This absolves the market place
from processing costs and parallelizes the query execution.
3.3 Syntax and Semantics of HyperQueries
In our framework for data integration we diﬀerentiate between static and dynamic data.
The former is a` priori materialized in the market place, whereas the latter information
remains at the data providers. The dynamic parts are integrated by so called Hyper-
Queries and hyperlinks referencing HyperQueries are embedded as virtual attributes into
the mediated schema. The HyperQueries reside at remote hosts nearby the data sources.
During evaluation of a query involving virtual attributes the sub-queries are executed
to integrate data on demand and determine the current values. A similar approach has
been taken in “QUEL as a Data Type” [SAHR84], but we do not store the sub-plans,
which are executed at data providers, within virtual attributes. In this section we specify
HyperQueries and show how hyperlinks and HyperQueries can be incorporated into the
database design.
Virtual attributes encapsulate hyperlinks and the results of the corresponding sub-
plans as attribute values in a database table. During evaluation the hyperlinks are
replaced by the result values of the HyperQueries. The schema of these result val-
ues is speciﬁed by the market place in the mediated schema and is publicly available.
Furthermore, the market place deﬁnes so-called application-speciﬁc parameters. These
application-speciﬁc parameters are additional input parameters for the HyperQueries, are
given by the customer, and can be used within the HyperQueries to calculate the actual
value of the virtual attributes. For instance, in the market place scenario the attribute Or-
derQuantity can be used within HyperQueries to compute quantity-dependent discounts
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for the prices. One object of the mediated schema can contain multiple virtual attributes
that reference diﬀerent sub-plans on diﬀerent hosts.
3.3.1 Specification of Hyperlinks
To obtain general locators that are independent of the physical location of the referenced
sub-plans, we deﬁne the following Uniform Resource Identiﬁer schema (URI) [BLFM98]
for the speciﬁcation of hyperlinks:
<hqschema> ::= "hq://"<HostDNS>"/"<PathToPlanId>"?"<ParamList>
<ParamList>::= <ParamName>"="<ParamValue>
{"&"<ParamName>"="<ParamValue>}
Thereby, the components have the following meaning: hq denotes our HyperQuery
protocol, <HostDNS> is the DNS name of the host, on which the sub-plan is stored
and executed, and <PathToPlanId> is the name of the stored sub-plan at the data
provider. <HostDNS> and <PathToPlanId> are referred to as the URI preﬁx. The sub-
sequencing object-speciﬁc parameters are introduced by “?” and are a “&”-separated
key-value list. These object-speciﬁc parameters represent foreign keys on a virtual doc-
ument at the data source where they are used to calculate the actual value of the
virtual attribute. The object-speciﬁc parameters link together the static (a` priori in-
tegrated) part at the market place and the dynamic part at the data provider. All
entries of the virtual attribute with the same URI preﬁx must have the same object-
speciﬁc parameter structure; each URI preﬁx leads to the instantiation of one sub-plan
at the remote host. Each site can execute multiple, locally unique sub-plans. Figure 3.2
shows a simple extension of the product catalog of the electronic market place which
is presented in XML format. The virtual attribute Price of the ﬁrst Article element is
hq://supplier1.com/Electrical/Price?ProdID=CB1232 and indicates, that the price
is calculated at the host supplier1.com using the sub-plan Electrical/Price for an object
with key ProdID=CB1232.
3.3.2 Specification of HyperQueries
HyperQueries are the counterparts of virtual attributes and determine the dynamic parts
of the mediated schema on demand. They are executed at the data source, may be
arbitrarily complex, integrate applications and legacy systems, and may even involve user
interaction. The most comfortable way for stating HyperQueries is to use our SQL dialect
where a HyperQuery accesses a virtual table called HyperQueryInputStream. This virtual
table serves as receiver of the input data objects that “ﬂow through” the hyperlinks, i.e.,
the requests for the actual values referenced by hyperlinks. Within a HyperQuery only
the object-speciﬁc parameters of the corresponding hyperlink and the application-speciﬁc
parameters can be accessed. Additional attributes, e.g., the statically registered parts
of the data or customer-given attributes, of an input data object cannot be used within
the HyperQuery; they are passed through. In our prototype system, alternatively, a
HyperQuery can consist of arbitrarily complex Java operations which have to implement
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<Catalog>
<Article ID=”1”>
<ProductDescription>Battery, 12V 32A</ProductDescription>
<Supplier>Supplier 1</Supplier>
<Price isVirtual=”true”>
hq://supplier1.com/Electrical/Price?ProdID=CB1232
</Price>
</Article>
<Article ID=”2”>
<ProductDescription>Tires 175/65TR14</ProductDescription>
<Supplier>Supplier 2</Supplier>
<Price isVirtual=”true”>
hq://supplier2.com/Price?ProdKey=175/65TR14
</Price>
</Article>
<Article ID=”3”>
<ProductDescription>Spark Plug VX</ProductDescription>
<Supplier>Supplier 3</Supplier>
<Price isVirtual=”true”>
hq://supplier3.com/PriceForUSA?ID=1234
</Price>
</Article>
<Article ID=”4”>
<ProductDescription>Window Regulator</ProductDescription>
<Supplier>Supplier 4</Supplier>
<Price isVirtual=”true”>
hq://supplier4.com/SpecialPrice?SerialNo=WR4T
</Price>
</Article>
<Article ID=”5”>
<ProductDescription>Battery, 12V 55A</ProductDescription>
<Supplier>Supplier 1</Supplier>
<Price isVirtual=”true”>
hq://supplier1.com/Electrical/Price?ProdID=CB1255
</Price>
</Article>
. . .
</Catalog>
Figure 3.2: Catalog of an Electronic Market Place Including Virtual Attributes
(Shaded Gray)
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select h.*, p.Price as Price
from Products p, HyperQueryInputStream h
where h.ProdID = p.ProdID
Query 3.2: HyperQuery Electrical/Price at Supplier 1 in Our SQL Dialect
select h.*, sum(p.ComponentPrice) as Price
from Parts p, BillOfMaterial b, HyperQueryInputStream h
where h.SerialNo = b.SerialNo and b.ComposedOf = p.PartID
group by h.*
Query 3.3: HyperQuery SpecialPrice at Supplier 4 in Our SQL Dialect
the iterator interface of [Gra93]. Section 4.5 gives an overview of the features of the
implemented system.
Query 3.2 and Query 3.3 show the SQL formulations of two HyperQueries for the
calculation of the price; these queries have already been referenced in Figure 3.1. The
HyperQuery at Supplier 1 assumes a data source Products with the attributes ProdID
and Price and performs the join with the virtual table HyperQueryInputStream on
the object-speciﬁc parameter of valid input hyperlinks. The second HyperQuery is
executed at Supplier 4 and assumes two tables Parts(PartID,ComponentPrice) and
BillOfMaterial(SerialNo,ComposedOf). Here, Price is calculated by summing up the
prices of the components. Further HyperQueries on other hosts could be executed by
both HyperQueries if p.Price and p.ComponentPrice are again virtual attributes. This
aspect is considered in Section 3.4.4 in more details.
If an object is sent to a HyperQuery, the actual value is calculated from the object-
speciﬁc parameters that are given by the URI and the application-speciﬁc parameters.
The type of this result must coincide with the schema deﬁnition given at the market
place; objects of incompatible type are discarded by the market place. If the type is
single-valued and multiple values for the virtual attribute are computed, multiple values
have to be returned.3 If the type is set-valued, the values are nested.
If a HyperQuery is not able to compute the value of a virtual attribute the object is not
returned. This reﬂects the semantics of a natural join and constitutes a simple mechanism
of data cleaning. Rahm and Do [RD00] give a survey of possible problems and data
cleaning approaches. HyperQueries may initiate the instantiation of other HyperQueries
when accessing virtual attributes. The results may ﬂow back to the initiator of the
HyperQuery where they are post-processed, or results are routed directly back to the
client. We discuss both possibilities for the ﬂow of results in more complex scenarios in
the next section.
3For our example application of the car manufacturer’s market place we assume that Price is a single-
valued attribute.
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(a) Inner Sub-Plans (b) Nesting Sub-Plans (c) Sequencing Sub-Plans
Figure 3.3: The Three Possible Templates for Sub-Plans
3.4 Executing HyperQueries
In contrast to other data integration approaches our HyperQueries reside at the data
providers. Here, we present the execution of HyperQueries for the ad hoc data integration.
3.4.1 Templates for Sub-Plans
At ﬁrst, we transform a HyperQuery stated as SQL query into an operator tree using one
of three templates depending on the complexity of the SQL query. The resulting operator
tree is optimized using standard methods and can be stored as a sub-plan at the data
source. Figure 3.3 shows the templates with the following characteristics.
Inner Sub-Plans Figure 3.3(a) shows sub-plans that have one input stream and one
output stream. They are the simplest form of HyperQueries, where the Receive operator
constitutes the virtual table HyperQueryInputStream of the SQL query. The proper op-
erator tree of the remaining query is built the traditional way. The Send operator on top
of the operator tree transmits the results of the HyperQuery execution back to the caller,
e.g., the market place. These sub-plans are the innermost parts of the query execution
where the actual values of virtual attributes are determined, e.g., a supplier reads the
price information from a local database.
Nesting Sub-Plans As shown in Figure 3.3(b), these sub-plans contain a Dispatch
operator that splits one input stream (which is provided by the Receive operator) into
multiple output streams serving as input streams for the nested sub-plans. The Dispatch
operator is the basic operator for processing HyperQueries (on implementation details see
Section 3.5). The ﬁnal Union operator (re-)merges the output streams of the nested sub-
plans and produces one output stream. Thus, the ﬂow of objects is totally encapsulated
inside a sub-plan of this pattern. This pattern is a specialization of inner sub-plans and
is used to build hierarchies of sub-plans. The client query including the HyperQuery
execution is always transformed into a nesting sub-plan.
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Sequencing Sub-Plans Sequencing sub-plans as shown in Figure 3.3(c) contain the
initial Dispatch operator that splits one input stream into multiple output streams; no
ﬁnal Union operator is given. The results of the dependent sub-plans are sent back to
the Union of the surrounding sub-plan. Thus, objects that are once sent to a dependent
sub-plan are never sent back to the initiating sub-plan and the data objects are beyond
its control.
The main diﬀerence between nesting and sequencing sub-plans is the ﬂow of results
and the possibility of further processing of the virtual attributes after they have been
materialized. Using nesting sub-plans the results ﬂow from the HyperQuery execution
back to the caller of the HyperQuery; whereas sequencing sub-plans send the results
back to the surrounding sub-plan. This distinction is needed when executing multi-level
HyperQueries which we present later in this section.
3.4.2 Processing Hyperlinks
The Dispatch operator splits one input stream into multiple output streams based on the
virtual attribute and sends the objects to the HyperQueries which is done by “following”
the hyperlinks:
1. The URI preﬁx is determined from the hyperlink.
2. If the referenced sub-plan has not yet been instantiated at the remote host, an
instantiation request is sent. This request contains additional data that can be used
at the remote host to parameterize the sub-plan. These “global parameters”, e.g.,
the preferred currency of the client, stem from the client’s context4. Using a hash
table keeps track of all instantiated sub-plans and avoids multiple instances of the
same sub-plan at remote hosts.
3. Once the sub-plan has been instantiated at the data source all objects with the
same URI preﬁx are routed to it. Thereby, whole data objects, i.e, the hyperlinks
and the additional elements of the input object, are transferred. This is usual in
traditional databases and compliant with the iterator model, but diﬀerent from
hypertext processing, where only the request is sent and the resulting information is
returned to the client. In Section 3.5 we discuss the splitting of objects and sending
only the necessary parts.
3.4.3 Processing Simple Queries
We illustrate the incremental plan generation and execution of our example Query 3.1
using the extension of Figure 3.2. Figure 3.4 shows the XML document NeededProducts
at the client.
For simplicity we substituted in Figure 3.5 the concrete data objects by symbols, where
and denote the two battery objects, denotes the tires object, and denotes the
4In our market place “global parameters” are obtained from the registry information of the clients.
Chapter 4 shows how clients register at the market place how a proﬁle of the registered users is stored.
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<NeededProducts>
<Article>
<ProductDescription>Battery, 12V 32A</ProductDescription>
<OrderQuantity>500</OrderQuantity>
</Article>
<Article>
<ProductDescription>Battery, 12V 55A</ProductDescription>
<OrderQuantity>750</OrderQuantity>
</Article>
<Article>
<ProductDescription>Tires 175/65TR14</ProductDescription>
<OrderQuantity>1000</OrderQuantity>
</Article>
<Article>
<ProductDescription>Spark Plug VX</ProductDescription>
<OrderQuantity>8000</OrderQuantity>
</Article>
</NeededProducts>
Figure 3.4: Needed Products of the Car Manufacturer
spark plug object. Figure 3.5(a) shows the start of the query execution: The user-stated
plan is instantiated with a scan of the NeededProducts document at the client. The
attributes Price and Supplier of the Catalog document are joined (indicated by ) to
the input objects. The vertical hatch indicates the joined objects.
The Dispatch operator splits the stream of objects into multiple output streams based
on the virtual attribute Price. In Figure 3.5(b) the ﬁrst object for Supplier 1 passes the
Dispatch operator which requests5 the sub-plan Electrical/Price at Supplier 1. Basically,
this sub-plan consists of a join with a local document as shown in Query 3.2. The Dispatch
operator routes all objects referencing the same sub-plan to the same instance of the sub-
plan (Figure 3.5(c)/(d)). Figure 3.5(d) also shows the processing of the






object at the
market place. The Dispatch operator sends an instantiation request to Supplier 2 where
a complex application calculates the price. Concurrently, the price has been added to
the



 object at Supplier 1. The resulting object6 can be forwarded to the ﬁnal Union
where an input stream is requested.
After the registration of the new input stream at the Union the HyperQuery at Sup-
plier 1 sends the object back to the market place. The price is inserted into the next
data object



 (Figure 3.5(e)). The market place routes the






object to Supplier 2 and
requests the instantiation of the sub-plan PriceForUSA for the last input object



. At
Supplier 3 a user enters the price using a GUI. In Figure 3.5(f) the



 object reaches
Supplier 3, Supplier 2 has inserted the pricing information into its






object and sends
5Note, that all sub-plans are instantiated only once for a query.
6Objects with fully materialized virtual attributes are visualized in solid black.
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Figure 3.5: Routing of Objects and Instantiation of Sub-Plans
(solid lines indicate the routing of objects, dashed lines indicate the instantiation of sub-plans)
the resulting object to its target. Supplier 1 routes its object to the Union.
Supplier 2 sent the object to the Union and Supplier 3 has inserted the price for
the



 object (Figure 3.5(g)). The routing of the object leads to a request of an
additional input stream at the Union. Figure 3.5(h) depicts the result, where the actual
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Figure 3.6: Multi-Level HyperQuery Execution
values of all input objects have been inserted and the resulting objects have reached
the Union. Based on these data objects the query is processed further, i.e., the sorting
by ProductDescription and Price is done. After the complete execution of the query,
all (intermediate) instantiated sub-plans and the user-stated query plan are closed and
cleaned up in reverse order of instantiation.
3.4.4 Processing Multi-Level HyperQueries
So far, we have demonstrated the instantiation of sub-plans for single-level HyperQuery
processing. The HyperQuery concept is, of course, not restricted to one level. While
processing a HyperQuery at a data source, other hyperlinks may be encountered which
initiate dependent HyperQueries. From data integration viewpoint, this enables us to
structure the data integration process and provide transparent access for users.
Figure 3.6 illustrates more complex example applications utilizing the nesting and
sequencing templates for sub-plans of Figure 3.3. We only show the query plans after all
sub-plans have been instantiated and omit the concrete data objects. The main diﬀerence
between both techniques is the ﬂow of results from the innermost HyperQueries back to
the user. In hierarchical mode the results ﬂow back to the sites where the HyperQuery
requests were initiated. In broadcast mode the objects do not ﬂow all the way through
intermediates back to the user, but are routed directly to the user.
Hierarchical HyperQuery Execution
If a remote host encounters a virtual attribute that is needed for the further execution of
the HyperQuery, the remote host acts as intermediary and initiates a nested sub-query at
another remote host using the pattern of Figure 3.3(b): The data objects ﬂow from the
surrounding sub-plan to the nested sub-plans, where the value of the virtual attribute is
computed. Then, the completed objects are sent back to the surrounding sub-plan, where
they are processed further.
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(a) Hierarchical Query Processing (b) Broadcast Query Processing
Figure 3.7: Flow of Control and Flow of Objects in Multi-Level HyperQuery Execution
(Dashed lines indicate the ﬂow of control and intermediate results, solid lines indicate
the ﬂow of result objects)
The nesting of sub-plans may be arbitrarily deep using again nesting or sequencing
templates. In Figure 3.6(a) the executed HyperQuery of Supplier 4 has been shown
above as Query 3.3 and accesses the virtual attribute ComponentPrice. The HyperQuery
of Supplier 4 has to be hierarchical, i.e., the nesting template for sub-plans has to be
used, as the actual value of ComponentPrice is post-processed at Supplier 4. The virtual
attributes at the levels of the nesting may diﬀer, e.g., the outer virtual attribute could be
Price, while the inner is ComponentPrice.
Broadcast HyperQuery Execution
If a hyperlink is encountered within a HyperQuery and the results need not be processed
any further, the evaluation can be delegated to other HyperQueries. Using sequencing
sub-plans data objects are forwarded to further sub-plans. It is the task of these sub-
plans to determine the value of the virtual attribute and to send the resulting objects
back to the initiator of the query. The prerequisite is that the virtual attributes are the
same for both levels of HyperQuery execution. The Union of the surrounding sub-plan
merges the results of the inner sub-plans. In Figure 3.6(b) Supplier 4 has two subsidiary
companies and delegates the incoming HyperQuery requests to Sub-Contractor 1 and 2
without post-processing the results.
The main advantage of broadcast processing is the quick forwarding of data objects
without handling them again at the delegating site. The tradeoﬀs are (1) that the virtual
attributes must coincide in all sequencing sub-plans and (2) that many connections register
at the merging Union. Nevertheless, as each site decides autonomously, which kind of sub-
plan to executed, both hierarchical and broadcast execution of HyperQueries is possible
within the execution of one query. Figure 3.7 shows from another point of view both
execution traces. In the hierarchical execution of Figure 3.7(a) the resulting objects ﬂow
back to the sites, where the original input objects came from, whereas in the broadcast
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execution of Figure 3.7(b) the objects do not ﬂow all the way through intermediates back
to the client, but are routed directly to the client, which issued the query.
3.5 Optimization of HyperQueries and Implementa-
tion Details
The basic execution technique for HyperQueries as presented in the last section can be
optimized. Now, we discuss optimization approaches that can be combined arbitrarily
and reveal some details of the implementation.
3.5.1 Bypassing of Attributes
The intermediary deﬁnes the mediated schema including meta information, e.g., which
attributes are virtual. User queries include attributes which are necessary for query
processing, such as virtual attributes, and bulk attributes, such as images or product
descriptions. In the na¨ıve approach whole objects consisting of both necessary and bulk
attributes are sent to the HyperQuery. As the bulk attributes are not needed for the
calculation of the virtual attribute at a remote host, they can be projected out when
passing the Dispatch operator. These attributes are sent to the ﬁnal Union and are re-
merged to the resulting objects after the actual value of the virtual attribute has been
calculated. During stripping oﬀ the bulk attributes a unique sequence number is added
both to the bulk objects and the remaining data objects, i.e., the virtual attributes. Using
these sequence numbers the bulk objects can be merged to the corresponding data objects
at the Union.
This optimization method is similar to bulk bypassing [BCKK00, CKKW00] in central
databases (Section 7.4 discusses bulk bypassing techniques for queries involving joins and
aggregation in central databases). Figure 3.8(a) illustrates the bypassing of bulk objects
around HyperQueries. Especially in multi-level HyperQuery execution this decreases the
amount of transferred data and reduces the execution time in slow and bursty networks.
This can also be applied when sensitive information has to be withheld from the remote
hosts without expensive encryption of the data.
3.5.2 Predicate Migration
Predicates on virtual attributes cannot be evaluated before the actual values have been
computed. To reduce the amount of transferred data, the intermediary pushes these
predicates from the initial query “into” the HyperQueries at the remote hosts so that
only relevant data objects are returned. Adding the selection predicate c.Price < 1500 to
Query 3.1 we show how predicate migration works: Without optimization the selection is
applied late and the HyperQueries send all products back to the market place; pushing
the selection down to the HyperQueries, less objects are transferred. The implementation
of this optimization is straightforward: The selection predicate is sent to the remote site
during the instantiation of the sub-plan. Before sending objects back to the market place
a data provider performs the selection. Additional proﬁt can be drawn, if the remote
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Figure 3.8: Illustrating Optimization Techniques (I)
hosts incorporate the possibility of predicate migration into their HyperQueries, e.g., the
remote hosts place a Selection operator into their sub-plans, whose predicate is set during
the instantiation. Figure 3.8(b) illustrates the migration of predicates.
3.5.3 Caching at the Intermediary and at the Remote Hosts
Due to duplicates (which may be produced by preceding joins) the same virtual attributes
have to be evaluated multiple times. This can be avoided by caching. We show at ﬁrst
how intra-query caching works for hierarchical queries, i.e., the Dispatch and the Union
are executed within the same (sub-)plan. Evaluating virtual attributes is similar to the
invocation of expensive methods, but in contrast to [HN96] this is done asynchronously,
i.e., objects are sent to sub-plans, before the results of previous objects are returned.7
Thus, it is not suﬃcient to store only the returned values. We also have to keep book
of objects that were sent to sub-plans and have not yet produced a result. Figure 3.9(a)
depicts the hash table based caching of virtual attributes. On any input object the
Dispatch operator probes the hash table (1). A cache hit is directly sent to the Union,
bypassing the HyperQueries (2). Otherwise, the object is inserted into the hash table as a
request. If this was the ﬁrst request for this URI, the object is sent to the corresponding
HyperQuery. If a result from a HyperQuery is received by the Union, it is inserted into
the hash table (3) and the pending objects with the same URI are returned (4). If the
results are highly dynamic and for coherence reasons cannot be re-used in another query,
the hash table has to be discarded when the query execution has ﬁnished. If remote
hosts give time-to-live values for the values of the virtual attributes, our proposed caching
technique can be extended to inter-query caching, where results are cached until expiry.
While this kind of caching takes place at the intermediary, the remote hosts cache
requests and their results to reduce the processing overhead at their sites. Therefore,
7For this reason sorting on the URI, as suggested for expensive predicates in [SAC+79], is the worst
case for the asynchronous HyperQuery processing.
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(a) Intra-Query Caching at the Market Place (b) Inter-Query Caching at Supplier 2
Figure 3.9: Illustrating Optimization Techniques (II)
suppliers store for each requested URI the resulting object in a hash table and return
the stored object on any further request of the same URI. This way, the execution of
HyperQueries is shortcut which is especially in multi-level HyperQuery execution very
eﬃcient. Figure 3.9(b) shows this inter-query caching technique for Supplier 2 where the
execution of the proper HyperQuery (HQ) is bypassed.
3.5.4 Multiple Virtual Attributes
If a query accesses multiple virtual attributes the na¨ıve execution strategy would request
at ﬁrst the value of the ﬁrst virtual attribute, then the value of the second virtual attribute,
etc. If all virtual attributes of an object are evaluated at the same site, the requests can
be bundled. The intermediary generates a plan that contains one Dispatch operator for all
virtual attributes whose evaluation can be combined. During the execution the Dispatch
operator sends the list of all requested virtual attributes with the instantiation request
for one remote sub-plan. When an object passes the Dispatch operator, it is routed to the
sub-plan, where the actual values of all virtual attributes are determined at once. This
avoids sending one object multiple times to the same host.
If virtual attributes, e.g., the price and the rating by an independent organization, are
evaluated at the diﬀerent sites, the calculation can be parallelized, anyway: The Dispatch
operator instantiates multiple HyperQueries, one for each new URI preﬁx of the virtual
attributes to be resolved, and sends one input object with a unique sequence number to all
its corresponding sub-plans in parallel. The Union re-merges the resulting data objects
of diﬀerent HyperQueries using the sequence number. When the Union has re-merged
all requests belonging together into one object, this resulting object is passed to the next
operator.
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3.5.5 Long-Duration HyperQueries
Just as in real-world public bidding processes the calculation of virtual attributes can last
longer. To limit the duration of queries, we can deﬁne a time-to-live for queries (shown
in Query 3.1 using the expires clause). Each instantiated HyperQuery is annotated with
this timeout and is monitored on expiry. If the timeout elapses, the local sub-plans are
aborted and only the objects gathered so far are considered for the (approximate) result.
As the timeout can amount to days or weeks, the impact of long-running queries onto
the network communication has to be taken into account: Due to network failure and
TCP/IP timeouts open network connections are error-prone. If a connection has not
transferred data for a certain time but is still active, its socket is closed temporarily,
without aﬀecting the query execution itself. The Send and Receive operators exchange
messages upon temporarily closing and re-opening sockets.
3.5.6 Fault Tolerance of HyperQuery Execution
So far, we have assumed that the instantiation of a sub-plan at a remote host is successful.
If a remote host does not respond to any request, either a network failure occurred or the
host (or the database server) is down. As this could only be a short-term break and the
processing of the remaining query lasts longer, the intermediary stores all data objects
that belong to the failure host and periodically re-tries to connect to the host. If the
remaining query has ﬁnished before the host responds, it is no longer waited for and the
user is informed about the incomplete result. If the host is accessible again while the
remaining query runs, the HyperQuery is instantiated at the host and the stored objects
are sent to the remote host where query processing continues as regular. If the requested
sub-plan on the remote host does not exist, the remote host sends a subplan-unknown
message to the Dispatch operator which closes the corresponding output stream and does
not send anymore data objects to the remote host. The client and the administrator of
the remote host are informed.
Chapter 4
A Reference Architecture for
Dynamic, Distributed Data
Integration Systems
This chapter gives an overview of the reference architecture for building scalable, dis-
tributed data integration systems. We show the concepts using the example application
of electronic B2B market places as in Chapter 3.
A data integration system consists of three major kinds of participants: data providers
which initially store their data only locally in their own data format using own schemas,
clients which request data of the mediated schema, and the data integration platform
which mediates between clients and data providers and integrates the provided data.
We start with an overview of the reference architecture and afterwards take a closer
look at one participant of the market place federation. In Section 4.3 we show how to
integrate data provided by Web services without installing the whole data integration sys-
tem. As security is a severe problem especially in electronic market places, in Section 4.4
we demonstrate how current standard techniques can be exploited to ﬁt the special needs
of our highly distributed data integration approach. Finally, in Section 4.5 we depict the
basic components of our implementation, the QueryFlow system, and some non-standard
operators for HyperQuery processing.
4.1 Overview of the Reference Architecture
Figure 4.1 gives an architectural overview of the whole market place federation where
three kinds of participants are distinguished: the market place, the customers, and the
suppliers. The solid HQ annotated arrows reference HyperQueries at the data sources.
The SOAP annotated arrow indicates that data integration is done by a Web service at the
supplier outside of the federation. These Web services are accessed via SOAP [SOA03].
Finally, the dashed lines represent the registration of new suppliers.
The main task of the market place is to act as an intermediary between the other
participants. Therefore, the market place oﬀers a mediated schema for integrating the
suppliers’ data sources to the customers. The market place hosts the more static data, in
36
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Figure 4.1: Architectural Overview of the Market Place Federation
particular the product catalog and registry information, and executes queries accessing
virtual attributes by distributing the requests to the participating suppliers.
The market place oﬀers two basic interfaces: Customers pose their queries against
the mediated schema using the query interface. The service interface is used for all ad-
ministrative tasks which are realized as Web services. The administrative tasks include
registration of the static information at the market place. Thus, suppliers are able to man-
age both their registered products in the product catalog at the market place and provide
meta information about the used HyperQueries for consistency checks. New customers
and suppliers can autonomously join the market place as participants by submitting their
registry information as XML documents to the market place. This makes the market
place very scalable, as the administration of the data is done autonomously by the data
providers.
Customers have to register at the market place using the service interface. Certiﬁcate-
based authentication secures the registration process where a customer proﬁle, e.g., the
location of the customer, the preferred currency, is transmitted. Figure 4.2 depicts an
example XML document for the registration of a new customer. This proﬁle is used for
the global parameters during HyperQuery processing. The customers pose queries at the
query interface of the market place. This can be done either by a browser accessing the
Web portal of the market place or by a client program. The client program is executed at
the customer’s site, includes a fully functional query processor, and allows the seamless
integration of data located at the customer into query processing. The beneﬁt of the
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<CustomerRegistration>
<NewCustomer>
<CustomerName>Christian Wiesner</CustomerName>
<Address>
<Street>Innstrasse 33</Street>
<City>Passau</City>
<ZIP>94032</ZIP>
<Country>Germany</Country>
</Address>
<Currency>EUR</Currency>
</NewCustomer>
</CustomerRegistration>
Figure 4.2: XML Document for the Registration of a New Customer
Web portal is that customers outside the federation do not need to install any additional
software, whereas the second method requires the installation of the query processing
system at the customer’s site. The queries may access virtual attributes. In this case
the referenced HyperQueries are executed at the remote sites transparently to the user as
described previously in Chapter 3.
The suppliers can join and leave the market place at any time without aﬀecting any
other participant using the service interface. This means that new data sources contribute
data to the mediated schema at the market place and provide HyperQueries at their
sites. These data sources must obey the centrally deﬁned mediated schema of the market
place. The static part of the mediated data is replicated at the market place, while
hyperlinks reference the dynamic parts of the mapping rules, i.e., the HyperQueries, at
the suppliers. Again, registration is done by transmitting XML documents which are
similar to the customers’ registration documents. Figure 4.3 illustrates the registration
of a new supplier with products and the transparency of HyperQuery execution: At ﬁrst,
a customer poses a query involving data of Supplier 1 and Supplier 2. As soon as a new
supplier registers at the market place and replicates the static parts of the mediated data,
virtual attributes are embedded for the dynamic information. If a customer states the
same query again, the dynamic part of the data of Supplier 3 is also incorporated into the
result. Figure 4.4 gives an example XML document for the registration of one product
at the market place. Supplier 3 sends this XML document to the service interface of
the market place. The suppliers have to provide HyperQueries at their (local) sites. As
suppliers can be organized hierarchically, they can act as “mini-market places” and sub-
contractors register at these suppliers. This enables us to structure the data integration
process and multi-level HyperQuery processing is possible as discussed in Section 3.4.
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Figure 4.3: A New Supplier Joins the Market Place
4.2 A Closer Look at one Participant
We propose an open reference architecture for data integration systems and allow any
host to participate in the federation. We distinguish two kinds of participants: partici-
pants that have installed the full system and participants using a SOAP connector and
implement HyperQueries as Web services. Figure 4.5 shows details of a participant of the
market place federation implementing the full architecture.
The major beneﬁt of a supplier running the full system is the seamless integration
of sub-contractors into query processing. The main parts of the system can be charac-
terized as follows: A database system stores all local data, e.g., at the market place the
product catalog and the registry information. The query processor of the database sys-
tem supports the execution of HyperQueries. Secure communication with remote hosts
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<ProductRegistration>
<Article>
<ProductDescription>Spark Plug VX</ProductDescription>
<Supplier>Supplier 3</Supplier>
<Price isVirtual=”true”>
hq://supplier3.com/PriceForUSA?ID=1234
</Price>
</Article>
</ProductRegistration>
Figure 4.4: XML Document for the Product Registration of Supplier 3 Including Virtual
Attributes (Shaded Gray)
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Figure 4.5: Details of one Participant of the Market Place Federation
is ensured by a certiﬁcate-based security system which signs queries and requests when
sending them to hosts and veriﬁes them at the destination. The details of the security
system are presented below. The communication layer of the system is divided into two
major parts: The HyperQuery protocol consists on the one hand side of a proprietary,
eﬃciently working messaging service for the exchange of administrative control messages
during HyperQuery processing and on the other hand side of mass data communication
channels. The second part of the communication layer is SOAP/HTTP which provides
openness for other systems to access the market place federation and vice versa. Thus,
data integration is not restricted to the execution of HyperQueries, but Web services are
also supported.
The application layer consists of the query interface and the service interface for the
execution of Java-based Web services. WSDL [CCMW01] documents describe the Web
services which implement the administration of the registered participants, static infor-
mation, and meta data. These Web services are accessed via SOAP/HTTP and take one
input XML document and produce one output XML document. The beneﬁts are: Web
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Figure 4.6: Combination of HyperQueries and Web Services
services can be composed and can seamlessly be integrated into more complex workﬂows
at the participants. In addition, new Web services can easily be integrated at runtime.
Thus, the market place is very scalable, as the administration of the data is done locally
at the data providers.
4.3 Implementing HyperQueries as Web Services
To enable any site to join the market place federation without installing the full sys-
tem, HyperQueries can be realized as Web services. To access these Web services act-
ing as HyperQueries, hyperlinks to WSDL documents (instead of hyperlinks to Hyper-
Queries) are embedded as virtual attributes into the mediated schema at the market place.
Figure 4.6 illustrates the embedding of hyperlinks to HyperQueries as well as to WSDL
documents into the database of the intermediary. WSDL [CCMW01] is the standard for
describing the interface of Web services, i.e., the input and output parameters of Web
services and the usage of protocols. Thereby, the proper Web services are referenced
within the WSDL document. Figure 4.7 shows a (slightly) simpliﬁed WSDL document
for the Web service PriceService. As one WSDL document may contain the speciﬁcations
of multiple operations the hyperlinks to this document are extended with the name of the
accessed operation. The object-speciﬁc parameters are given in the hyperlink and deﬁne
the values for the input parameters of the Web service. This way, arbitrary Web ser-
vices can be accessed as HyperQueries during query processing. The following hyperlink
references the presented WSDL document:
http://www.extsupplier.com/PriceService.wsdl?
operation_name=PriceClass1&
Product=ExteriorMirror&Type=spheric&Color=blue
When encountering a hyperlink to a WSDL document the Dispatch operator executes
the following procedure:
1. If not already loaded, the WSDL document is retrieved and cached.
2. A proxy object for the Web service is generated from the WSDL document, i.e,
a piece of Java code accessing the referenced Web service via SOAP is created,
compiled and dynamically loaded into the runtime system. This proxy object is
also cached for later reuse.
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<definitions name=”PriceService”
targetNamespace=”http://www.extsupplier.com/PriceService.wsdl”
xmlns:soap=”http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/”
xmlns:xsd=”http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema”
xmlns=”http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/”>
<message name=”getPriceRequest”>
<part name=”Product” type=”xsd:string”/>
<part name=”Type” type=”xsd:string”/>
<part name=”Color” type=”xsd:string”/>
</message>
<message name=”getPriceResponse”>
<part name=”Price” type=”xsd:ﬂoat”/>
</message>
<portType name=”PriceServiceSoap”>
<operation name=”PriceClass1”>
<input name=”getPriceRequest”/>
<output name=”getPriceResponse”/>
</operation>
</portType>
<binding name=”PriceServiceSoap” type=”PriceServiceSoap”>
<soap:binding style=”rpc” transport=”http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http”/>
<operation name=”PriceClass1”>
<soap:operation soapAction=”PriceClass1” style=”rpc”/>
<input name=”PriceServiceRequest”/>
<output name=”PriceServiceResponse”/>
</operation>
</binding>
<service name=”PriceService”>
<port name=”PriceServiceSoap” binding=”PriceService”>
<soap:address location=”http://www.extsupplier.com/PriceService”/>
</port>
</service>
</deﬁnitions>
Figure 4.7: Simpliﬁed WSDL Document for the Web Service PriceService
(For simplicity some namespaces are omitted)
3. The object-speciﬁc parameters are bound dynamically to the proxy object.
4. A SOAP message is generated from the proxy object and is sent to the Web service.
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The Web service executes the request and sends the results back to the market place. The
market place passes the results to the Union operator of the corresponding query plan
where in return further query processing proceeds. The Dispatch operator encapsulates
the execution of HyperQueries and the call of Web services, so that both techniques do
not interfere and are possible within the same query execution.
4.4 Security Issues of HyperQuery Execution
Security is one of the crucial issues in an open and distributed query processing system.
Users rely on the information provided by data integration systems, i.e., the stored and
displayed information has to be secured against unauthorized access and malicious modiﬁ-
cations. Especially in B2B market places which constitute the basis of economic decisions,
the security system has to cope with
• privacy, i.e., denying unauthorized sites access to sensitive data,
• integrity, i.e., denying unauthorized sites the modiﬁcation of sensitive data,
• authentication, i.e., verifying the identity of a user,
• authorization, i.e., verifying, if a user has the permission to execute a sub-plan or
an operation, and
• non-repudiation, i.e., no partner can deny the involvement in a transaction.
There has been a lot of standardization eﬀorts in the recent past on security in distributed
environments, e.g., XML Signature [BBF+02] and XML Encryption [IDS02] describe how
to sign and encrypt XML documents. WS-Security [ADLH+02] utilizes both standards
and extends the header of SOAP messages. These approaches cover security issues of
one single message and are used within our proposed architecture, but the ﬂow of data
through multiple intermediaries has to be considered separately.
Privacy and Integrity Communication streams between participants of the market
place federation are protected by using the well-established secure communication stan-
dards SSL and/or TLS for encrypting and authenticating (digitally signing) messages.
Both protocols can carry out the authentication partners via X.509 certiﬁcates [HFPS99],
thus ensuring communication with the desired partner.
As business partners do not always communicate directly, but via intermediaries, e.g.,
market place, suppliers, or sub-contractors, using these secure protocols is not suﬃcient.
The remote host that computes the actual value of the virtual attribute has to ensure that
only the proper receiver has access to the data and intermediaries have to be withheld
from access. Privacy and integrity of data can be assured in multi-level HyperQuery
execution by encryption and signatures.
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Figure 4.8: Chain of Signatures during HyperQuery Execution
Authentication In our market place framework authentication is used for three pur-
poses: First, the customers, i.e., the clients of the data integration system, rely on true
identity and the given oﬀers of the suppliers. Second, the suppliers have to know the
identity of their customers due to special pricing conditions and contracting. Thirdly,
the carrier of the market place has to know who poses queries for its accounting. Each
processed query incurs costs which have to be shared among the participants.
Authentication methods are based on passwords, X.509 certiﬁcates, or protocols such
as Kerberos [SNS88]. We restrict the further discussion to certiﬁcates, i.e., each parti-
cipant possesses a certiﬁcate with the appropriate private key. The certiﬁcate contains
the public key that has been signed by an approved certiﬁcation authority (CA). Digital
signatures generated by the appropriate private key serve as a legal instrument for binding
oﬀers in e-commerce applications. In traditional distributed databases users sign query
plans with their private keys and the authentication is performed at the participating
providers. The signature of a query is veriﬁed and then the originator and the integrity
of the query is known reliably. This (simple) technique is not applicable to HyperQuery
execution as the whole plan cannot be determined a` priori and participants communicate
through intermediaries. We devised the following extended authentication method for
(multi-level) HyperQuery execution whereby we use the notation derived from [Sch96] for
the cryptographic functions assuming three communication partners:
1. user U who poses the initial query,
2. market place M which provides the mediated schema, receives the query of the
user, executes a Dispatch operator on the virtual attributes, and sends instantiation
requests to the data sources,
3. supplier S, i.e., a data source, which executes a HyperQuery.
Our approach hands over the initial plan and signs it multiple times. This constitutes
a chain of trust. Figure 4.8 illustrates the algorithm with the instantiation of a sub-plan
at supplier S:
1. The execution of a query involving HyperQueries starts at the user where the initial
plan P containing a query identiﬁer is signed with the user’s private key. The
generated signature is appended to P , leading to (P, SU(P )).
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2. Each time a Dispatch operator sends an instantiation request I to a remote host
both P and I are signed with the private key of the host that executes the Dispatch
operator, generating (P, SU(P ), SM(P )) and (I, SM(I)). In multi-level HyperQuery
execution multiple signatures are appended to the initial plan.
As the instantiation request also contains the query identiﬁer of P both parts are
marked to belong together and a separation by a malicious third party is detected by
the receiver. A registration request at a Union is treated the same way. The receiver
authenticates both the intermediary and the user applying the following three steps:
1. The sending host is veriﬁed using SSL. Both received parts of the request, i.e., the
initial plan and the instantiation request, have to be signed at last by the market
place. Thus, the two veriﬁcation test are successful: VM(P, SU(P ), SM(P )) and
VM(I, SM(I)).
2. Then, the ﬁrst signature of the initial plan is checked with the public-key of the user
by VU(P, SU(P )).
3. The query identiﬁer must coincide in the initial plan and the instantiation request.
On success of all three steps the supplier knows reliably both the user and the market
place. When the supplier sends back the results to the market place, a registration request
R is sent to the Union operator at the market place, the supplier signs the request and
the initial query and sends them both to the market place. At the market place the same
authentication process repeats with reversed roles.
Authorization The participants enforce their local authorization policy autonomously
utilizing a role-based access control (RBAC) model [SCFY96] to specify authorization
rules. RBAC distinguishes between users, roles which are assigned to users, and permis-
sions which are assigned to roles. Each host establishes its own local rules, that declare
which HyperQuery may be instantiated by which user. For instance, a supplier could
have an exclusive contract upon a special kind of good with a certain customer. This
can be implemented by a HyperQuery that is just used for this particular good. The
supplier stores the RBAC information that only the “exclusive” customer may execute
this HyperQuery. On the instantiation of the HyperQuery the identity of the customer is
checked and, if authorized, the HyperQuery is instantiated; otherwise, the instantiation
request is refused.
Non-Repudiation It is essential for e-commerce applications that partners cannot deny
the involvement in transactions. Following the traditional GAV approach this would
be diﬃcult, as the market place cannot legally sign the oﬀers of the suppliers. Using
HyperQueries, the market place acts as an intermediary and the oﬀers are processed and
legally signed by the suppliers themselves. As it is not clear, if an automatically processed
and signed document is legal, we can use on operator for human input, that can sign the
produced objects on demand and explicitly expresses the declaration of intention.
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Figure 4.9: Architecture of the QueryFlow System
4.5 A Prototype Implementation: The QueryFlow
System
Having seen a dynamic, distributed, and extensible query evaluation technique and the
reference architecture of an open and scalable dynamic data integration system, we present
our implemented QueryFlow system. We made an eﬀort to rely on standards such as SQL,
XML, XML Schema, X.509 certiﬁcates, XML Signature, and SOAP. Figure 4.9 depicts
the basic components:
• The query processing capabilities of QueryFlow are based on ObjectGlobe, a dis-
tributed and open query processor for data sources on the Internet. The most
important aspects of the ObjectGlobe system have already been explained in Sec-
tion 2.2.3. In our implementation we relied on the standard operators of Object-
Globe and the usage of mobile code in a secure way.
• The HyperQuery Engine combines all operators for HyperQuery processing, i.e., the
Dispatch operator for resolving virtual attributes, and operators for the optimization
of HyperQuery execution.
• The QueryFlow CoreSystem keeps track of the instantiated HyperQueries and the
distribution of one HyperQuery to multiple physical hosts including data structures
such as caches and administrative data of the executed HyperQueries.
• The HyperQuery Instantiator manages the instantiation of HyperQueries at remote
sites. HyperQueries are stored in a hierarchically structured repository that can
reside on top of the ﬁle system, a database, or a Web server.
• Secure communication with remote hosts is ensured by a certiﬁcate-based security
system which signs queries and requests when sending them to hosts and veriﬁes
them at the destination. This component is based on the security infrastructure of
ObjectGlobe and additionally implements the presented security issues.
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• The XML Integration component collects all functionality to access XML data
sources. We provide an interface for querying both relational and XML data sources
using a subset of XQuery [BCF+03]. These queries are transformed into SQL queries
using methods proposed in [SKS+01, SSB+01].
• Finally, we implemented some market place speciﬁc Web services for the adminis-
tration of the market place, e.g., for registration of suppliers, products, and Hyper-
Queries. These services can be accessed via SOAP or a proprietary messaging
service.
4.5.1 Operators for HyperQuery Processing
All operators for HyperQuery processing, e.g., the asynchronous Send and Receive oper-
ators, the Dispatch, and the Union operator, are pipelined operators and perfectly suited
for query processing on the Internet and processing streaming data. The Dispatch opera-
tor is a non-standard operator and splits one input stream into multiple output streams.
As we want the concurrent and independent routing of objects to the instantiated Hyper-
Queries, the Dispatch operator creates one thread for each output stream. All threads
share one common input stream, from which each one selects its relevant objects. The
Dispatch operator coordinates the threads and keeps book of them.
4.5.2 Data Sources for HyperQuery Execution
The extensibility of the query processor is important, as each participant of the market
place federation has several alternatives for implementing HyperQueries. Thus, query
plans can perfectly be adapted to the companies’ local systems. The query plans may
contain diﬀerent kinds of operators which can be characterized by the origin of data.
Database Queries The simplest kind of HyperQueries are SQL queries, as shown in
Section 3.3. They are transformed into a tree containing physical operations, e.g., joins,
selections, projections, and sorting. Dynamic loading of operators enables the administra-
tor of the local host to integrate new and more eﬃcient database operations into the query
execution. One example of such a new database operation is a wrapper that accesses a
relational database system using JDBC. This wrapper makes the integration of existing
commercial DBMSs straightforward.
Applications If complex business applications, e.g., Enterprise Resource Planning sys-
tems like SAP R/3, spreadsheet analysis, or legacy systems have to be accessed, wrappers
for these applications have to be integrated into the query plan. This is done the same
way as database systems are integrated: the wrappers just have to obey the iterator
interface. The applications are automatically invoked on any incoming data object and
the actual value of the virtual attribute is calculated from the current input object. The
connection of the QueryFlow system to legacy systems by wrappers means that data is
only integrated on demand and the most coherent state of the data is returned.
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Figure 4.10: Screen Shot of Our Example Operator for Human Interaction
Human Interaction HyperQueries man even incorporate human interaction where a
user enters the value of a virtual attribute through a Java applet or a GUI. As these
operators are executed at the data sources, sensitive data remains under full control of
the data providers. These operators have two main parts: a server part, implementing
the iterator interface, is speciﬁed in the query execution plan, and runs as a part of the
query execution. The corresponding input interface acts as client to this operator.
We implemented a prototypical graphical application that can be used for manually
entering the real value of a virtual attribute. On instantiation the server part of the
operator collects all input objects, opens a network socket, awaits a connection from
the client and notiﬁes a speciﬁed person via e-mail. The employee starts the client and
processes the data objects to determine the value of the virtual attribute and/or approve
oﬀers. The client part is the actual GUI which connects to the server via the socket
and fetches all objects and requests and identiﬁes the client (see Figure 4.10). Thus, the
employee who has to enter the missing information has full knowledge of the identity of
the initial user and can submit a speciﬁc oﬀer. After having processed an input object the
employee can send each object separately back to the server, which passes the received
object to the subsequent iterator.
Chapter 5
Performance Evaluation of
HyperQuery Processing
In the following, we describe the results of benchmarks which assess the ability of the
QueryFlow implementation to perform the intended query processing tasks in a satisfy-
ing manner. In particular, we concentrate on investigating the scalability of processing
HyperQueries and show the eﬀectiveness of the combination of multiple Dispatch opera-
tors.
5.1 Experimental Environment
Our test scenario constitutes a market place with 26 suppliers where we adapted the
well-known TPC-D [TPC99a] benchmark suite of scale factor 1.0. To suit our limited
benchmark environment, we distributed the 10000 suppliers of TPC-D round robin by
S SUPPKEY to 26 hosts. The PARTSUPP table represented the product catalog at
the market place and the PART table was partitioned horizontally to obtain several
PART@SUPPi tables that contained the parts produced by Supplier i. Thus, each supplier
oﬀered approximately 30000 parts, whereby each part was produced by 4 suppliers which
lead to 800000 entries at the market place and 200000 distinct parts. PS SUPPLYCOST
and PS AVAILQTY became virtual attributes. The databases were stored in proprietary
partitions on the ﬁle system. Each participant ran its database server on a separate host,
whereby the market place was placed on a Sun Enterprise 450 with four 400 MHz Ultra-
Sparc II processors and 4 GByte memory. The suppliers were placed on Sun Ultra 10
with 1 UltraSparc IIi processor at 333 MHz and 128 MByte memory. All hosts were in
the same 100 MBit LAN, running Solaris 2.7 and using Sun’s JDK 1.3. The security com-
ponent was deactivated, as it was not our intent to measure the overhead for decryption,
encryption, and authentication. Instead, our interest was on pure query processing time.
Within the HyperQueries we simulated the access to legacy systems or applications and
slowed down their execution. Query 5.1 shows the user’s query and Query 5.2 constitutes
the HyperQuery executed at Supplier i.
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select PS PARTKEY, PS SUPPKEY, PS COMMENT, ’[ virtual attrs ]’
from PARTSUPP
wherePS PARTKEY < ’[ sel ]’
Query 5.1: The User’s Query
select h.*, p.P RETAILPRICE as PS SUPPLYCOST
from HyperQueryInputStream h, PART@SUPPi p
whereh.PARTKEY = p.P PARTKEY
Query 5.2: The HyperQuery at Supplier i
5.2 Scalability of HyperQuery Processing
Measuring the scalability of our HyperQuery processing technique is divided into three
parts. At ﬁrst we determined the behavior of the system under a growing number of
suppliers, then we varied the number of users. In both experiments we queried only one
virtual attribute PS SUPPLYCOST . Finally, we show the performance gain of parallel
evaluation of multiple virtual attributes.
5.2.1 Scaling the Number of Suppliers
In the ﬁrst set of benchmarks we determined the behavior of the system under a growing
number of suppliers.
Requesting each Supplier 150/1500/4500 Objects We varied the number of re-
quested suppliers from 1 to 26 and requested each supplier 150/1500/4500 objects. Thus,
we got an increasing number of result objects. Figure 5.1(a) shows the running times
which are almost constant within one test set. Thus, the overall performance is de-
termined by the execution time of the HyperQueries at the remote hosts. This is an
important insight when information is provided from multiple hosts, as it does not cost
much to query redundantly all hosts and obtain more complete information.
Adapting the Number of Requested Objects In the previous experiment the num-
ber of returned objects increased with the number of requested suppliers. Now we adapted
the number of requests to obtain 4500 objects in total and measured the parallelization
of the requests on 1 to 26 suppliers. Figure 5.1(b) shows that the total running time
decreases with more suppliers caused by the parallelization at the market place.
5.2.2 Scaling the Number of Users
In this test we demonstrate the scalability of the market place when varying the number of
users that simultaneously posed queries at the market place. Each of the users requested
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Figure 5.1: Investigating the Scalability of HyperQuery Processing
100/1000/2000 products from each two suppliers, thus leading to 13 users’ queries that
can be run without accessing one of our 26 suppliers multiple times. We varied the number
of querying users from 1 up to 50. Figure 5.1(c) gives the running times which are almost
constant within the segments from 1 to 13, 14 to 26, 27 to 39, 40 to 50 users and jump
up in step function manner. These steps are caused by multiple accessed of the same
suppliers.
5.2.3 Evaluating Multiple Virtual Attributes
At last, we demonstrate the beneﬁts of bundling requests for multiple virtual attributes
incorporating all 26 suppliers. The user’s query accessed the two virtual attributes
PS SUPPLYCOST and PS AVAILQTY . We varied the selectivity of the query, requesting
100 up to 260000 data objects. Figure 5.1(d) shows the running times for the alternative
execution plans. It can be seen that all execution times increase linear with the number
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of requested objects. This is not surprising as each supplier has a proportional ratio of
the requested objects. The na¨ıve plan (Sequencing HyperQueries) had two sequencing
Dispatch operators requesting at ﬁrst PS SUPPLYCOST and then PS AVAILQTY . The
ﬁrst optimized variant (Parallel HyperQueries) parallelizes the evaluation of both virtual
attributes and nearly halves the running times as multiple round trips of objects are
avoided. The second optimization variant (Bundled HyperQueries) combines the evalua-
tion of both virtual attributes in one request and draws additional proﬁt: the overhead
of re-merging the duplicates of one input object at the Union drops out.
Chapter 6
Dynamic, Extensible Query
Processing in Peer-to-Peer Data
Integration Systems
Up to now, we assumed that one central instance integrates and mediates all data by
registration of the static data and on-demand computation of the highly dynamic parts of
the data. But in real-life applications it is not always possible or wanted to register data
in one central place. The number of “islands of information” as mentioned in Chapter 1
outnumbers hierarchically structured information landscapes as data providing enterprises
grow over time, merge with other enterprises, or departments employ diﬀerent database
systems using diverse schemas, vocabularies, and ontologies.
Therefore, complex business transactions, like B2B integration of suppliers and part-
ners, require more ﬂexible and enhanced ways of communication that allow relationships
to be established and removed on demand. Peer-to-Peer networks or interconnections
between enterprises would enable speciﬁc transaction-models to be set up and torn down
as easily as the set-up of a virtual market place. Peer-to-Peer means “equal-to-equal” and
generalizes the notion of client and server—a peer can just as easily be a server as a con-
sumer of resources. This means that in P2P environments computing takes place at the
edges of the network rather than on central servers on the Internet. As a consequence, no
central index of all the integrated data exists and query processing faces more challenges.
P2P applications have become quite successful, e.g., for exchanging music ﬁles, where
networks use simple attributes to describe these resources.1 Especially indexing and de-
termining the location of data has been examined in the recent past quite well. A lot
of eﬀort has been put into reﬁning topologies and query routing functionalities of these
networks, and simple systems like Napster and Gnutella have inspired more eﬃcient in-
frastructures such as the ones based on distributed hash tables, e.g., CAN [RFH+01] and
CHORD [SMK+01]. Less eﬀort has been put into extending the query functionalities of-
fered by such networks. Query processing techniques for P2P systems are still ineﬃcient:
sending (atomic) queries to the appropriate peers clearly fails for queries which need to
process data from more than one peer. Unfortunately, though quite a few database tech-
1Within this thesis we think of P2P systems not in the sense of ﬁle sharing and music exchange but
of data integration and performing query processing tasks at the edges of the Internet.
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niques can be re-used in the P2P context, a P2P data management infrastructure poses
additional challenges caused by the dynamic nature of these networks. In P2P networks,
we can neither assume global knowledge about data distribution, nor are static topologies
and static query plans suitable for these networks. Unlike traditional distributed database
systems, we have no complete schema and distribution instance available. We rather work
with a distributed allocation schema which can only direct query processing tasks from
one node to one or more neighboring nodes.
In this chapter2, we ﬁrst give an overview of query execution techniques in P2P archi-
tectures and show the deﬁciencies of traditional query processing approaches which rely
on data shipping. Then, we discuss our approach for dynamic, extensible, and distributed
query processing in (super-peer-based) schema-based P2P networks. As our work’s ba-
sis we explain how distributed routing indices can be used to store and access data and
discuss a suitable topology for schema-based P2P networks. In Section 6.3 we describe
how these index structures can be used to distribute abstract query plans across P2P
networks. The query plans are expanded on the ﬂy so that we can place query operators
close to data sources. This enables us to utilize distributed computing resources more
eﬃciently. Section 6.4 shows in more detail the process of the distributed plan generation
and optimization. Thereby, the introduced concept of access path clustering oﬀers fur-
ther optimization possibilities. Finally, we show the beneﬁts of our techniques with some
results obtained from benchmarks.
6.1 Overview of Query Processing in Peer-to-Peer
Environments
Although distributed query optimization and execution are well-known issues in database
research, distributed query processing in schema-based P2P networks is novel. Middle-
ware systems, e.g., Garlic [JSHL02], have been used to overcome the heterogeneity when
data is dispersed across diﬀerent data sources. Architectures like ObjectGlobe [BKK+01]
allow dynamic and ﬂexible distribution of operators onto hosts in the Internet. Service-
Globe [KSSK02, KSK02] constitutes a dynamically extensible service composition system
that allows distributed execution of composite e-services. In [LSK95] central mapping
information of all participating, distributed data sources can be queried. But the major
problems arising for eﬃcient distributed P2P query processing are—amongst others—the
lack of a complete central allocation schema and the highly dynamic nature of peers, i.e.,
data sources join and leave the P2P network very frequently.
Recently, a lot of P2P techniques and systems have been proposed. Napster [Nap99]
runs a central index server, which is queried by peers to determine the location of the
desired data. Afterwards, peers establish a connection to the target to retrieve the data.
It turned out that the central index server was a bottleneck. Another approach is the
Gnutella protocol [RFI02] where each peer knows a set of neighbors. A query is propagated
through the whole network (up to a particular horizon) and results are sent back to the
querying peer. The main drawback of this approach is the ﬂooding of the network.
2Parts of this chapter have already been presented in [BDK+03] and [WKB04].
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Index Structures for P2P Networks
Researchers proposed an amount of distributed index structures which can be divided
into distributed hash table-based approaches and techniques based on distributed rout-
ing tables. CAN [RFH+01] constitutes a d-dimensional Cartesian coordinate space (d-
torus), where each node owns a distinct zone. Keys are mapped onto a point using a
uniform hash function and values are stored in the corresponding zones. SDDS [BB03]
improves the basic CAN algorithm by introducing shortcuts and further optimizations.
CHORD [SMK+01] provides support for just one operation: given a key, it maps the
key onto a node. Data location can be implemented on top of CHORD by associating
a key with each data item, and storing the key/data item pair at the node to which
the key maps. CHORD adapts eﬃciently as nodes join and leave the system, and can
answer queries, even if the system is continuously changing. Results from theoretical anal-
ysis, simulations, and experiments show that CHORD is scalable, with communication
cost and the state maintained by each node scaling logarithmically with the number of
CHORD nodes. P-Grid [Abe01] is a decentralized structured P2P system which does not
require central coordination or knowledge. It is based on randomized algorithms and local
interactions and targeted at environments with low online probabilities of peers. Many
more hash table-based systems and protocols have been proposed, e.g., Pastry [Pas03],
Tapestry [ZKJ01], and OceanStore [Oce03]. All hash-based approaches support only point
queries using a given key. They do neither support multiple granularities for document
retrieval nor it is not possible to pose range queries.
Distributed routing indices [CGM02] are another possibility to locate data within a
P2P network. Therefore, each participant knows, which information is hosted by neigh-
bors. During information discovery the search is routed through the P2P network using
these indices. An improvement is to take a small subset of powerful peers—so-called
super-peers—which host these routing indices and build a backbone network [YGM03,
NWS+03]. Peers register their data and pose queries at these super-peers. KaZaA [KaZ02],
a popular ﬁle sharing system, uses a kind of super-peers. In order to support eﬃcient
routing of messages, super-peers can be arranged in a special topology by building so-
called HyperCuPs [SSDN02]. The distributed routing indices at the super-peers support
semantically richer queries than distributed hash tables. In Section 6.2 we describe a spe-
cial kind of routing indices, so-called super-peer/peer and super-peer/super-peer routing
indices more detailed.
Approaches for Query Processing within P2P Networks
All the techniques described above provide the basic infrastructure for actual query pro-
cessing. The goal is to build a “Peer Database Management System” (PDBMS), meaning
that users want to query the Web transparently using a standard query language, inde-
pendent of the underlying systems, e.g., central DBMSs, distributed or federated DBMSs,
or even P2P systems. Figure 6.1 illustrates the diﬀerent levels of abstractions and the
ﬂow of control within a P2P query processing system according to [HHL+03], adapted
for our approach: users pose queries in a declarative query language, e.g., SQL. These
queries have to be transformed into query evaluation plans (QEPs) built of operators like
selections, joins, ﬁlter predicates, or projections. To access the data itself, an overlay net-
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Figure 6.1: Levels of Abstraction and Flow of Control within a P2P Query Processing
Environment
work (the P2P network) is queried and the resources are gathered. This overlay network
is an abstraction of the underlying physical network and hosts are logically connected to
build some special topology, e.g., a hypercube.
[PMT02, PM03, PMT03] introduce so-called mutant query plans which encapsulate
partially evaluated query plans and data. Loss of pipelining during execution limits the
general applicability for distributed query processing, and no user-deﬁned operators are
supported. AmbientDB [BT03] executes SQL queries over a P2P network. This approach
is based on distributed hash tables and user-deﬁned operators are not taken into account.
PIER [HHL+03] constitutes a P2P information exchange and retrieval system which is
also based on distributed hash tables. PIAZZA [HIMT03] provides “semantic mediation”
between peers, each with its own schemas. Rather than requiring the use of a single,
uniform, centralized mediated schema to share data between peers, PIAZZA allows peers
to deﬁne semantic mappings between pairs of peers (or among small subsets of peers).
In return, transitive relationships among the schemas of the peers are exploited so that
the entire resources can be used. The ActiveXML project [AAB+, ABC+03] embeds
calls to Web services into XML documents (so-called AXML documents) as “intensional
data”. The materialization, i.e., the replacement of the calls by the corresponding results,
can be performed before sending AXML documents at the server or after sending AXML
documents at the client. Finally, the Science-to-Science (S2S) project [DFN03] is an eﬀort
of the DFN to connect German universities within a P2P network and exchange research
results of diﬀerent ﬁle formats.
Within P2P networks the idea of the “Semantic Web” [BLHL01] has become more im-
portant. This implies that data is not merely indexed by ﬁlenames and ﬂat key-value pairs
based on the content as in traditional central index structures, but structured metadata
is used to describe the content. The Resource Description Format (RDF) [BG04], a rec-
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Figure 6.2: Traditional Query Processing in pure (Gnutella-like) P2P Networks (Flood-
ing Requests)
ommendation of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for deﬁning the content of Web
pages in XML, provides a generalized framework for all types of metadata. Keidl et al.
propose in [KKKK02] a scalable system for the storage and processing of RDF data within
the ObjectGlobe system. The authors present a backbone architecture for publishing and
subscribing RDF-based metadata. The P2P system Edutella [Edu02] for the exchange
of educational resources is based on RDF and RDF Schema (RDFS) and constitutes a
metadata infrastructure for JXTA [JXT01]. The distributed index structures used in the
remaining chapter have been devised within the Edutella context and are exploited for
our approach on dynamic, extensible distributed query processing. For our application
scenario of B2B data integration several schemas have been proposed by industrial consor-
tia. Standards such as UNSPSC [UNS03], eCl@ss [eCl03], xCBL [xCB03], cXML [cXM03],
ebXML [ebX01], BMEcat [SKP+01], or openTrans [KOS01] are used to describe products
and B2B processes.
6.1.1 Pure P2P Query Processing: Flooding Requests
In pure P2P systems like Gnutella query processing entirely takes place at the client (see
Figure 6.2 for illustration). Therefore, all required data has to be shipped to the client
and the network is ﬂooded with requests for resources. These requests are propagated to
all neighbors through the network up to a particular horizon (marked as a dashed line).
Usually, the majority of these peers host none of the desired information. The URIs of
the results are returned to the client and another round-trip is necessary to obtain the
data itself. The results of this initial data shipping phase are processed centrally at the
client, i.e., only at the client the user-deﬁned ﬁltering (execution of special-purpose code)
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Figure 6.3: Traditional Query Processing in Super-Peer-Based P2P Networks (Routing
Requests: Architecture and Flow of Messages)
can take place and possibly large volumes of data are shipped to the client. Due to the
horizon, some information is never discovered. Thus, there is no guarantee for discovering
all desired information.
6.1.2 Super-Peer-Based P2P Query Processing:
Routing Requests
Looking at a P2P network, we can make the following observation. Peers in a P2P network
usually have varying resources available, e.g., regarding bandwidth or processing power.
As discussed in [YGM02], exploiting the diﬀerent capabilities in a P2P network can lead
to an eﬃcient network architecture, where a small subset of peers, called super-peers,
takes over speciﬁc responsibilities for peer aggregation, query routing, and mediation.
Super-peer-based P2P infrastructures usually employ a two-phase routing architecture,
which routes queries ﬁrst in the super-peer backbone and then distributes them to the
peers connected to the super-peers. Super-peer routing is usually based on diﬀerent kinds
of indexing and routing tables, as discussed in [CGM02] and [NWS+03]. In Section 6.2
we will discuss a routing mechanism based on two indices storing information to route
within the super-peer backbone and between super-peers and their respective peers.
In super-peer-based P2P networks a distributed index systematically guides the search
to the appropriate (super-)peers. Figure 6.3 shows that the search for information usually
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Figure 6.4: Traditional Query Processing in Super-Peer-Based P2P Networks (Routing
Requests: Sequence of Index Lookups, Routing of Requests, and Flow of
Results)
involves only a small part (depending on the clustering) of the network. Figure 6.4
illustrates that the local indices are consulted to selectively propagate the search. The
two phases of resource discovery and the proper query processing are clearly separated. All
relevant information is found and must be shipped to the client to make the user-deﬁned
ﬁlter applicable. Compared to pure approaches like Gnutella search in schema-based P2P
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networks by routing requests is much more eﬃcient, as only the appropriate peers are
contacted and ﬂooding the network with requests is avoided. Nevertheless, for complex
distributed queries, entire query processing takes place only at the client and user-deﬁned
ﬁlters and complex operators can only be applied after the data has already been shipped
to the client.
6.1.3 Extensible Distributed Query Processing: Pushing Code-
Carrying Query Evaluation Plans
To enable dynamic, extensible, and distributed query processing in schema-based P2P
networks, where we need to evaluate complex queries requiring data from several peers
and where both standard query operators and user-deﬁned code can be executed nearby
the data, we have to distribute query processing to the (super-)peers. Therefore, super-
peers have to provide functionality for the management of index structures, for query
optimization, and provide query processing capabilities. Additionally, we expect that
peers also provide query processing capabilities to be full members of the P2P network.3
These query processors can be dynamically extended by query operators that are shipped
to the query processor as part of the query plan. This way, query evaluation plans with
user-deﬁned code, e.g., selection predicates, compression functions, join predicates, etc.,
can be pushed from the client to the (super-)peers where they are executed. Furthermore,
super-peers have to provide an optimizer for dynamically generating good query plans
from the queries they receive. We utilize these distributed query processing capabilities
at the super-peers and distribute the user’s query to the corresponding super-peers. This
distribution process is guided by the (dynamic) indices which correspond to the (static)
data allocation schema in traditional distributed DBMSs. As the index is dynamic and
distributed over the super-peers, static query optimization as used in distributed DBMSs
is not possible. Query optimization must therefore also be dynamic and based on the
data allocation schema known at each super-peer.
Figure 6.5 illustrates a super-peer-based P2P network with extensible distributed
query processing capabilities where queries and code are pushed through the network.
We assume that each (super-)peer installs a fully functional optimizer and an extensible
query processor (as the QueryFlow system mentioned in Section 4.5). The upper part of
the ﬁgure illustrates the distribution of the query using index information and the lower
part shows the processing of the data and the ﬂow of results back to the client. Figure 6.6
depicts the sequence of index lookups, shipping of queries and code, and local query pro-
cessing at the (super-)peers. In contrast to routing requests discovery of resources and
processing is interleaved and query processing is distributed to the data sources.
At ﬁrst, the client sends the query including user-deﬁned operators to the ﬁrst super-
peer where the local indices are consulted and the query is split into two parts. The local
optimizer determines the parts to be sent to the next (super-)peers and the operators to
be executed locally to combine the results. The ﬁrst part including the ﬁlter is shipped
to Peer 1, where the ﬁlter can be applied directly on the data before shipping the results
3This assumption is not necessary for our approach, e.g., thin clients such as mobile devices presum-
ably would provide no query processing capabilities. In this case, the next super-peer takes over query
processing.
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to Super-Peer 1. The second part of the original query including the ﬁlter is pushed to
Super-Peer 2, where the query plan has to be analyzed and split again. Parts of the query
are sent to Super-Peer 3 and Super-Peer 4 and the results are directly sent back over
Super-Peer 2 to Super-Peer 1, where they are processed further and ﬁnally returned to
the client. As the client only needs to display the results, only very limited computing
resources are needed. This enables thin clients and even mobile devices, e.g., cellular
telephones and PDAs, to pose complex queries combining data from diﬀerent peers. The
query plan is optimized decentrally, whereby each super-peer is responsible for optimizing
the part of the query plan it receives. The remaining parts are pushed further. This way,
user-deﬁned code is pushed to the data sources.
6.1.4 Summary and Classification of P2P Networks
The following table classiﬁes P2P networks summarizing the most important characteris-
tics regarding query processing facilities and usage of index structures.
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Flooding Code-Carrying QEPs
+ user-deﬁned operators
+ query processing at (super-)peers
+ pushing QEPs & code to the data
+ low transfer volumes (only results)
− ineﬃcient search by ﬂooding
− many peers are queried
Pushing Code-Carrying QEPs
+ user-deﬁned operators
+ query processing at (super-)peers
+ pushing QEPs & code to the data
+ low transfer volumes (only results)
+ eﬃcient search by routing
+ only necessary peers are queried
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Flooding Requests
− ﬁxed set of query operators
− query processing at client
− data shipping to client
− huge transfer volumes
− ineﬃcient search by ﬂooding
− many peers are queried
Routing Requests
− ﬁxed set of query operators
− query processing at client
− data shipping to client
− huge transfer volumes
+ eﬃcient search by routing
+ only necessary peers are queried
without index with routing index
6.2 Distributed Routing Indices
Up to now we have described the shortcomings of current P2P systems regarding query
processing and the basic idea of our novel query processing technique. In this section we
present the infrastructure of our environment in more details. We rely on a super-peer
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Figure 6.7: Example P2P Network
topology with “schema-aware” routing indices and show how to increase the eﬃciency
of recent P2P systems. These indices have already been proposed by [NWS+03] and
are extended within this section for our purposes to make them applicable for query
processing.
6.2.1 Distributed Index Structures in P2P Systems
Our super-peers employ routing indices which explicitly acknowledge the semantic het-
erogeneity of schema-based P2P networks, and therefore include schema information as
well as other possible index information. The indices are local in the sense that all in-
dex entries only refer to direct neighbors (peers and super-peers). Network connections
among the super-peers form the super-peer backbone which is responsible for message
routing and integration/mediation of metadata. Figure 6.7 shows a simple example of a
super-peer-based P2P network with ﬁve super-peers and ﬁve peers.
The HyperCuP Topology
Super-peers are arranged in the HyperCuP topology. The HyperCuP algorithm as de-
scribed in [SSDN02] is capable of organizing super-peers of a P2P network into a recur-
sive graph structure, called a hypercube, that stems from the family of Cayley graphs.
Figure 6.8 shows on the left side a hypercube of three dimensions (0, 1, 2) so that every
node has three neighbors. HyperCuP enables eﬃcient and non-redundant query broad-
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Figure 6.8: HyperCuP Topology and Spanning Tree
casts. Peers connect to the super-peers in a star-like fashion, providing content and
content metadata. Super-peers join the HyperCuP topology by asking any of the al-
ready integrated super-peers which then carry out the super-peer integration protocol.
No central maintenance is necessary for changing the HyperCuP structure.
The basic HyperCuP topology enables eﬃcient and non-redundant query broadcasts.
For broadcasts, each node can be seen as the root of a speciﬁc spanning tree through the
P2P network (shown in Figure 6.8 on the right side for node G). The topology allows
for log2 N path length and log2 N number of neighbors, where N is the total number of
nodes in the network, i.e., the number of super-peers in our case. Peers connect to the
super-peers in a star-like fashion.
Alternatives to this topology are possible provided that they guarantee the spanning
tree characteristic of the super-peer backbone. This fundamental property is exploited
for maintaining our routing indices and statistics, and distributing query plans.
Routing Indices
The super-peer network implements a routing mechanism based on two indices storing
information to route within the P2P backbone and between super-peers and their respec-
tive peers. The super-peer/peer routing indices (SP/P indices) contain information about
each peer connected to the super-peer, including schema and attribute information from
the peers. On registration the peer provides this information to its super-peer. In con-
trast to other approaches, e.g., Gnutella and CAN, these indices do not refer to individual
content elements but to peers, as in CHORD. The indices can contain information about
peers at diﬀerent granularities: schemas, schema properties, property value ranges and
individual property values:
Schema Index We assume that diﬀerent peers will support diﬀerent schemas and that
these schemas are uniquely identiﬁed (by a URI). The routing index contains the
schema identiﬁer as well as the peers supporting this schema.
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Property/Sets of Properties Index Peers might choose to use only a selection of
properties from one or more schemas to describe their content. While this is un-
usual in conventional database systems, it is more often used for data stores using
semi-structured data, and very common for RDF-based systems. In this kind of
index, super-peers use properties (uniquely identiﬁed by schema ID plus property
name) or sets of properties to describe their peers.
Property Value Range Index For properties which contain values from a predeﬁned
hierarchical vocabulary we can use an index which speciﬁes taxonomies or parts of
taxonomies for properties.
Property Value Index For some properties it may also be advantageous to create value
indices to reduce network traﬃc. This case is identical to a classical database index
with the exception that the index entries do not refer to the resources, but to the
peers providing them. This index contains only properties that are used very often
compared to the rest of the data stored at the peers.
Using indices with diﬀerent levels of granularities enables us to pose queries at diﬀerent
levels of accuracy.
In order to avoid query broadcasting ﬂooding in the super-peer backbone we use super-
peer/super-peer routing indices (SP/SP indices) to forward queries among the super-
peers. These SP/SP indices are essentially extracts and summaries from all local SP/P
indices maintained in the super-peers. Similar to the SP/P indices they contain schema
information at diﬀerent levels of granularities, but refer to the super-peers’ neighbors in
the super-peer backbone. Queries are forwarded to super-peer neighbors based on the
SP/SP indices, and sent to connected peers based on the SP/P indices. Table 6.1 states
the SP/SP routing index of super-peer SP2 at diﬀerent granularities. For example, the
SP/SP routing index of SP2 indicates at schema level that all neighbors (SP1, SP3, SP4)
support the Dublin Core Schema dc and an own metadata schema own for the description
of the products4, but only SP3 contains information described by the Qualiﬁed Dublin
Core Element Set dcq). Thus, a query requiring both dcq and own will not be routed to
SP1 and SP4 but only to SP3. The same routing mechanism applies for queries on the
other levels of granularity.
6.2.2 Update of the Distributed Routing Indices
Update of the SP/P Index
An update of the SP/P index of a given super-peer occurs, when a new peer registers, a
peer leaves, or the metadata information of a registered peer changes.
Peers connecting to a super-peer have to register their metadata information at this
super-peer thus providing the necessary schema information for constructing the SP/P and
SP/SP routing indices. During registration an XML registration message encapsulates
4Our own schema provides the properties type (giving the type of products, e.g., tires, chassis, inte-
rior), segment (deﬁning product segments, e.g., minivan, sports cars, or oﬀroad cars), and developedBy
which identiﬁes a group of engineers.
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Granularity Index of SP2
Schema
dc SP1, SP3, SP4
dcq SP3
own SP1, SP3, SP4
Property
dc:creator SP1, SP3, SP4
dc:format SP3, SP4
own:type SP3
Property Value Range own:type tires SP3
Property
Value
dc:language “de” SP4
dc:language “en” SP1, SP3
own:segment “oﬀroad” SP1
own:segment “minivan” SP3, SP4
own:segment “sports” SP4
own:type “chassis” SP1
own:type “interior” SP4
Table 6.1: SP/SP Index of SP2 at Diﬀerent Granularities
a metadata-based description of the peer properties. A peer must register at least one
schema (e.g., the dc or the own element set) with a set of properties (possibly with
additional information) or with information about speciﬁc property values.
If a peer leaves the super-peer all references to this peer have to be removed from the
SP/P index of the respective super-peer. The same applies if a peer fails to re-register
periodically. In the case of a peer joining the network or re-registering, its respective
metadata/schema information are matched against the SP/P entries of the respective
super-peer. If the SP/P routing index already contains the peers’ metadata only a refer-
ence to the peer is stored in the index otherwise the respective metadata with references
to the peer is added to the index. The following algorithm formalizes this procedure:
We deﬁne S as a set of schema elements5: S = {si‖i = 1, . . . , n}. The super-peer
SPx already stores a set Sx of schema elements in its SP/P index. The SP/P index of a
super peer SPx can be considered as a mapping si → {Pj‖j = 1, . . . , m}. A new peer Py
registers at the super peer SPx with a set Sy of schema elements.
1. If Sy ⊆ Sx, then add Py to the list of peers at each si ∈ Sy
2. Else if Sy \Sx = {sn, . . . , sm} = ∅, then update the SP/P index by adding new rows
sn → Py, . . . , sm → Py.
Update of the SP/SP Index
Let us ﬁrst consider how to update the SP/SP indices in the backbone, when one of them
has been modiﬁed. We assume, that SP/P modiﬁcations are collected for some period
and trigger the update process for SP/SP indices periodically, if necessary.
5A complete schema, e.g., dc is also considered as schema element
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Super-peers in the network are organized into a HyperCuP topology, which implicitly
deﬁnes each super-peer as root of a spanning tree. Query routing takes place along the
spanning trees (restricted by the SP/SP indices), so the update of SP/SP indices has to
be done in the reverse direction. For these updates, again each super-peer acts as the root
of a spanning tree (in the “backward direction”), as shown in Figure 6.8 on page 65 for
the super-peer G. In this example we have a simple (complete) cube of three dimensions
(0, 1, 2) so that every node has three neighbors.
In order to update the SP/SP indices after the modiﬁcation of the SP/P index of
super-peer SPx we build the spanning tree of the super-peer SPx as follows: SPx sends
the update message to all its neighbors, tagging it with the edge label (dimension) on
which the message was sent. Super-peers, receiving the message, update their SP/SP
index accordingly and forward the update message only to those super-peers tagged with
lower edge labels. Furthermore, whenever a message does not change the SP/SP index at
a receiving super-peer SPy, forwarding stops. The update is done as follows:
• For all si ∈ Sx ∩ Sy add the dimension of SPx to the list of dimensions at row si if
this dimension does not exist.
• For all si ∈ Sx \ Sy add a new row si → dimension(SPx)
Adding a new super-peer is a bit more complicated. For a new super-peer, the
HyperCuP protocol takes care of identifying new neighbors as discussed in [SSDN02].
In this process one of the super-peers is “responsible” for integrating the new super-peer.
In most cases the new super-peer will ﬁll a “vacant” position in the hypercube, which has
temporarily been administered by the responsible super-peer. In this process the super-
peer, which held an additional SP/SP and SP/P index for the vacant position, transfers
these indices to the new super-peer. If the new super-peer opens a new dimension, it has
to take over some peers from the old super-peer, and the SP/SP index has to be split
into two indices. The neighboring super-peers have to update their indices accordingly,
by exchanging the responsible super-peer with the new super-peer on the appropriate
dimension. Beyond the immediate neighbors, no further update is necessary.
The HyperCuP protocol also takes care of super-peers leaving the backbone. We
usually assume that the leaving super-peer coordinates this operation, and speciﬁcally
asks appropriate super-peers which will administer its position afterwards. In this process
the administering super-peers take over the SP/SP and SP/P indices of the leaving super-
peer, and the neighbors of the leaving super-peer as well as the administering ones have
to update their SP/SP indices. Again, no update is required beyond the immediate
neighbors. Peers of the leaving super-peer reconnect to the super-peer which administers
the vacant position.
In the case of unexpected link failure its neighbors determine the “closest” (regarding
smallest hop distance) super-peer. This super-peer then coordinates the administration
of the open position with the same procedure as described above. Peers of the failing
super-peer have to reconnect at some other super-peer, possibly triggering further SP/SP
update messages.
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6.2.3 Statistics in the Distributed Routing Indices
The routing indices as described so far enable the eﬃcient routing of the queries. Never-
theless, additional information (statistics, physical parameters of the network, etc.), both
in the SP/P and the SP/SP routing indices, are necessary to enhance the optimization
process and enable the choice of the best query execution plan. As mentioned above we
adapt approved techniques and methods in databases particularly for distributed database
systems. The most important parameters for query optimization within this context are
number and size of the stored documents at the diﬀerent peers.
This information is provided by the peers during the registration process. If we register
documents only at the property value level, we can derive the information for the property
level by accumulating the number and size of documents for each property. Multi-valued
properties like dc:creator complicate this aggregation. Histograms [Ioa03] can help to
obtain more precise estimates. For this thesis, we assume that the registration occurs at
property level, property value level, and property value range level. The schema level can
be considered as meta-level, which can be used to answer general queries (e.g. ”Which
standards are used to annotate documents at Peer x?”). Thus, the information about
the number and size of documents are not relevant at this level. In the following, we
will restrict the discussion on the size (si) and the number (n) of the documents. It
is absolutely conceivable and feasible to add any useful further statistics such as the
minimum, maximum, and average values and the total number of documents at each
peer.
If a peer Py (re-)registers or leaves a given super-peer SPx with a schema element set
including document statistics Sy(s1(n1, si1), . . . , sm(nm, sim)), an update of the SP/P and
the SP/SP indices is needed. The algorithm for building and updating the SP/P routing
indices described above remains unmodiﬁed. The peers simply register including their
statistical information in addition to the schema elements. The update information of the
SP/SP indices propagated via messages must be extended as follows:
1. SPx derives the total number and size of the documents (potentially further statis-
tics) registered by the peers for each schema element si ∈ Sy and sends these statis-
tics combined with si to its neighbors in its spanning tree.
2. Any other super-peer in the spanning tree of SPx updates its SP/SP index and
derives the total number and size of the documents in its SP/SP index at each
si ∈ Sy and forwards the data to its neighbors.
6.3 Plan Generation and Distribution
Using the indices described in the previous section we can now formulate how query plan
generation and distribution works in our P2P network.
6.3.1 An Example Query
As an illustrative example let us again consider the example scenario of the automotive
industry (now within the P2P network of Figure 6.7 on page 64) and look at the following
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select s.dc creator, s.data, o.data, m.data
from Resources s, Resources o, Resources m
where s.dc creator = o.dc creator and o.dc creator = m.dc creator and
s.own segment = “sports” and s.own type = “tires” and
o.own segment = “oﬀroad” and o.own type = “chassis” and
m.own segment = “minivan” and m.own type = “interior” and
m.dc format = “application/pdf” and occurPDF(m.data, “infotainment”) > 1
Query 6.1: SQL Formulation of an Example Query
query posed by Peer P0:
Find a specialist for so-called crossover cars, which are a mixture of sports cars,
oﬀroad cars, and minivans. Thus, ﬁnd a person with experience in these areas,
e.g., someone who was responsible for tires of sports cars (s), has developed
a chassis for oﬀroad cars (o), and has designed the interior of minivans (m).
The name of this person and all published work should be returned, but only,
if the PDF ﬁles of matching m-resources contains at least twice the phrase
“infotainment”.
The corresponding SQL formulation of this rather complex query is shown in Query 6.1.
The query accesses “Resources”, which represents the collection of all resources registered
in the P2P network. The attribute data represents all the data belonging to the registered
resource, i.e., in our example the PDF ﬁle. The user-deﬁned operation occurPDF(p.data,
"infotainment") counts the number of appearances of the string in the PDF ﬁle. This
is a complex but usually very selective operation which has to be executed nearby the
data sources to reduce the network traﬃc.
6.3.2 Distributed Plan Generation
As already discussed, in contrast to traditional distributed query optimization approaches,
we cannot generate the query plan statically at one single host. Because of that, we have
to generate an abstract query plan at a super-peer which is partially executed locally.
The other (remaining) parts of the query plan are pushed to its neighbors. As depicted
in Figure 6.9, the plan generation at each super-peer involves ﬁve major steps.
Parse
The received query is parsed and transformed into an internal representation which is a
decomposition of the query into its building blocks. The succeeding steps are prepared,
i.e., properties, property values, user-deﬁned operators are identiﬁed and the correct usage
of user-deﬁned operators is checked.
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Figure 6.9: Plan Generation at Super-Peers
Bind Resources
The local indices are consulted to determine the location of the required resources. For
this purpose we introduce resource directions (RD), physical resources (PR), and logical
resources (LR): Users specify the desired information by giving properties and property-
values which restrict LRs. These LRs are bound to RDs, if a corresponding data source
is found in the SP/SP index. Using the SP/P index, LRs are bound to PRs, i.e., the
URIs of registered resources. Binding the LRs to PRs and RDs, all levels of granularity
of the indices have to be considered by starting at the ﬁnest granularity (property values)
and then to proceed up the hierarchy to the schema level. In our example scenario of
Figure 6.7 we obtain the following bindings at SP1: s = RD
1
s@SP2, m = RD
1
m@SP2, and
o = PR1o@P1 = t, where, e.g., RD
1
s@SP2 denotes the ﬁrst resource direction for the logical
resource s and references super-peer SP2. Thereby, multiple RDs and PRs can contribute
data for the same LR.
Generate & Optimize Sub-Queries
Based on the bindings, a local query plan is generated. For the remaining parts sub-
queries are generated. As super-peers have a very limited view of the whole P2P network
(only the neighbors are known), it is obvious that no comprehensive static plan in the
traditional sense can be produced, instead we determine which sub-plans are delegated to
the neighboring (super-)peers.
As only partial information is available to the query optimizer this is a non-standard
query optimization problem where only a part of the query plan is generated. The parts
of the query which can not be executed locally are identiﬁed and grouped by host. These
remaining parts constitute the input to the local plan. To perform cost based optimization,
the optimizer uses statistics of the input data, the network topology, and the hosts. When
LRs are bound, at least the number of referenced resources should be provided by the
index structures, as these statistics are the basis of the cost estimation. Furthermore, the
optimizer may collect and use response times, transfer rates, and even result sizes from
previous query executions whereby the techniques presented in [GRZZ00] can be adopted
for P2P query processing to obtain ﬁne-grained and up-to-date statistics.
During plan generation, each query operator is annotated with the host where it is
executed. This is done bottom up from the leaves of the operator tree, which constitute
PRs and RDs. The annotations of the leaves are given by the binding phase. An operator
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can be executed on a host H , if all its input operators are executed at H , too.
Instantiate Local Plan
The local query plan is instantiated at the (super-)peer, all user-deﬁned code is loaded
and the communication path to the super-peer, which uses this part of the query plan
as input, is established. The execution of the local query plan is not started until the
distributed sub-queries have established their communication paths. Then, the plan is
executed following the iterator model [Gra93].
Distribute Sub-Queries
The remaining sub-queries are distributed to the corresponding super-peers, where they
are processed further.
6.4 Dynamic, Distributed Query Optimization
We will now describe some of the details involved in the optimization process at a super-
peer where we employ a transformation-based optimizer starting with an initial query
plan. The optimizer applies equivalence transformations and determines the cost of the
generated alternatives using a cost model. In contrast to bottom-up approaches employed
in traditional dynamic programming-based optimization the optimization process can be
stopped at any time with a complete and valid query plan. In our implementation we use
simulated annealing (as presented in [SMK97]) to enumerate the plan alternatives.
In the following, we present the set of the most important transformation rules, focus-
ing on the ones relevant to processing joins and unions within the P2P context. Further-
more, we extend conventional cost models taking the special requirements of P2P query
processing into account. During the optimization process we employ heuristics that favor
query plans with few sub-plans as this leads to more robust distributed query execution.
A huge number of wide spread sub-plans accessing the same documents would be more
error-prone and often ineﬃcient to execute. Our decision also implies, that less messages
are exchanged between the (super-)peers and less data is transferred.
6.4.1 The Initial Query Plan
The initial (canonical) query plan accesses only logical resources and is constructed the
following way: Use all join predicates and join the logical resources. If logical resources
could not be joined due to a lack of join predicates, the Cartesian product includes them
into the query plan. Thereafter, all remaining selection predicates and user-deﬁned ﬁlters
are applied on top of the query plan. Finally, the result is submitted to the client.
6.4.2 The Transformation Rules
The initial query plan is optimized top-down using a transformation-based optimizer. We
apply a set of transformation rules to the query plan and generate alternatives, which are
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ranked using our cost model. Then, the best (local) query plan is executed. Transforma-
tion rules are represented as
{inputQEP} [condition/action]
{outputQEP}
with one input query plan being transformed into an output query plan. The condi-
tion/action part may be omitted. We assume that the transformations are executed at
host HL. If HL is a super-peer, we have access to the local routing indices SPP and
SPSP .
Basic Transformation Rules
We can express the Bind Resources step explained in the previous subsection as the
following Binding Transformation:
{LR} [PRj@Pj ∈ match(SPP), RDk@SPk ∈ match(SPSP)]

⋃
j
PRj@Pj ∪
⋃
k
RDk@SPk


The function match consults the local indices and determines the location of the matching
resources. The LRs are bound to RDs, if a corresponding data source is found in the
SP/SP index. Using the SP/P index, LRs are bound to PRs, i.e., the URIs of registered
resources. Multiple RDs and PRs can contribute data for the same LR. This is expressed
by the union of RDs and PRs. PRj@Pj denotes that the j-th bound PR belongs to LR
and references a resource at peer Pj. A similar argument applies for the RDs.
Applying the following two transformations to a query plan pushes selections and user-
deﬁned ﬁlters (op) down towards the data sources. This enables us to reduce the amount
of transferred data early.
{
σ(A op B)
}
{
σ(A) op σ(B)
}
{
σ(op(A))
}
{
op(σ(A))
}
where A and B are arbitrary sub-plans.
The next two rules apply associative and commutative laws to unions, joins, and
Cartesian products.
{
(A op B) op C
} [
op ∈ {∪,,×}]{
A op (B op C)
} {A op B}
[
op ∈ {∪,,×}]
{B op A}
where A, B, and C are arbitrary sub-plans.
Finally, each operator is annotated with the host where the operator has to be exe-
cuted. This is done bottom up from the leaves of the operator tree which constitute PRs
and RDs. The annotations of the leaves are given by the ﬁrst transformation rule. Then,
an operator can be executed on the local host HL, if all its inputs are computed at HL,
too.
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{A@H1 op B@H2} [H1 = H2]
{A@H1 op@HL B@H2}
{A@H1 op B@H2} [H1 = H2]
{A@H1 op@H1 B@H1}
{
op(A@H1)
}
{
op@H1(A@H1)
}
A and B are sub-plans and op@H1 indicates that the operator op is executed at host H1.
This rule enables us to execute mobile code at remote hosts, e.g., to push selective ﬁlter
predicates, complex join predicates, or compression functions towards the data sources.
The plans generated by this set of rules typically have one Union operator for each
logical resource. The degree of parallelism can be increased and distributed computing
resources can be utilized better if operators are distributed over the P2P network.
Optimization Strategy: Union of Joins
As shown above, several PRs and RDs can contribute data for the same LRs. The simplest
way to incorporate the data for such an LR would be to union all accessed physical
resources before any other operation is considered for the LR. This is the proceeding
of the binding transformation. This na¨ıve strategy would produce good plans in some
cases, but query optimization would be limited and possibly better plans might never be
considered. Thus, several alternatives for the na¨ıve query plan must be considered by
applying equivalence transformations. To increase the degree of distribution, the query
plan can be transformed using the following transformation which turns the join of unions
into a union of joins:
{
(A1 ∪ . . . ∪ An)  (B1 ∪ . . . ∪Bm)
}
{
(A1  (B1 ∪ . . . ∪Bm)) ∪ . . . ∪ (An  (B1 ∪ . . . ∪ Bm))
}
When many RDs and PRs are bound to LRs and when this rule is applied recursively
(and in combination with the associative and commutative laws) the number of plans,
which have to be considered during query optimization, is huge. Braumandl has derived
in [Bra01] a lower bound for the number of alternatives when joining two LRs, consisting
of n1 and n2 bound resources:
UJ(n1, n2) =
n1∑
j=1
({
n1
j
}
bell(n2)
j
)
+
n2∑
j=1
({
n2
j
}
bell(n1)
j
)
− bell(n1)bell(n2)
In this deﬁnition
{
m
k
}
denotes the Stirling number of the second kind which represents
the number of ways a set with m elements can be partitioned into k disjoint, non-empty
subsets. The term bell(m) denotes the Bell number which represents the number of ways
a set with m elements can be partitioned into disjoint, non-empty subsets. The deﬁnition
of UJ follows the construction of a query plan starting from its canonical form. First, we
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conﬁguration number of plans
UJ([2, 2]) 8
UJ([3, 3]) 385
UJ([4, 4]) 144705
UJ([5, 5]) 913749304
Table 6.2: Explosion of the Search Space
have to select a LR constituting of diﬀerent bindings. Each such binding has to be joined
with an expression equivalent to the other LR. All these expressions are counted by the
call to the function for the Bell numbers. At the end, we have to consider duplicate QEPs
which are generated when for every appearance of a LR in a QEP the same partitioning is
selected. If the same partitionings are selected, the order in which the LRs are used in the
construction of a QEP does not matter anymore. Therefore, the last term of the deﬁnition
of UJ includes the number of QEPs with that property. Table 6.2 gives an impression
of the search space explosion. Another drawback of this strategy is the huge number of
(distributed) sub-queries which access the same data sources multiple times and require
to ship the same data to diﬀerent query parts. This causes additional communication
costs and slows down query execution instead of speeding up.
Optimizing by Collecting Resources
A very promising heuristics in a distributed environment is to collect as many bindings of
one LR as possible at one host. To implement this strategy, the optimizer determines one
“collecting host” to collect all data of one logical resource. The other hosts are informed
to send all data to the collecting host (in the following this is done by the CollectSend
operator). In contrast to the canonical query plan this collecting host is determined
dynamically and may change during query execution, i.e., we can place the resource-
collecting Union at an arbitrary (super-)peer. In particular, in well clustered networks it
is useful to place the collecting Union operator nearby the majority of the data and to
ship only a few resources.
To include this strategy in our framework for query optimization, we introduce Collect
Resources (CRs) which can be used in the previous rules like bound resources. Addition-
ally, we propose the following ﬁve transformation rules (shown in Figure 6.10):
• First, the collecting hostHC is selected from the set of all referenced neighbors (taken
from the PRs and RDs) (Figure 6.10(a)). Then, we replace all bound resources, i.e.,
PRs and RDs, of the input plan with a collect resource which is executed at HC
and CollectSend operators are pushed to the other neighbors. These CollectSend
operators ship all data of the LR to the collecting host HC .
• When a CollectSend operator is received by a host, it can be propagated to all its
matching neighbors (Figure 6.10(b)) which are determined from the local indices.
The plan is split into multiple parts which are distributed broadcast-like to the
neighbors.
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

⋃
j
PRj@Pj ∪
⋃
k
RDk@SPk



HC ∈ ⋃
j
Pj ∪
⋃
k
SPk



CR(LR)@HC ∪
HC =Hj⋃
j
CollectSend(HC , LR)@Pj ∪
HC =Hk⋃
k
CollectSend(HC , LR)@SPk


(a) Collecting Host Selection
{
CollectSend(HC , LR)
} [
PRj@Pj ∈ match(SPP), RDk@SPk ∈ match(SPSP)
]
{
CollectSend(HC , LR)@Pj , . . . , CollectSend(HC , LR)@SPk
}
(b) Propagate CollectSend
{
CollectSend(HC , LR)
} [
PRj@Pj ∈ match(SPP), RDk@SPk ∈ match(SPSP)
]

Send(HC ,
⋃
j
PRj@Pj ∪
⋃
k
RDk@SPk)@HL


(c) Execute CollectSend
{
CR(LR)
} [
PRj@Pj ∈ match(SPP), RDk@SPk ∈ match(SPSP)
]

Receive@HL ∪
⋃
j
PRj@Pj ∪
⋃
k
RDk@SPk


(d) Execute Collect Resource At a Host
{
CR(LR)
}


PRj@Pj ∈ match(SPP), RDk@SPk ∈ match(SPSP),
HC ∈
⋃
j
Pj ∪
⋃
k
SPk, setForward(LR,HC)




CR(LR)@HC ∪
HC =Hj⋃
j
CollectSend(HC , LR)@Pj
∪
HC =Hk⋃
k
CollectSend(HC , LR)@SPk


(e) Forward Collect Resource
Figure 6.10: Transformation Rules for the “Collecting Resources” Strategy
• A host can also decide to execute the CollectSend operator locally (Figure 6.10(c)).
This is handled as a binding transformation where results are sent back to the
collecting host.
• A collecting host can execute the CR operator by accepting resources belonging to
the given LR (Figure 6.10(d)). The results are sent from plan fragments built by the
latter two (collecting) transformations. Additionally, resources have to be bound
using the local indices.
• Finally, the CR operator can also be forwarded to a neighbor (Figure 6.10(e)).
This means that at ﬁrst we have to choose the new collecting host HC from the
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forward:
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(a) Initial Query Plan (b) Collecting Host (c) Forward Collect
Selection Resource
SP2
SP4SP3
P4P3P2
CR(LRm) CollectSend
(SP3, LRm)
u: LRms: LRs r: LRm
forward:
LRmaP3
SP2
SP4SP3
P4P3P2
Send(P3, r)Receive(LRm)     uU
u: LRms: LRs r: LRm
forward:
LRmaP3
(d) Propagate CollectSend (e) Execute Collect Resources
and CollectSend
Figure 6.11: Example Applications of the “Collecting Resources” Strategy Accessing
LRm
(Thin lines demonstrate the query plan during the instantiation sequence,
bold lines show the ﬂow of results.)
neighboring (super-)peers and set an appropriate forward. Then, the CR is pushed
to HC and all matching neighbors are instructed to send their data for LR to HC .
During query instantiation a CollectSend operator follows the forwards and creates
a proper Send operator with the actual collecting host as target. Thus, the resulting
tuples are directly sent to the correct target host.
Figure 6.11 illustrates the application of the rules using a fraction of the example
scenario querying resources of LRm, i.e., the documents r and u. Starting at SP2 as
the local host with the initial (canonical) query plan (Figure 6.11(a)), SP3 is selected
as collecting host of LRm (Figure 6.11(b)) and a CollectSend informs SP4 to send all
documents regarding LRm to SP3. SP3 decides to forward the CR to P3 where the results
are sent directly back to the initial caller (bypassing SP3 and SP2) (Figure 6.11(c)). SP4,
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Algorithm 1: Splitting the Query Plan
1: QL = Q
2: QR = ∅
3: function splitP lan(op)
4: for all childOp ∈ op.children do
5: if childOp.host == op.host then
6: splitP lan(childOp)
7: else
8: QR.put(childOp.host, Send(op.host, childOp))
9: replace(QL, childOp,Receive(childOp.host))
10: end if
11: end for
12: end function
on its part, propagates the CollectSend operator to P4 (Figure 6.11(d)). Finally, P4 ﬁnds
out by considering SP3 to send the local resource r to P3 and P3 executes the CR operator
and returns u and the received document r (Figure 6.11(e)).
6.4.3 Splitting and Distributing the Query Plan
Valid query plans must be completely (host-)annotated and all resources must be bound.
The best query plan is split into a local plan and multiple remote query plans. The remote
plans are shipped to the referenced hosts6 where the optimization process continues on
smaller query plans. The local query plan is instantiated and combines the results of the
remote query plans.
Algorithm 1 splits (in DFS manner) a query plan into the local plan QL and the remote
plans. The remote plans are stored in QR. QR maps from the host where to execute the
remaining query parts onto the query plan itself whereby one remote host may execute
multiple sub-plans. The recursive function is called with the top-level operator of the
query plan and the child operators are examined. If a child is executed at the same host,
i.e., the local host, the function is called recursively. Otherwise, we have found the root of
a remote sub-plan and a Send operator is put on top of the sub-plan including the child
operator. The remote sub-plan is separated from the local plan and a Receive operator
at the local host is responsible for the connection to the remote plan. The remote query
plans are shipped to the remote hosts where the optimization process continues and the
local query plan is instantiated at the local host.
6.4.4 Parameters of the Cost Model
In this section we discuss the parameters of a cost model which can be used to rate
alternative query plans in a P2P environment. P2P systems are highly dynamic regarding
the set of connected peers, number of registered resources, load situation, and resource
6Note, that these are always neighboring hosts.
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consumption at the (super-)peers. Thus, a cost model for P2P query processing has to
pay special attention to these parameters. Some of the parameters used for our cost model
are stored within the local SP/P and SP/SP indices as described in Section 6.2, while
others, e.g., the load situation, are determined periodically by the runtime environment.
There exists a large body of reasonably accurate cost models for various diﬀerent
operators and system conﬁgurations in the literature, e.g., [ML89, HR96, HCLS97], and
there is also a large body of work on histogram and sampling techniques in order to
estimate the selectivity of predicates and the size of intermediate results of a query,
e.g., [HS92, PIHS96, PI97, Ioa03]. In our highly distributed query processing environment
we are interested in the plan with the lowest response time. Such a response time cost
model was devised in [GHK92] and explicitly takes parallelism and pipelining into account.
The most important parameters of query optimization in traditional database systems
are number and size of intermediary results. The same applies to P2P query processing,
where we utilize the number of documents and the overall/maximum/minimum size of
the registered resources for estimating the costs of a query plan. Our cost model considers
physical properties of the network, e.g., the network bandwidth, the latency, and the num-
ber of hops to the neighbors. The techniques presented in [GRZZ00] can be adopted for
P2P query processing to obtain ﬁne-grained and up-to-date statistics for these parameters.
Furthermore, it is also important to know CPU and memory load of the local super-
peer and the neighbors, as especially the super-peers are in danger of being overloaded,
when too many queries execute operators at the super-peers. This would slow down query
execution, so the optimizer should be aware of the current load situation of the local super-
peer and the neighboring (super-)peers. Alternative query plans can be generated, e.g.,
by using the “Collecting Resources” strategy, which enables the query optimizer to place
operators on low loaded hosts. For these reasons, we utilize load information as one
important parameter for the optimizer’s cost model. Load collectors are used to collect
data for the load situation of all relevant resources at the neighboring hosts. We measure
the average CPU and memory load on (super-)peers and send the current situation to the
neighbors. The optimizer’s view of the load situation is updated at intervals of several
seconds to prevent overloading the network. Using this information the optimizer at each
(super-)peer can decide whether a sub-plan can be pushed to a neighbor, or—in the case
of an overload—an alternative query plan would produce faster results. Figure 6.12 gives
an overview of the load collecting component of our approach. We can see that super-
peer SP3 sends an initial request for the CPU and memory load to all its neighbors.
Thereupon, the neighbors (SP2, P2, and P3) start to monitor their local load situation
and periodically send a summary to SP3. SP3 stores its own load and the load of all
neighbors in a local table which is utilized during query plan optimization. The depicted
table shows, e.g., that SP2 is heavily loaded, as the CPU is with 80% in use and 450 MB
(of 512 MB overall) of memory are used by other queries.
6.5 Access Path Clustering
Inspired by access path selection based on indices in conventional databases, we investi-
gated access path clustering in P2P networks to enhance the query optimization process.
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Figure 6.12: Obtaining the Load Situation of Neighbors
In access path clustering we choose a set of “relevant” attributes (attributes which are of-
ten used in query expressions including selections and joins), and use HyperCuP overlays
to implement access structures based on these attributes. Each hypercube implements
an eﬃcient access path for one speciﬁc attribute, so if we optimize for a set of N cluster-
ing attributes, we build N corresponding clustering hypercubes. This kind of clustering
assumes that data can be moved freely between peers and placed appropriately so that
we can cluster documents according to the selected attributes. This assumption can be
made in quite a few P2P data management scenarios, and is also used for example in
DHT-based networks. Access path clustering is not applicable if peers store documents
randomly and do not want to exchange them to achieve better clustering.
The super-peers are uniformly distributed among the hypercubes building clustering
hypercubes with the same dimension.7 These N hypercubes are integrated into a hy-
percube with base b = N , so that each super-peer needs exactly one hop to propagate
a message to another cluster. Peers register multiple times, once within each clustering
hypercube. Figure 6.13 shows three clustering hypercubes for dc:language, own:type,
and own:segment consisting of 24 super-peers overall. SP2 has links to SP10 in cluster
own:type and to SP17 in cluster own:segment which are traversed to quickly change the
cluster and obtain better access paths. The remaining super-peers are connected analo-
gously, but for simplicity the links are omitted. Peer P1 is registered at all three clusters
at diﬀerent positions within the hypercubes.
6.5.1 Partitioning Peers within an Access Path Hypercube
Clustering hypercubes and the repartition of the super-peers among them are based on the
selected clustering attributes. Peers are distributed among super-peers within a hypercube
based on the speciﬁc property values of the documents they store. We can diﬀerentiate
7Multiple super-peers can be run on the same physical host.
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Figure 6.13: Access Path Clustering using Multiple Hypercubes
(P1 is registered in the three clustering hypercubes at SP3,SP15, and SP16)
between the following types of clustering attributes:
• Vocabulary Attributes are attributes with a controlled vocabulary or a formal clas-
siﬁcation schema. The following attributes, deﬁned in the standard Dublin Core
and the own schema, are suitable clustering attributes of this type: dc:subject,
dc:type, dc:language, and own:segment.
• Single Value Attributes are attributes without predeﬁned vocabulary and with a
single value, e.g., dc:title.
• Multiple Value Attributes are attributes without predeﬁned vocabulary and with
possibly multiple values, e.g., dc:contributor and dc:creator.
Vocabulary attributes are the most suitable attributes for clustering, as we have a limited,
well-deﬁned set of concepts or terms. We use these terms to distribute the peers among
the super-peers within a clustering hypercube. That is, within a hypercube for a given
attribute Ax we distribute the concepts (C1, . . . , Ck) related to this attribute among the
super-peers (SP1, . . . , SPn). A super-peer may be responsible for more than one concept,
or a set of several super-peers can be responsible for exactly one concept, depending on
the data distribution. A peer with documents related to a concept Ci then registers at the
corresponding super-peer. We assume that we will not use all the concepts/terms related
to a given vocabulary attribute, but just pick a set of the most important concepts which
can be determined by analyzing queries.
Clustering based on single value attributes without predeﬁned vocabulary is a bit
more complicated. If we want to cluster on the title of the documents, we can consider
the alphabetical order of the titles to distribute the peers among the super-peers and
perform range partitioning. Choosing appropriate property value intervals (A−B, C−N ,
etc.) based on the data distribution is essential to enable a uniform distribution of the
documents in the peers and consequently of the peers within a hypercube. The property
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value intervals can be revised, based on statistics and histograms provided by the indices.
Attributes without predeﬁned vocabulary and with multiple values such as dc:creator
are not appropriate for clustering.
As already mentioned, access path clustering assumes that the documents in the peers
are not stored randomly. Depending on the selected clustering attributes and property
value intervals the peers have to store speciﬁed documents, e.g., only documents describing
products of own:type="tires". To maintain the clustering criteria peers either exchange
documents among each other or have to partition their data and register each partition as
a separate, “virtual” peer. For example, if a peer Px provides documents in German and
English, the peer registers the German documents as PGx at the super-peer responsible for
German documents and the English documents as PEx at the corresponding super-peer.
6.5.2 Exploiting Access Path Clustering for Query Processing
The clustering hypercubes can be exploited during plan generation to produce better
query plans. To do this, we introduce the operator ChangeAccessPath(attr, qep) which
sends the given qep to the access path cluster of attribute attr. At each (super-)peer
the table ClusteringAttributes maps attribute names onto the SP/P and SP/SP indices
(denoted as SPPattr and SPSPattr) of the clustering hypercubes.
The ﬁrst rule selects an appropriate hypercube (if not already the current) in the
presence of a simple selection or a user-deﬁned ﬁlter predicate. Then, the same query is
posed again using the target access path cluster, where the selection can be performed
more eﬃciently.
{
σa=const(LR)
} a ∈ ClusteringAttributes
a = currentHypercube


{
ChangeAccessPath(a, σa=const(LR))
}
This rule is applicable, if LRs are restricted by property values. As there are multiple al-
ternative access path clusters (given by diﬀerent properties) of the same LR, the optimizer
has to choose the hypercube providing the best clustering.
If a query involves a join and at least one of the join attributes is a clustering attribute
then it is possible to perform a bind join [HKWY97] on the target access path cluster.
{A a=b B} [b ∈ ClusteringAttributes]{
A a=b ChangeAccessPath(b, B)
}
Here, at ﬁrst the sub-plan A is executed and all intermediate tuples are used as bindings
for the join. Then, the bind join () probes the cluster of attribute b using the sub-plan
B and returns the results. This strategy is eﬃcient, if the number of distinct a attributes
is low, so that only a few requests in cluster b have to be made or if the clustering is very
dense.
It is also possible to parallelize and distribute the computation of a join without any
data exchange between the single sub-plans. The prerequisite is that one argument of
the join has to be clustered and we have a derived horizontal fragmentation of the other
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argument, i.e., matching fragments of both inputs are registered only at the same super-
peers. In this case, the initial join can be split into multiple joins on the fragments.
These joins can be pushed towards the data sources and a ﬁnal Union operator collects
all results:
{A a=b B}


b ∈ ClusteringAttributes,
∀p ∈ P : A@p = A B@p,
PRj@Pj ∈ match(SPP b),
RDk@SPk ∈ match(SPSP b)




⋃
h∈⋃
j
Pj∪
⋃
k
SPk
ChangeAccessPath(b, (A a=b B)@h)


In contrast to the Union of Joins strategy of Section 6.4.2 each peer only receives one
sub-query and we can beneﬁt from full parallelization of the query execution.
For illustration we consider products of own:type="tires" and engineers which work
in a certain segment (expressed by own:segment), e.g., sports cars, oﬀroad, or minivan.
As this is a vocabulary attribute, we assume a cluster on own:segment. Furthermore,
each product has been developed by a group of engineers belonging to a certain segment.
This is indicated by the attribute own:developedBy. We assume, that the product devel-
opments are stored at the sites of the developing engineers. Thus, we have a horizontal
fragmentation of the data. Now we are interested in all tires (and the engineers) that
have been developed by engineers of diﬀerent segments, i.e., we compute the join:
LRtires tires.own:developedBy=engineers.own:segment
∧tires.own:segment = engineers.own:segment
LRengineers
Afterwards, we can split the query plan at a super-peer into multiple sub-plans, each
looking like:
ChangeAccessPath(own : segment,
(LRtires tires.own:developedBy=engineers.own:segment
∧tires.own:segment = engineers.own:segment
LRengineers)@h)
These sub-plans are sent to all matching neighbors h in the cluster of own:segment where
the sub-queries can be processed further. Finally, each peer executes the join locally on
its own set of resources.
6.6 Performance Evaluation of Pushing Code-
Carrying Query Evaluation Plans
Now we take a look at the performance results, we obtained from our prototypical imple-
mentation within the QueryFlow system. We encapsulated the distributed plan generation
and optimization as explained in Section 6.3 and Section 6.4 within HyperQueries. These
HyperQueries are composed of ﬁve operators, each reﬂecting one step of Figure 6.9 on
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page 71. This ensures modularity, i.e., other implementations of the ﬁve steps, e.g., alter-
native optimization algorithms, or binding transformations, can be used without aﬀecting
the code of the QueryFlow system itself. Hyperlinks referencing these HyperQueries con-
stitute links of SP/P and SP/SP indices to neighboring (super-)peers. These indices are
stored within a database on disk.
In particular, we are interested in the performance improvements of our new technique
of pushing code-carrying QEPs (PCCQEPs) compared to traditional routing requests. We
compare diﬀerent optimization strategies in two environments and show the beneﬁts of
exploiting access path clustering.
6.6.1 Experimental Environment
We used 28 peers which were registered in a HyperCuP of 4 super-peers. Due to limited
hardware, we distributed the 28 peers onto 7 computers, each a Sun Ultra 10 with 1 Ul-
traSparc IIi processor at 333 MHz and 256 MByte memory. The 4 super-peers have been
started on a Sun Enterprise 450 with 4 UltraSparc II CPUs and 4 GByte main memory.
All hosts were in the same 100 MBit LAN, running Solaris 2.7 and using Sun’s JDK 1.4.2.
We randomly distributed 1000 PDF documents with an average ﬁle size of 300 kByte
over the 28 peers and took data from the TPC-D [TPC99a] benchmark suite as meta
data. In particular, we iterated over the Order table and enriched the data with the
Customers’ nations and regions and with the Lineitems ’ partnames. Thus, we could
query the attributes nation name, mktsegment , and clerk .
6.6.2 Comparing Routing Requests with PCCQEPs
In the ﬁrst set of experiments, we measured the running times of queries using the tradi-
tional routing of requests, where all resources of a query are collected at the client peer
and the query is entirely processed at the client. We compared these running times with
our novel approach of pushing code carrying QEPs. Therefore, we used Query 6.2 which
asks for two logical resources, German and Russian customers, where the corresponding
PDF documents have more than two occurrences of the word “SILVER”. We varied the
number of inputs for the join and thus the number of results by changing the selectivity
of the predicate r1.mktsegment like ’AUTO%’. The running times of the traditional
routing requests and PCCQEPs are shown in Figure 6.14. We can see, that our PCC-
QEPs are at any number of results superior to the traditional approach. With increasing
cardinality of the results the running times of PCCQEP only grow moderate while the
routing of requests strategy leads to an “explosion” in the running times. This originates
mainly from distributed execution of PCCQEPs, especially by executing the expensive
occurPDF operator on 28 peers (7 physical CPUs) in parallel instead of centrally on the
single client peer. Early ﬁltering out inappropriate tuples additionally reduces the amount
of transferred data. The overall performance gain amounts up to a factor of 5. As we
execute 4 peers on one physical CPU we expect that in a fully distributed P2P scenario
the performance gain would become even bigger.
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select r1.URI, r1.DATA, r1.nation name, r1.mktsegment,
r2.URI, r2.DATA, r2.nation name, r2.mktsegment
from Resources r1, Resources r2
where r1.mktsegment = r2.mktsegment and r1.mktsegment like ’AUTO%’
and r1.nation=’RUSSIA’ and r2.nation=’GERMANY’
and occurPDF(r1.DATA,’SILVER’) > 2 and occurPDF(r2.DATA,’SILVER’) > 2
Query 6.2: Comparing Routing Requests with PCCQEPs
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Figure 6.14: Comparing Routing Requests with PCCQEPs
6.6.3 Comparing Optimization Strategies
In Section 6.4 we proposed a couple of optimization rules where we distinguished three
major optimization strategies: the na¨ıve “Join of Union” strategy, the “Union of Joins”
strategy, and ﬁnally, the “Collecting Resources” strategy. One of our goals was to keep
the number of produced query plans little, as it appears to be better having only a few,
well-placed query plans than many distributed ones which access the same data sources
multiple times and require to ship data multiple times to diﬀerent query parts. This causes
additional communication costs and slows down query execution instead of speeding up.
Especially, in such a highly distributed environment, we have to be careful and produce
at each super-peer only a small number of query plans, as no host has knowledge of the
optimization strategy of the neighbors.
It should be clear, that the clustering of the index structures has signiﬁcant impact
on the quality of the query plans. Therefore, we demonstrate with Query 6.3 the impact
of diﬀerent optimization strategies and the clustering of the network onto the number
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select r1.clerk, r1.orderkey, r1.nation name, r1.mktsegment,
r2.clerk, r2.orderkey, r2.nation name, r2.mktsegment,
r3.clerk, r3.orderkey, r3.nation name, r3.mktsegment,
r4.clerk, r4.orderkey, r4.nation name, r4.mktsegment,
r5.clerk, r5.orderkey, r5.nation name, r5.mktsegment
from Resources r1, Resources r2, Resources r3, Resources r4, Resources r5
where r1.nation name like ’%D%’ and r1.clerk like ’%1’ and r1.mktsegment=r2.mktsegment
and r2.nation name like ’%I%’ and r2.clerk like ’%2’ and r2.mktsegment=r3.mktsegment
and r3.nation name like ’%G%’ and r3.clerk like ’%3’ and r3.mktsegment=r4.mktsegment
and r4.nation name like ’%U%’ and r4.clerk like ’%4’ and r4.mktsegment=r5.mktsegment
and r5.nation name like ’%M%’ and r5.clerk like ’%5’
Query 6.3: Comparing Optimization Strategies
of query plans. For our experiments we varied the number of accessed logical resources
from 1 to 5. We distinguish within this set of experiments two cases: (1) all resources are
randomly distributed among the peers, i.e., we have no clustering, and (2) the resources
are stored and clustered by the attribute nation name. Thus, when accessing a logical
resource by a given property value of nation name, only one peer is queried. As we do
not query the exact nation name, we access in the clustered environment 4–5 peers and
in the non-clustered environment up to 28 peers.
Table 6.3 gives an overview of the number of generated query plans at the peers.
At ﬁrst, we can see that “Join of Union” and “Collecting Resources” produce the same
number of query plans as the only diﬀerence between both strategies is the placement
of the operators, the remaining query plan is untouched. If the resources are clustered,
the diﬀerences between “Union of Joins” and the “Join of Union”/”Collecting Resources”
strategy are moderate, i.e., when accessing few logical resources “only” three times as
many query plans are generated. This stems from the fact, that in a (nearly) clustered
environment, the transformation rule for “Union of Joins” produces only very few query
plans. But in the unclustered environment, the number of query plans for “Union of
Joins” grows rapidly so that for ﬁve resources more than 1000 query plans have to be
executed at the peers. Due to the huge number of open network connections to other
(super-)peers and the underlying databases, the QueryFlow system crashes and produces
no result for this conﬁguration. “Join of Union” and ”Collecting Resources” show graceful
degradation, i.e., produce a moderate number of query plans and return the results.
Figure 6.15 conﬁrms our assumption that the parallelization by the “Join of Union”
strategy worsens the performance. Figure 6.15(a) reﬂects the case when due to clustering
only a few query plans are generated. In this case, all three strategies show nearly the same
performance. But looking at Figure 6.15(b) we can see that many (parallel) query plans
result in worse running times, as the transfer volume between the query plans increases.
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Number of LRs
Clustered Resources Unclustered Resources
JoU Collect UoJ JoU Collect UoJ
1 4 4 4 16 16 16
2 11 11 43 29 29 231
3 16 16 27 50 50 253
4 22 22 54 57 57 207
5 28 28 72 135 135 > 1000
Table 6.3: Number of Generated Plans at the Peers
(JoU = “Joins of Union”, UoJ = “Union of Joins”)
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Figure 6.15: Comparing Optimization Strategies
Results
Number of Generated Plans Number of Queried Peers
Clustered Unclustered Clustered Unclustered
34 1 26 1 26
247 2 52 2 28
2011 3 78 3 28
14551 4 105 4 28
Table 6.4: Number of Generated Plans and Queried Peers
6.6.4 Exploiting Access Path Clustering
In our last measurement, we determine the impact of clustering on the running times of
queries. Similar to the previous experiment, we assume two scenarios, one with randomly
distributed documents and the other one with clustering on nation name. We varied the
number of accessed logical resources from 1 to 4 where Query 6.4 shows 4 accessed logical
resources. Within the clustered environment, each logical resource references exactly to
one peer. Thus, exactly one plan per LR is executed at each peer. In the unclustered
environment each resource has to be collected from approximately 28 peers. The exact
number of generated plans and peers is shown in Table 6.4.
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select r1.clerk, r1.orderkey, r1.nation name, r1.mktsegment,
r2.clerk, r2.orderkey, r2.nation name, r2.mktsegment,
r3.clerk, r3.orderkey, r3.nation name, r3.mktsegment,
r4.clerk, r4.orderkey, r4.nation name, r4.mktsegment
from Resources r1, Resources r2, Resources r3, Resources r4
where r1.nation name = ’RUSSIA’ and r1.mktsegment=r2.mktsegment
and r2.nation name = ’INDIA’ and r2.mktsegment=r3.mktsegment
and r3.nation name = ’JAPAN’ and r3.mktsegment=r4.mktsegment
and r4.nation name = ’UNITED STATES’
Query 6.4: Exploiting Access Path Clustering
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Figure 6.16: Exploiting Access Path Clustering
Figure 6.16 gives an impression of the performance gain obtained by exploiting access
path clusters. In the unclustered scenario the queries take up to a factor of 5 longer to
complete than in the clustered environment. This results on the one hand from a faster
discovery of the resources and on the other hand from simpler query plans, as no Union
operators have to be considered.
Chapter 7
Exploiting Early Sorting and Early
Partitioning for Query Processing
In the previous chapters we described how to query data distributed over hosts in the
Internet. An alternative is to collect all data in one central data warehouse and process
queries locally. In particular, this proceeding is typically for the processing of decision
support queries on large and infrequently changing inputs. These decision support queries
typically involve several joins, grouping operations with aggregation, and/or sorting of the
result tuples.
In the following chapter we propose two new classes of query evaluation algorithms
that can be used to speed up the execution of such decision support queries.1 The algo-
rithms are based on early sorting and early partitioning—or a combination of both. The
idea is to push the sorting and/or the partitioning to the leaves, i.e., the base relations,
of the query evaluation plans and to avoid sorting or partitioning of large intermediate
results which have been generated by the joins. In order to eﬃciently apply early sort-
ing, the sort order generated at an early stage of the query evaluation plan is retained
throughout an arbitrary number of so-called order-preserving hash joins (OHJs). To make
early partitioning applicable to a large class of decision support queries, we generalize the
so-called hash teams proposed by Graefe et al. [GBC98]. Hash teams allow to perform sev-
eral hash-based operations (join and grouping) on the same attribute in one pass without
repartitioning intermediate results. Our generalization consists of indirectly partitioning
the input data. Indirect partitioning means to partition the input data on an attribute
that is not directly needed for the next hash-based operation and it involves the construc-
tion of bitmaps to approximate the partitioning for the attribute that is needed in the next
hash-based operation. Our performance experiments show that query evaluation plans
based on early sorting, early partitioning, or a combination of both perform signiﬁcantly
better than conventional strategies for many common classes of decision support queries.
1Parts of this chapter have already been presented in [KKW99] and [CKKW00].
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7.1 Motivation
Decision support is emerging as one of the most important database applications. Man-
agers of large enterprises, for example, want to study the development of sales for certain
products by region and they expect the database system to return the relevant information
within seconds or at most within a few minutes.
Decision support typically involves the execution of complex queries with join, group-
by, and sort operations. To support these kinds of queries, database vendors have sig-
niﬁcantly extended their query processors and researchers have developed a large vari-
ety of new query processing techniques; e.g., the use of bitmap indices [CI98], special
joins exploiting bitmap join indices [GO95], new join methods [HWM98], or multi-query
optimization for decision support [ZDNS98]. In addition, a whole new industry has
appeared with products (data warehouses and data marts) that materialize, i.e., pre-
compute, query results and cache the results of queries. Furthermore, the TPC-H/R
benchmarks [TPC99b]—derived from the TPC-D benchmark—have been proposed in or-
der to evaluate the performance of a database product for decision support queries.
We propose two new classes of query evaluation algorithms that can be used to speed
up the execution of decision support queries. The algorithms are based on (1) early sorting
and (2) early partitioning—or a combination of both. The idea is to push the sorting
and/or the partitioning to the leaves, i.e., the base relations, of the query evaluation
plans and thereby avoid sorting or partitioning large intermediate results generated by
the joins. Both, early sorting and early partitioning are used in combination with hash-
based algorithms for evaluating the join(s).
The idea of early sorting is not completely new. There has been work on query
optimization to generate plans in which sort operators are carried out before joins, e.g.,
[SAC+79, SSM96]. Given the current set of available join methods, however, today’s
optimizers often face a dilemma: on the one hand, sort operators should be placed early
in a plan so that they are cheap because they are applied to small intermediate results.
On the other hand, such early sorting limits the options for join processing resulting in
very high costs for join processing. To solve this dilemma, we propose an approach that
makes it possible to do early sorting and at the same time have cheap joins. Our approach
is based on a new technique, we call order-preserving hash joins (or just OHJ), that can
be used instead of nested-loop joins to preserve the order generated by early sorting.
In the case of early partitioning, we generalize the so-called hash teams proposed by
Graefe et al. [GBC98]. Hash teams allow to perform several hash-based operations (join
and grouping) in one pass without repartitioning intermediate results. Our generalization,
making hash teams applicable to a much larger class of decision support queries, consists of
indirectly partitioning the input data. Indirect partitioning means to partition the input
data on an attribute that is not directly needed for the next hash-based operation and
it involves the construction of bitmaps to approximate the partitioning for the attribute
that is needed in the next hash-based operation. These bitmaps are used to partition the
other argument relation of the hash-based operation.
Our performance experiments show that query evaluation plans based on early sorting,
early partitioning, or a combination of both perform signiﬁcantly better than conventional
strategies for many common classes of decision support queries.
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7.1.1 Related Work
There has been a great deal of work on join techniques, sorting, grouping and query pro-
cessing in general. A good overview of all join techniques used in practice today is given
in [ME92]. [Gra94, GBC98] present details and tuning techniques for hash joins which are
also relevant and useful for our approach. [Gra93] describes the “textbook” architecture
for query processing, i.e., the iterator model. We integrated all our techniques into an
existing query processor that is based on that architecture as part of our experimental
work. Designers of query optimizers have also paid attention to interesting orders since
the seventies; see, e.g., [SAC+79] or [SSM96] for a more recent paper which speciﬁcally
addresses early sorting. Our work builds on top of that work, and the purpose of our work
is to provide the optimizer with new options to construct plans that exploit early sorting.
In [WC03] an algebra based on inference rules about interesting (secondary) orderings and
groupings and algorithm for the evaluation of these rules allows to save some sorting and
grouping operators. Related query optimization work also includes work on “group-bys
before joins” [YL94, CS94]; our work complements that approaches as we propose ways
to further improve the performance of the “eager” group-by plans. [Lar02] achieves data
reduction by partial preaggregation. In previous work the P (PM)∗M-algorithm [BCK98]
has been proposed which is based on a similar idea than OHJs presented in this work. The
P (PM)∗M algorithm, however, was speciﬁcally devised for so-called pointer-based joins
with nested sets in object-oriented and object-relational database systems. In contrast,
OHJs work for any kind of equi-join, they are order-preserving (not just “nested-set” pre-
serving) and applicable in pure relational as well as object-oriented and object-relational
database systems.
Li and Ross [LR99] describe two new join algorithms that are based on join indices, one
is sort-based, the other partition-based. Both algorithms have in common that they draw
proﬁt from not completely materializing the join result, rather they store the temporary
result on disk in two ordered ﬁles which need to be merged to obtain the join result. The
proposed technique avoids random disk I/O by sequentially scanning the input relations,
the join index, and the temporary ﬁles. In contrast to our work their approach is based
on precomputed join indices.
Graefe et al. [GBC98] proposed hash teams. They can combine multiple hash op-
erations (join, aggregation) on the same attribute to a team and save disk accesses by
avoiding partitioning of intermediate results. The drawback of their approach is that
real-world applications often do not perform the joins (and aggregations) on the same
attribute—as required for applying hash teams. In [KKW99] we generalized this concept
to allow hash teams to be applied to diﬀerent attributes. These generalized hash teams
are most useful for joining hierarchical structures, i.e., when the join attributes form a
chain of functional dependencies. We show generalized hash teams which work in a wider
context and can be combined with other novel techniques such as OHJs.
[DS02] proposes a progressive, non-blocking merge join for producing results as early
as the external mergesort generates initial runs. The XJoin [UF99, UF00] algorithm
constitutes a double pipelined hash join for producing results even in unpredictable net-
works earlier. The MJoin [VNB03] is an extension for processing multiple input streams.
Furthermore, the authors propose a new cost model based on rates.
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In [MR94] the TID join technique is introduced, which allows to project out attributes
that are not essential for processing the join. We found this idea very useful for bypassing
bulky attributes around joins to utilize main memory more eﬃciently, both for the OHJ
algorithm and generalized hash teams.
7.1.2 Organization of this Chapter
In Section 7.2 we show at ﬁrst some current areas of applications and present order-
preserving hash joins to enable early sorting. These algorithms have already been pre-
sented by Claussen [Cla99], but—because they build the basis for the following sections—
we show them here again for comprehension and completeness. The generalized hash
teams to realize early partitioning are introduced in Section 7.3. We demonstrate the
combination of the two techniques for early sorting and early partitioning. Section 7.4
shows how to reduce the I/O volume of both query evaluation techniques by bypass-
ing bulk data around the joins. The necessary extensions of a state-of-the-art dynamic
programming-based optimizer for both OHJ and generalized hash teams are discussed in
Section 7.5. Section 7.6 describes the experimental results we obtained from our imple-
mentation of the algorithms.
7.2 Order-Preserving Hash Joins
Producing query results in a desired order is a basic functionality of data integration
systems. Three main cases can be distinguished for the need of an ordering:
1. Users can (explicitly) specify in their queries that the result should be ordered, e.g.,
using the order by clauses of SQL or XQuery [BCF+03].
2. The ordering of intermediary results is beneﬁcial for the application of some op-
erators, e.g., merge joins or grouping algorithms. Novel operators such as rollup,
cube, running sums, and running averages require the ordering of the input. The
ordering of the input makes the Pipesort algorithm [AAD+96] applicable for the
cube operator and the initial and expensive sort drops out. Another example for
the usefulness of sorted inputs is the processing of top-N queries [CK97b].
3. The ordering is implicitly required by the semantics of query languages, e.g., as
described in [DFF+03]. XQuery constitutes the upcoming standard to query XML
data sources. When combining data from multiple sources using XQuery, this “join”
shows “nested-loops” semantics, i.e., the ordering is preserved on the outer input.
Query 7.1 gives an example XQuery where two XML documents Customers.xml and
Orders.xml are accessed and the customer key and the customer name are joined
to each total price of an order. Thereby, the (implicit) ordering of the customers’
should be preserved.
Throughout this chapter we will concentrate on the relational model and SQL queries,
but this does not restrict the general applicability of the techniques on other data models
and query languages, such as XML and XQuery. We use a TPC-H/R [TPC99b] style
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for $c in doc(“Customers.xml”)//Customer,
$o in doc(“Orders.xml”)//Order
where $c/CustKey = $o/CustKey
return
<Customer>
<CustKey> { $c/CustKey/text() } </CustKey>
<Name> { $c/Name/text() } </Name>
<OrderTotalPrice> { $o/TotalPrice/text() } </OrderTotalPrice>
</Customer>
Query 7.1: Example XQuery with Implicit Order Preserving
Customer
C# Name N# City MktSegment
Order
O# C# Totalprice Discount
Lineitem
O# L# Quantity Extendedprice Discount
Figure 7.1: Relational Schema of the Sample Database
(Keys are underlined)
database (as presented in Figure 7.1) for illustration. This sample database involves
Customer, Order, and Lineitem tables with the usual information where C# denotes the
Customerkey, O# denotes the Orderkey, L# denotes the Linenumber within an order,
N# denotes the Nationkey, and MktSegment denotes the Marketsegment. The keys of
the tables are underlined. We assume, as in reality, that the Customer table contains
signiﬁcantly less tuples than the Order and Lineitem tables.
To demonstrate the mechanisms and the beneﬁts of order-preserving hash joins, the
two example queries Query 7.2 (SMkt ,N#,C#(C  O)) and Query 7.3 (SMkt ,N#,C#(C 
O  L)) are used. The ﬁrst query involves a join between the Customer and Order
tables and requires the results to be produced in Customer.Mktsegment, Customer.N#,
Customer.C# order. The second query involves, in addition, a join with the Lineitem
table. Both queries could, for example, be initiated by a middleware product in order to
analyze the orders and lineitems of groups of customers from diﬀerent market segments
and countries. These queries could also occur as query blocks that produce the input
of a rollup operator [GBLP96] implemented as part of an extended relational database
system.
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select c.∗, o.Totalprice
from Customer c, Order o
where c.C# = o.C#
order by c.Mktsegment, c.N#, c.C#
Query 7.2: Binary Join
(SMkt ,N#,C#(C O))
select c.∗, l.Extendedprice
from Customer c, Order o, Lineitem l
where c.C# = o.C# and o.O# = l.O#
order by c.Mktsegment, c.N#, c.C#
Query 7.3: Multi-Way Join
(SMkt,N#,C#(C O  L))
nested-loop join
idxscan(Customer) idxscan(Order)
nested-loop join
sort
tbscan(Customer)
idxscan(Order)
(a) Index Scan + NLJ (b) Sort + NLJ
sort
hash join
tbscan(Customer) tbscan(Order)
(c) HJ + Sort
Figure 7.2: Traditional Plans for Query 7.2
Figure 7.2 shows three alternative “traditional” query evaluation plans for the ﬁrst
query. These three plans demonstrate the dilemma of today’s query processors: the
optimizer must choose between high sorting or high join costs. To see why, let us take
a closer look at the costs of the three plans. The ﬁrst plan is applicable if there is an
index that can be used to read the Customer tuples in the right order. If this index is
clustered with respect to the Customer table, the cost to bring the Customer tuples into
the right order will be very low in this plan, but the cost to process the (index) nested-
loop join, which is the only known order-preserving join method applicable in this case,
will be very high because an (index) nested-loop join will cause excessive random disk
I/O in this case. The second plan has a similar cost proﬁle: the sort operator and, thus,
bringing the Customer tuples into the right order is quite cheap because there are not
many Customer tuples, while the nested-loop join has again very high cost. In the third
plan, the join is executed in the cheapest possible way, i.e., using hashing, but the sort
at the top of that plan is expensive because the result of the join is very large – much
larger than the Customer table. For the second query, today’s optimizers face a similar
dilemma: either cheap ordering with one or two expensive nested-loop joins or cheap hash
joins and expensive sorting at the end.
The goal of the order-preserving hash join is to break this dilemma and allow the
optimizer to generate plans like the ones shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4. The key idea is to
split the diﬀerent phases of external sorting and carry out join operations in between the
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sort:merge runs
OHJ
sort:generate runs
tbscan(Customer)
tbscan(Order)
sort:merge runs
OHJ
OHJ
sort:generate runs
tbscan(Customer)
tbscan(Order)
tbscan(Lineitem)
Figure 7.3: SOHJ Plan for Query 7.2 Figure 7.4: SOHJ Plan for Query 7.3
generate runs and merge runs phases. The join operations are carried out by a special
OHJ operator which essentially is a hash join augmented with a ﬁne-grained partition-
ing and re-merging step. Thus, the order-preserving hash join exhibits the same good
performance as standard hash joins. As shown in Figure 7.4, it is possible to have any
number of OHJ operators in a query and as we will see in the next subsection, this aspect
requires special attention in the implementation of OHJ operators. The plans with early
sorting followed by OHJ joins to preserve the order are denoted SOHJ. Of course, we can
also beneﬁt from an existing order (via a clustered index) so that the sorting becomes
obsolete. These plans will simply be called OHJ plans.
7.2.1 Binary Order-Preserving Hash Join Plans
Order-preserving hash joins are based on Grace hash joins as described in [HCLS97].2
That is, both input relations are partitioned using hashing in such a way that each parti-
tion of the inner (build) relation ﬁts in memory, and a pair of partitions are then joined
by building an in-memory hash table for the partition of the build relation and probing
every tuple of the corresponding partition of the outer (probe) relation using that hash
table. The key idea of order-preserving hash joins lies in the following very simple obser-
vation: If the whole probe relation is ordered to begin with, then the result of the join
of a pair of (probe and build) partitions is ordered too. Putting it diﬀerently, the results
of joining pairs of partitions can be seen as sorted runs so that these runs only need to
be merged to obtain an ordered join result. This process is visualized in Figure 7.5 that
demonstrates how the order of R, the probe relation, is preserved after the join with S,
the build relation. In the ﬁgure, R and S are partitioned into two partitions, whereby ptn
denotes partitioning and mrg stands for the merge.
In general: Assume we have two relations R with attributes A and B, and S with
attributes B and C. Let R be ordered by attribute R.A and let B be the join attribute.
(In practice, obtaining R in sorted order means scanning the relation via a [clustered] index
on the order attribute.) To evaluate the join R B S by a hash join, we ﬁrst partition
the probe input R and the build input S into R1, . . . , Rk and S1, . . . , Sk, respectively, as
in traditional Grace hash joins. In particular, we use the same hash function to partition
2Hash joins without partitioning, i.e., the complete build input ﬁts into memory, are order-preserving
with respect to the probe input, anyway.
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Figure 7.5: Order-Preserving Binary Hash Join Plan with Build Input S, Probe Input
R, Join and Partitioning Attribute B, and Sort Attribute A
both inputs and do not require special order-preserving hash functions [GG86]. We then
join the partitions pairwise, i.e., Ri  Si for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, just as in traditional Grace hash
joins. Then, we write the results of joining every pair of partitions to disk and merge those
runs; this is the only special step for those simple order-preserving hash joins. Here and
throughout this chapter, we will assume that S can be partitioned in one phase to generate
memory-sized partitions. Our algorithms can, easily be adapted if multiple partitioning
steps, e.g., due to skew or large relations and small main memory or no partitioning at
all is required. In the latter case, the corresponding merge step is omitted.
7.2.2 Multi-Way Order-Preserving Hash Join Plans
Now, assume we want to compute the join
R R.B=S.B S S.C=T.C T
and preserve the order of R according to attribute R.A. This query corresponds to
Query 7.3.
One way to achieve this is to ﬁrst join S and T and then apply the binary OHJ on R
and (S C T ), as described in the previous subsection. This way to order the joins might,
not always be attractive and, therefore we will show in this section how plans with two
OHJs can be produced: one OHJ for R  S and one OHJ for the join with T , as in the
plan of Figure 7.4. Here, we must be careful, because we cannot aﬀord using two simple
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OHJs. Such a na¨ıve implementation would involve a full-ﬂedged merge step as part of
the OHJ of R and S, and this additional merge step would be too expensive because it
would involve writing and re-reading the whole result of R S to/from disk. Instead, we
directly partition the runs produced by the R ohj S and merge corresponding partitions
before the join with T .
In more detail: If the third relation T is partitioned into T1, . . . , Tl then the join
partition RSi = RiSi resulting from joining Ri with Si is partitioned into RSi1, . . . , RSil
which are all written to disk. Doing this for all intermediate result partitions RS1, . . . , RSk
results in k ∗ l partitions on disk. These k ∗ l ﬁne-grained partitions are, then, re-merged
into the l partitions: for all 1 ≤ j ≤ l, RS1j , . . . , RSkj are merged into a single partition
RS{1,...,k}j, and this partition is then joined with Tj as part of the OHJ with table T . The
whole process is shown in Figure 7.6 for k = 2 and l = 2, and step-by-step the algorithm
works as follows:
1. Scan S and partition S into k main memory-sized3 partitions S1, . . . , Sk using a
hash function hk on S.B
2. Scan R via a (cluster) index on R.A and partition R into k partitions R1, . . . , Rk
using the hash function hk on R.B
3. Scan T and partition T into l main memory-sized4 partitions T1, . . . , Tl using a hash
function hl on T.C
4. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k do:
(a) Create l initially empty partitions RSi1, . . . , RSil on disk
(b) Load partition Si into a main memory hash table
(c) For each tuple r ∈ Ri probe the hash table to determine the join result tuple(s)
rs and append rs to partition RSij with j = hl(rs.C).
Having ﬁnished Step 4, there are k ∗ l partitions RS11, . . . , RS1l, . . . , RSkl stored on
disk.
5. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ l do:
(a) Create an initially empty partition RSTi on disk
(b) Load partition Ti into a main memory hash table
(c) Merge the partitions RS1i, . . . , RSki and for each tuple rs probe the hash table
to determine the join result tuple(s) rst which are appended to partition RSTi.
Having ﬁnished Step 5, there are l partitions RST1, . . . , RSTl stored on disk.
3More precisely, we need to partition S so that the individual S partitions ﬁt in memory, as requested
by the Grace hash join method, and at the same time, there is enough memory left to partition the results
of R  S – cf. Step 4.
4More precisely, we need to partition T so that the individual T partitions ﬁt in memory, and at the
same time, there is enough memory left to merge k RS partitions – cf. Step 5.
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Figure 7.6: Order-Preserving Three-Way Hash Join Plan: (R B S) C T
(Disk Partitions are Marked with Thick Rules)
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6. Merge the partitions RST1, . . . , RSTl to obtain the join result RST in the order of
R.A.
This approach can be applied to join any number of tables: after every join, the result
is directly partitioned for the next join and the partitions are then re-merged in order to
carry out the next join. Tracing the ordered relation, i.e., R in our example, the following
pattern of operators is applied to that relation:
P J (P M J)∗ M
Here, P denotes partitioning, M denotes merging, and J denotes the in-memory (hash)
join phase.
7.2.3 Early Sorting and Order-Preserving Hash Join Plans
One might argue that our order-preserving hash join technique is only eﬃcient if there is a
clustered index on the sort attribute of R. Fortunately, we can generate the desired order
on the ﬂy during the initial partitioning step. This way, we entirely avoid any additional
I/O cost for sorting, and therefore, as the performance evaluation in Section 7.6 shows,
we get (almost) the same performance in the presence as in the absence of a clustered
index; that is, we get sorting (almost) for free.
The trick is to combine the initial partitioning step of the OHJ plan with sorting runs.
That is, we sort memory-sized runs of the probe input and partition each run individually.
The partitions of every run are then re-merged during the processing of the ﬁrst join. Step
by step, the algorithm for the two-way join
R R.B=S.B S
works as follows.
1. Scan S and partition S into k main memory-sized5 partitions S1, . . . , Sk using a
hash function hk on S.B
2. Assume R is m times bigger than the available main memory. Then, for each
1 ≤ i ≤ m do:
(a) Load the (next) memory sized chunk Ri into memory and sort it according to
attribute A.
(b) Partition Ri into k partitions Ri1, . . . Rik by applying hk on attribute B. Each
partition constitutes a valid run according to attribute A. The partitioning
can be done in a single linear iteration through the main memory resident run
Ri—see below.
(c) Write the partitions Ri1, . . . Rik sequentially to disk.
Having ﬁnished this combined sort/partitioning step, m ∗ k partitions R11, . . . , R1k,
. . . , Rmk—each constituting a valid sort run—are stored on disk.
5More precisely, we again need to reserve some space to merge partitions of R – cf. Step 3.
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3. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k do:
(a) Create an initially empty partition RSi on disk
(b) Load partition Si into a main memory hash table
(c) Merge the runs R1i, . . . , Rmi and with each tuple r—in merge order—probe
the hash table of Si to determine the join result tuple(s) rs and append rs to
partition RSi
Having ﬁnished Step 3, there are k partitions RS1, . . . , RSk stored on disk.
4. Merge the partitions RS1, . . . , RSk to obtain the join result RS in the order of R.A.
This algorithm is illustrated for m = 2 and k = 2 in Figure 7.7. The important
part of the plan, i.e., the combined sorting and partitioning phase and the subsequent re-
merging of the ﬁne-grained partitioning, is shaded in the ﬁgure. Here the same principle
is utilized as in combining multiple OHJ operators in one plan: the ﬁne-grained partitions
constitute ordered runs which are merged to an ordered partition for the next phase. The
remainder of the evaluation plan is the same as for the basic order-preserving hash join
plans. Of course, these so-called SOHJ plans can, therefore also be applied to multi-way
join queries in the same way as described in the previous subsection. Tracing again the
ordered relation, i.e., R, the following pattern of operators are applied (here, S&P denotes
the combined sorting and partitioning step):
S&P M J (P M J)∗ M
Figure 7.8 illustrates the combined sorting/partitioning phase of the algorithm. A
memory-sized chunk of the relation is loaded. Sorting is done via a vector that main-
tains pointers to the tuples being sorted; that is, only this vector is sorted, whereas the
individual tuples need not be moved. Once the sorting is complete, we linearly scan this
vector and determine the partition to which every tuple belongs. Hereby, we chain tuples
that belong to the same partition together, i.e., we store the index of the next tuple of
the same partition in an additional ﬁeld within the vector, and we keep a separate vector,
called the partition-anchors, in order to store the heads and the tails of every of the k
sorted “partition-lists” (in the example of Figure 7.8, k = 2). Once this partitioning is
complete, i.e., the chaining is done and the heads and tails of the partition-anchors are
set, the tuples can be written sequentially to disk: partition by partition following the
heads of the partition-anchors one at a time and in the right sort-order. All partitions
could, for example, be written into a single temporary ﬁle by inserting markers at parti-
tion boundaries, thereby avoiding overhead for allocating multiple temporary ﬁles. Note
that Figure 7.8 shows in fact the generation of the partitions R11 and R12 for run R1 of
Figure 7.7.
With respect to run time complexity, it would be cheaper to ﬁrst partition each com-
plete memory chunk and then sort the individual partitions: Assuming m = |R|/M
records ﬁt into one memory chunk of size M , ﬁrst sorting and then partitioning a mem-
ory chunk takes m · logm + m abstract “operations”. The reverse order, i.e., ﬁrst
partitioning a memory chunk and then sorting each of the N partitions requires only
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Figure 7.7: Sorting On the Fly: Disk Partitions are Marked with Thick Rules; the
Sorting on the Fly Step is Highlighted by the Shading
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Figure 7.8: Partitioning a Sorted Run
m + N · m/N · log(m/N) = m + m · log(m/N) operations. Memory management for
the partition/sort variant is more complex than for the sort/partition algorithm, because
several sort vectors of unknown size have to be allocated. We have implemented both
variants and our performance experiments have shown that, in practice, the diﬀerence in
run time is only marginal for the investigated conﬁgurations.
7.2.4 Early Aggregation
So far, we have looked at SOHJ plans for simple order by queries. We will now see
how SOHJ and OHJ plans can improve the performance of aggregate queries if sort-based
aggregation with so-called early aggregation6 is used [BD83, CS94, YL95, Lar97]. The
idea of early aggregation is quite simple: As soon as a subgroup of tuples belonging to the
same ﬁnal group is identiﬁed, collapse them into a single tuple. Thus, the aggregation is
folded so that it is already applied to the subgroups belonging to the same ﬁnal group.
During the ﬁnal merge, the intermediate aggregation results are then combined. This is
easily achieved for the aggregations sum, min, max, count which constitute commutative
monoids [GKG+97]—i.e., operations that satisfy associativity and have an identity. For
other aggregates more information has to be maintained to enable early aggregation. For
example, in order to enable early avg-aggregation one has to store the sum and the count
of each collapsed subgroup.
Order-preserving hash join plans enable early aggregation very eﬀectively if the sort-
ahead is on the grouping attributes. Both variants (OHJ and SOHJ) produce sorted runs
as a result of the join, and early aggregation can be implemented by merely collapsing all
adjacent tuples with the same value of the grouping attributes into a single tuple before
writing the join results to disk.
Let us again compare SOHJ plans with traditional hash join plans and look at Query 7.4.
6Early aggregation must not be confused with early sorting or early partitioning, the techniques
proposed in this chapter.
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select R.A, sum(S.C)
from R, S
where R.B = S.B
group by R.A
order by R.A
Query 7.4: Example SQL Query Enabling Early Aggregation
Agg
mrgk→1
collapse duplicates
OHJ
mrgm∗k→k
ptnm→m∗k
sort:generate runs→m
tbscan(R)
ptn→k
tbscan(S)
Agg
mrgM→1
collapse duplicates&
sort:generate runs→M
HJ
ptn→K
tbscan(R)
ptn→K
tbscan(S)
Figure 7.9: Early Aggregation (M > k)
Figure 7.9 shows an SOHJ plan and a traditional hash join plan for that query. The
order-preserving hash join evaluation of this query—without the aggregation—was shown
in Figure 7.5 (page 96). Exploiting early aggregation, tuples with the same A-attribute
value would be collapsed, i.e., the two tuples with A = 0 in RS1 and the two tuples with
A = 4 in RS2 would be collapsed into one tuple.
Of course, the traditional hash join plan can beneﬁt from early aggregation. Here,
early aggregation could be incorporated into the sorting of the runs: While loading the
sort area, tuples belonging to the same group (called duplicates for brevity) are detected
via a hash-vector and collapsed. Thereafter, the run is sorted and written to disk [Lar97].
The eﬀectiveness of early aggregation depends on the number of collapsed duplicates.
This number is in inverse proportion to the number of partitions, i.e., runs, being written
after the join because each of them is free of duplicates. In the notation of Figure 7.9,
the SOHJ plan writes k duplicate-free runs and the traditional hash join plan writes M
runs. It turns out that in most cases M > k holds and therefore the advantages of early
aggregation are less pronounced in the traditional plan than in the SOHJ plan because
less duplicates can be collapsed in the traditional plan. The number k is given as the
number of partitions—denoted by ptn→k in the query plan—that are needed to ﬁt every
individual partition of ΠB,C(S) into a main-memory hash table. This number is usually
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select c.City, sum(o.Totalprice)
from Customer c, Order o
where c.C# = o.C#
group by c.City
Query 7.5: Join and Aggregation
(GCity(C O))
quite small because of the projection on the relevant parts of S and because the hash join
can make use of almost all main memory. On the other hand, the number M is usually
larger for two reasons:
• The sort area, in which duplicates are collapsed cannot exploit all main memory
because the collapse&sort-operator runs in parallel with the hash join operator
which itself is memory-intensive.
• The duplicates are detected after joining the tuples; therefore these tuples are large.
Helmer et al. derived in [HNM03] an estimation of the output cardinality of partial preag-
gregation by deﬁning a measure of clusteredness. This provides the optimizer with an im-
portant piece of information for deciding whether the application of partial preaggregation
is beneﬁcial.
7.3 Generalized Hash Teams
To make early partitioning applicable for many important classes of decision support
queries, we generalize the concept of hash teams proposed by Graefe et al. [GBC98]. The
original hash teams are based on combining several hash-based operations into a team.
This allows to partition all arguments of the team a` priori without having to repartition
intermediate results. In the original proposal, one can only form teams of hash-based
operations that are all based on the same attribute.
7.3.1 Binary Joins with Aggregation
This section shows how generalized hash teams work for queries that involve one join and
one group-by operation. As a running example Query 7.5 asks for the total Value of all
Orders grouped by the Customer City.
The traditional (state-of-the-art) plan to execute the example Query 7.5 is shown
in Figure 7.10(a). This plan uses hashing in order to execute the join and the group-
by operation. This plan would ﬁrst partition (abbreviated ptn in the ﬁgures) both the
Customer and the Order tables by C# so that either all the Customer or all the Order
partitions ﬁt in memory; that is, this plan would carry out a (grace or hybrid) hash join
between these two tables [Sha86]. After that, the traditional plan would use hashing to
group the results of the join by City. If there are more Cities than ﬁt into main memory,
this group-by operation would, again, involve partitioning so that every partition can be
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AggCity
ptnCity
C#
ptnC#
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ptnC#
Order
AggCity
C#
ptnCity Bit-−− →maps
Customer
ptnBitmaps
Order
(a) Traditional Hash Join (b) Generalized Hash Team
and Hash Aggregation
Figure 7.10: Execution Plans for Query 7.5
aggregated in memory. In all, there are three partitioning steps in this traditional plan,
incurring I/O costs to write and read the Customer table, the Order table, and the result
of the join. As an alternative, sorting, rather than hashing, can be used for the join and/or
the group by. In many cases, sorting has higher (CPU) cost than hashing; in any case,
a traditional plan based on sorting would also involve I/O costs to write and read the
Customer table, the Order table, and the result of the join.
Figure 7.10(b) shows a plan that makes use of generalized hash teams in order to
execute our example query. Like the traditional plan shown in Figure 7.10(a), this plan
is based on hashing to execute the join and the group-by operation. The trick, is that the
Customer table is partitioned by City, rather than by C#, so that the result of the join
is partitioned by City as well and the group-by operation does not require an additional
partitioning step. To make this work, this plan generates bitmaps while partitioning
the Customer table. These bitmaps indicate in which partition every Customer tuple is
inserted and these bitmaps are used to partition the Order table so that Order tuples and
matching Customer tuples can be found in corresponding Order and Customer partitions.
That is, the Order table is partitioned indirectly using the bitmaps.
To make this clearer, let us look at Figure 7.11 which illustrates the whole process
in more detail. The ﬁgure shows a small example extension of the Customer table and
how this Customer table is partitioned by City into three partitions: the ﬁrst partition
contains all Customers located in PA (Passau) and M (Munich), the second partition
stores all Customers located in B (Berlin) and HH (Hamburg), and the third partition
contains all Customers located in NYC (New York) and LA (Los Angeles). Just as in
a traditional (grace or hybrid) hash join, the goal is to generate partitions that ﬁt into
main memory, and database statistics would be used for this purpose. Corresponding to
every partition, there is one bitmap that keeps track of the C#’s stored in the partition;
in this small example, there are three bitmaps of length ten each. If a Customer tuple is
inserted into a partition, the 1 + (C# mod 10)’th bit of the corresponding bitmap is set.
So, the fourth and sixth bit of the ﬁrst bitmap are set because the ﬁrst partition contains
Customer tuples with C# = 5, 13, 25, and 23. Likewise, the ﬁrst, third, seventh, and
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Figure 7.11: Example Execution of a Generalized Hash Team
tenth bit are set in the second bitmap.
The next step is to partition the Order table using the bitmaps. To see how, let
us look at the ﬁrst Order tuple which refers to Customer 4. This Order is placed into
the third Order partition because the bit at position 1 + (C# mod 10) = 5 of the third
bitmap is set. Likewise, the second Order which refers to Customer 9 is placed into the
second partition, and the third Order which refers to Customer 25 is placed into the ﬁrst
partition. Following this approach, all Orders which refer to Customers stored in the ﬁrst
Customer partition are placed into the ﬁrst Order partition, and the equivalent holds for
Orders referring to Customers of the second and third Customer partitions. Thus, the
query result can be computed by joining in memory the ﬁrst Order partition with the ﬁrst
Customer partition, thereby immediately carrying out the aggregation in memory, and
then doing the same procedure with the second and third Order and Customer partitions.
It is important to notice that in certain cases, Order tuples must be placed into two
or even more Order partitions. In Figure 7.11, for instance, Order 10 (highlighted by
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select c.City sum(l.Extendedprice)
from Customer c, Order o, Lineitem l
where c.C# = o.C# and l.O# = o.O#
group by c.City
Query 7.6: Two Joins and Aggregation
(GCity(C O  L))
bold face) is placed into the ﬁrst and third Order partitions because this Order refers
to Customer 3 and the fourth bit of the ﬁrst and third bitmaps are set. The accidental
placement of Order 10 in the ﬁrst Order partition is referred to as a false drop. False drops
do not jeopardize the correctness of the overall approach for regular joins because they
are ﬁltered out in the join phase7, but false drops do impact the performance: the more
false drops, the higher the I/O cost to partition and re-read the Orders. The number of
false drops depends on the length of the bitmaps, and Section 7.3.5 will give formulae that
can be used in a cost model of a query optimizer. Furthermore, Order duplicates occur if
Customer tuples with the same C# are placed into diﬀerent Customer partitions. Such
a situation does not arise in our example query because C# is the key of the Customer
table. In general such situations cannot arise if there is a functional dependency between
the join attribute, i.e., C#, and the partitioning attribute, i.e., City. In the absence
of such a functional dependency, Orders must be duplicated in order to ﬁnd their join
partners in the diﬀerent Customer partitions. The remainder of this chapter is based
on the assumption that such a functional dependency exists or that there is at least a
strong correlation between the join and partitioning attributes. In other cases it is not
recommended to to use generalized hash teams. One example, in which generalized hash
teams are not appropriate, according to this criterion, would be a query in which the key
of the group-by operation involves a column of the Order table, e.g., OrderDate.
7.3.2 Multi-Way Joins with Aggregation
Generalized hash teams can also be applied to multi-way joins. For illustration, let us look
at Query 7.6 (GCity(COL)). This is a three-way (functional) join of Customer, Order,
and Lineitem followed by a grouping on the City attribute of Customer. Generalized hash
teams are applicable by partitioning the Customer table by City, thereby constructing
bitmaps in order to guide the partitioning of the Order table, as in the binary case
described in Section 7.3.1. While partitioning the Order table another set of bitmaps is
constructed and this set of bitmaps is then used to partition the Lineitem table. After
that, corresponding Customer, Order, and Lineitem partitions can be joined and the result
can be aggregated in one pass in memory. After partitioning, the join can be carried out
in any particular order. Figure 7.12 shows two possible join orders for our example; the
polygons surround a team of three operators. In the ﬁrst plan, the Customer-Order join
is carried out ﬁrst; in the second plan, the Order-Lineitem join is carried out ﬁrst. One of
7Outer joins cannot always ﬁlter out false drops so that generalized hash teams are not directly
applicable for all outer join queries.
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Figure 7.12: Alternative Query Evaluation Teams For The Three-Way Join
the arguments of the ﬁrst join serves as the probe input of the whole team. In our example
query Lineitem is the best choice as the probe input, because of its high cardinality, so
that the second plan of Figure 7.12 would be better than the ﬁrst plan.
It should be noted that the memory requirements of generalized hash teams increase
with the number of operations that are teamed up. In the example, if Lineitem is chosen as
probe input information is kept of all Orders, Customers, and Cities of a partition in mem-
ory as part of executing the team. (The special organization described in Section 7.3.4,
does help to reduce the memory requirements.) In the partitioning phase, memory for two
sets of bitmaps are required: While partitioning the Orders, the Customer bitmaps must
be probed and the Order bitmaps must be constructed; when partitioning the Lineitems,
only the Order bitmaps are relevant (the Customer bitmaps can be discarded at that
point).
This Query 7.6 is a “classical” case for employing generalized hash teams because the
join/grouping columns form a hierarchy as can be derived from the functional dependen-
cies City ← C# ← O#. This hierarchy of the relations is illustrated in Figure 7.13.
Indirect partitioning works particularly well for such hierarchical structures because, con-
ceptually, the cross-relation partitions (denoted as Partition 1, Partition 2, and Partition
3, and indicated by the shading) do not overlap. That is, as part of the partitioning,
all matching tuples of all relations could be placed into a single cross-relation partition,
and it is able to “team up” the two joins and the group-by operators. This way, we
save the cost of two repartitioning steps that would be carried out in a conventional hash
join/hash aggregation plan (one for the second join and one for the aggregation). Of
course, in practice, the partitions do overlap due to false drops resulting in extra cost, but
this extra cost is usually much smaller than the cost of the additional partitioning steps
carried out by a conventional plan. It should be stressed that the generalized hash team
technique does not require disjoint cross-relation partitions for correctness—it has only
performance relevance. Therefore, it could be applied to non-hierarchical cross-relation
partitions. The performance gain will decrease as more tuples need to be inserted into
multiple partitions.
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Algorithm 2: Partitioning of Customer
1: for all c ∈ C do
2: i := p(c.City)
3: k := h(c.C#)
4: insert c into Ci
5: Bi[k] = 1
6: end for
7.3.3 Fine-Tuning the Indirect Partitioning Phase
The Customer and Order example schema illustrates this discussion. In the initial par-
titioning step the Customer table (abbreviated C ) is partitioned according to the City
attribute into n partitions C1, . . . , Cn. For this purpose some partitioning (hash) func-
tion p is needed that maps City-values into {1, . . . , n}. For each partition Ci a separate
bitmap Bi of length b is maintained to approximate the partitioning of the C# values.
These bitmaps are initialized to 0. For setting and probing these bitmaps a second hash
function, say h is needed that maps C# values into {1, . . . , b}. Now, consider a particular
element c ∈ C: it is inserted into the i-th partition Ci for i = p(c.City) and the k-th
bit of Bi is set where k = h(c.C#). So, the ﬁrst partitioning of C is done as shown in
Algorithm 2.
Having partitioned C into C1, . . . , Cn the n bitmaps B1, . . . , Bn approximate the par-
titioning function for Customer on C#. Then, when partitioning the Order table (ab-
breviated O) into O1, . . . , On any element o has to be inserted into partition Oi if the
h(o.C#)-th bit of the i-th bitmap Bi is set. Due to false drops, it is possible that an Or-
der o is placed into more than one partition. Thus, the partitioning function for Orders
is as shown in Algorithm 3.
This basic partitioning code can be tuned in two ways: First, we can identify those
O-objects for which the inner loop can be exited early. Second, we can increase the cache
locality when accessing the bitmaps.
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Algorithm 3: Partitioning of Order
1: for all o ∈ O do
2: k := h(o.C#)
3: for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do
4: if (Bi[k] = 1) then
5: insert o into Oi
6: end if
7: end for
8: end for
Short-Cuts in the Inner Partitioning Loop
There are two kinds of objects for which the inner partitioning loop can be entirely
bypassed or exited early:
1. Objects Without Join Partner : For those o ∈ O that deﬁnitely do not have a join
partner in C the inner loop must not be executed at all. A separate bitmap, called
used, is built to identify those objects. (This kind of bitmap has also been proposed
to speed up traditional hash join operations [Bra84].)
2. Objects Without Collisions: For those o ∈ O that are deﬁnitely not inserted into
more than one partition, i.e., objects that won’t drop into a false partition we can
exit the inner loop as soon as they are inserted into some partition Ci. Again, we
maintain a separate bitmap, coll, for identifying these objects.
The used bitmap can easily be computed as follows:
used := B1 | B2 | . . . | Bn
where | denotes the componentwise or operation.
The coll bitmap is set at position k if two (or more) bitmaps Bi and Bj are set at
position k, that is:
coll[k] :=
{
1 : if there exists i = j ∈ {1, . . . , n} so that Bi[k] = Bj[k] = 1
0 : otherwise
In our system, both bitmaps are actually computed during the partitioning of the
Customer table. For our example the two auxiliary bitmaps are shown in Figure 7.14.
Algorithm 4 shows the tuned partitioning pseudo code for the Orders.
Increasing Locality on Bitmaps
We can also tune the storage structure of the bitmaps in order to increase cache locality.
We observe that the code for partitioning O accesses sequentially the k-th position of
every bitmap, used, coll, B1, . . . , Bn. This observation allows us to achieve higher cache
locality. Let’s view the n + 2 bitmaps of length b as a two-dimensional array with n + 2
columns and b rows. To achieve higher cache locality we store this array in a single bitmap
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Figure 7.14: Bitmaps and Auxiliary Bitmaps
B of length (n+2)∗b by mapping the two-dimensional array in row major sequence into a
one-dimensional vector. Then, the only bitmap B contains the elements in the following
order
B = [ u[1], c[1], B1[1], B2[1], . . . ,Bn[1], . . .
u[k], c[k], B1[k], B2[k], . . . ,Bn[k], . . .
u[b], c[b], B1[b], B2[b], . . . , Bn[b] ]
That is, u[k] is found at position B[(k − 1) ∗ (n+ 2) + 1], c[k] at B[(k − 1) ∗ (n+ 2) + 2],
and Bi[k] at B[(k − 1) ∗ (n + 2) + 2 + i]. This way, the inner partitioning loop for the
Orders can typically be carried out with a single processor cache miss.
7.3.4 Teaming up the Hash Join and the Aggregation
The bitmap-based partitioning of O and C is the prerequisite for teaming up the hash join
and the grouping/aggregation operator such that the join operator can directly deliver
its result tuples to the aggregation operator—without having to repartition the data and
write it to disk. The straight-forward implementation requires two separate hash tables:
one hash table on Ci.C# for performing the join with the probe input Oi and a second
hash table on Ci.City for grouping/aggregating the join result. These two operators have
to be managed by a so-called team manager—as it was called in [GBC98]—so that they
switch to the next partition synchronously.
We will now devise a further optimization which is based on combining the join and
the aggregation operator so that they share a common hash table on the build input C.
This is illustrated in Figure 7.15. Let us ﬁrst concentrate on the build phase during which
the hash table for the i-th partition Ci is constructed—shown in Figure 7.15(a). While
loading the partition Ci, two hash tables are maintained: one hash table called C.C#-HT
on the join column Ci.C# and a second, temporary hash table, called C.City-HT, on the
grouping column Ci.City . Both hash tables contain pointers into the hash area in which
the group entries of the join/aggregation query are constructed. That is, the hash area
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Algorithm 4: Tuned Partitioning Pseudo Code for Order
1: for all o ∈ O do
2: k := h(o.C#)
3: if (used [k] = 0) then
4: // deﬁnitely no join partner, proceed with next o ∈ O
5: continue
6: end if
7: if (coll [k] = 0) then
8: // no collisions
9: for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do
10: if Bi[k] = 1) then
11: insert o into Oi
12: break // this was the one and only, proceed with next o ∈ O
13: end if
14: end for
15: else
16: // collisions and false drops
17: for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do
18: if (Bi[k] = 1) then
19: insert o into Oi
20: end if
21: end for
22: end if
23: end for
will contain one entry for every City value of partition Ci. Let’s look at a particular
build input tuple c ∈ Ci of the form c = [C# = 23,City = PA] and trace how it is
installed in the hash tables and the hash area. First, its C# value, 23, is inserted into
the C.C#-HT hash table; second, the aggregation tuple for its City value, PA, is looked
up via the C.City-HT hash table. If this was the ﬁrst Ci tuple with City=PA, a new
group entry is installed in the hash area and the corresponding pointer is inserted into
the C.City-HT. Third, the pointer to this group entry of the hash area is installed in the
C.C#-HT hash table. After inserting all tuples of the current build input partition Ci,
the probe phase with partition Oi of the probe input starts—shown in Figure 7.15(b).
The temporary hash table C.City-HT is not required for the further processing of this
partition and can be deleted. Let’s now trace the Order tuple [C# = 25,Totalprice = 10]:
The C.C#-HT hash table is inspected and the pointer to the group entry in the hash area
is traversed. The Totalprice is added to the AggrValue and the JoinFlag is set to indicate
that the group entry “has found” a join partner (otherwise it would be discarded from
the result when ﬂushing the hash area of the i-th partition). After the current probe
partition is exhausted, the result tuples are retrieved (“ﬂushed”) from the hash area and
the computation of the next Customer/Order partitions starts.
While this organization sounds complicated at ﬁrst glance, it is easy to implement.
The advantages are that a great deal of main memory is saved because long strings with,
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Figure 7.15: Implementation of the Hash Tables
say, City names need only be stored once in the hash area rather than for each Customer
individually, and that a great deal of CPU costs is saved in many cases because hashing
by City is carried out once for every Customer rather than once for every tuple of the
result of the Customer  Order.
The “teaming up” of the aggregation with the preceding join can be extended to more
than one join operator as we will demonstrate on the example Query 7.6 (GCity(C O 
L)) (page 107). This query consists of two joins followed by a grouping on Customer’s
City (and aggregating Lineitem’s Extendedprice). The joins and grouping are along the
functional dependencies
O# → C# → City
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Once the bitmap-based partitioning of Customer, Order, and Lineitem (as described in
Section 7.3.2) is ﬁnished, the ﬁrst partition of Customer is read to build the hash area
for the aggregation. As Figure 7.16(a) demonstrates, there are two hash tables pointing
to entries in the hash area: the City-hash table and the C#-hash table. These two
hash tables are built as before (cf. Figure 7.15). At the end of this stage (after the
entire Customer partition is processed), the City-hash table can be discarded. Then,
the corresponding Order partition is read and the O#-hash table is built by probing
the C#-hash table for every [O#, C#, . . .]-tuple of the Order partition (illustrated in
Figure 7.16(b)). In this phase, (direct) pointers into the hash area are inserted into
the O#-hash table. After the entire Order partition is read, the C#-hash table can be
discarded and the corresponding Lineitem partition is read (cf. Figure 7.16(c)). For every
tuple [L#, O#,Extendedprice] the O#-hash table is probed to ﬁnd the corresponding
group tuple in the hash area. The Extendedprice is summed and the join ﬂag is set—just
as before in the binary join case of Figure 7.15.
This simple scheme to team up several joins with a grouping is applicable, if the
aggregation involves only attribute(s) of the last relation in the chain—as it is the case
for Query 7.6. If the attributes of intermediate relations are needed in the aggregation,
they need to be stored in the hash tables. For instance, if the example query involved
an aggregation on (o.Discount ∗ l.Extendedprice) the Order ’s Discount would have to be
stored in the O#-hash table to “pick it up” in the probe phase with Lineitems.
The main beneﬁts of this multi-stage teaming up are again in reducing CPU costs by
avoiding probing several hash tables for every Lineitem tuple and better main memory
utilization because some hash tables can be discarded at intermediate stages of processing
the hash team. As a consequence this allows to generate larger partitions.
7.3.5 False Drop Analysis
In this section, we will devise formulae in order to estimate the number of false drops that
occur when executing generalized hash teams. These formulae can be used during query
optimization in order to decide whether generalized hash teams are beneﬁcial to execute
parts of a query or whether traditional join techniques are more favorable. In addition to
these formulae, the optimizer must be extended by formulae that estimate the overall cost
of generalized hash teams (based on our false drop analysis) and by enumeration rules
that generate plans with generalized hash teams. These extensions, are straightforward
and/or are virtually the same as the extensions made in Microsoft’s latest SQL Server
product to integrate ordinary hash teams [GBC98].
Binary Joins and Aggregation
We begin and estimate the number of false drops for binary joins such as the Customer-
Order-Query 7.2. (We will consider multi-way joins in the next subsection.) To re-iterate,
Figure 7.17 shows how false drops occur. The ﬁgure shows that the  Customer and the 
Customer are assigned to diﬀerent partitions but have the same hash value for setting the
bitmaps. As a result, all Orders that refer to the  Customer will produce one false drop
because they will be (accidently) copied into the second partition. Likewise, all the Orders
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Figure 7.17: False Drops in Binary Joins
that refer to the  Customer will produce a false drop because they will accidently be
copied into the ﬁrst partition. If there were another Customer with the same hash value,
i, and stored in the third partition (not shown), then all the Orders referring to the , ,
or this third Customer would produce two false drops. Orders which refer to the • and 
Customers, on the other hand, do not produce any false drops: these two Customers have
the same hash value, but they are stored in the same Customer partition. Statistically,
the number of false drops can be estimated fairly easily; similar formulae have, e.g., been
devised in [Car75, HM97].
To simplify the discussion, we will assume that the join is a functional join and that
there is a referential integrity constraint so that every Order refers to exactly one Cus-
tomer in the join. These assumptions can easily be relaxed for cases in which there is,
e.g., a predicate that restricts the Customers participating in the join. Furthermore, we
will use n to denote the number of partitions, b for the length of every bitmap, c for
the number of Customers, and o for the number of Orders. Under these assumptions, an
Order must be placed into at least one partition, and it is falsely copied into one of the
other n − 1 partitions, if one of the other c− 1 Customers to which the Order does not
refer has set the corresponding bit in the bitmap of that partition. Putting it diﬀerently,
the probability of a false drop for an Order in a partition is:
1−
(
1− 1
n ∗ b
)c−1
Here, 1
n∗b is the probability that a Customer sets the relevant bit; 1− 1n∗b is the probability
that a Customer does not set the relevant bit; (1− 1
n∗b)
c−1 is the probability that none of
the c− 1 Customers sets the relevant bit; and ﬁnally, 1− (1− 1
n∗b)
c−1 is the probability
that at least one of the c− 1 Customers sets the relevant bit.
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In all, the number of false drops for all Orders considering all of the n − 1 “critical”
partitions can be estimated as follows:
o ∗ (n− 1) ∗
(
1−
(
1− 1
n ∗ b
)c−1)
(7.1)
It should be noted that this formula (and the actual number of false drops) is independent
of skew between Orders and Customers; that is, if some Customers generate more Orders
than others, this fact will (statistically) not aﬀect the number of false drops. This formula
does assume that the hash function used to hash the C# spreads evenly; if not, the number
of false drops will obviously be higher. The formula also assumes that the Customers are
partitioned evenly into partitions (this is the partitioning function applied to the City
attribute). If the partitioning function is skewed, the number of false drops decreases. To
see why, consider again Figure 7.17 in which Orders referring to the and • Customers do
not produce false drops because these two Customers are placed into the same partition.
In the extreme case in which all Customers are placed into the same Customer partition,
no false drops at all occur. (This extreme case, is obviously not desirable for other
reasons.)
Unfortunately, Formula (7.1) cannot be used in a practical query optimizer. If c and
b are large, which they usually are, computing the result of this formula with reasonable
accuracy is prohibitively expensive. Also, computing the (standard) approximation using
e
x
y for (1− 1
y
)x is prohibitively expensive. We therefore propose to use the following very
simple approximation in order to estimate the number of false drops in a query optimizer:
o ∗ (n− 1) ∗ c− 1
n ∗ b (7.2)
This formula simply estimates the probability that the relevant bit in a “critical” par-
tition is set by one of the other c − 1 Customers as c−1
n∗b . The simpliﬁcation consists in
assuming that no two customers set the same bit in a bitmap. This formula is conser-
vative: it can be shown that c−1
n∗b > 1 − (1 − 1n∗b)c−1. Thus, a query optimizer using
this formula will overestimate the number of false drops and will use generalized hash
teams cautiously. For Query 7.2, we measured how accurate this approximate formula
is depending on the amount of memory available to execute a query, and we show the
results in Figure 7.18(a). The amount of available main memory determines n and b; we
present details of our experimental environment in Section 7.6, the database cardinalities
are summarized in Table 7.1 on page 132. We see that the estimates of the approximate
formula are quite precise compared to the actual number of false drops measured while
executing the query. Only for small memory sizes and correspondingly short bitmaps,
i.e., small b, the approximate formula visibly overestimates the number of false drops.
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(a) False Drops for Query 7.2 (b) False Drops for Query 7.3
Figure 7.18: False Drops for the Example Queries
Multi-way Joins
We now turn to multi-way join queries. Estimating the number of false drops is compli-
cated in this case, and we have not yet found a statistically precise formula. Even if we
did, such a formula would, again, probably be prohibitively expensive to compute. We
therefore concentrate on a very simple approximate formula that can be implemented and
evaluated by a query optimizer with very little eﬀort. We will furthermore concentrate
on Query 7.3, as an example, and note that our results can easily be generalized to other
queries.
First of all we note that there are Order and Lineitem false drops when using gen-
eralized hash teams for our three-way join example query. The Order false drops can
be computed using exactly the same (approximate or exact) formulae described in the
previous subsection. Second, we note that the Lineitem false drops can occur in one of
two ways:
1. Orders placed into diﬀerent Order partitions can have the same O# hash value;
all Lineitems referring to such Orders produce false drops. This is the same phe-
nomenon as depicted in Figure 7.17, just transposed to the Order-Lineitem join.
2. False Drop Propagation: If an Order produces a false drop, all the Lineitems that
refer to that Order produce a false drop as well. Consider, as an example, again
Figure 7.17. All Lineitems that refer to an Order which in turn refers to the 
Customer are (falsely) copied into the second Lineitem partition.
The ﬁrst kind of false drop can be approximated using Formula (7.2). Using l as the
number of Lineitems and bo as the length of the Order bitmaps, we get:
l ∗ (n− 1) ∗ o− 1
n ∗ bo (7.3)
The second kind of false drop can be estimated as
fo ∗ l
o
(7.4)
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where fo is the estimated number of Order false drops, estimated using again For-
mula (7.2). In all, we approximate the number of Lineitem false drops as the sum of
the number of these two kinds of false drops. This is again a conservative approach that
overestimates the number of false drops and makes the optimizer be overly cautious to use
generalized hash teams because this approach assumes that there is no overlap between
the two kinds of false drops. (Modeling the number of false drops precisely, this overlap
would have to be subtracted from the estimated total number of false drops.)
Again, we would like to note that the number of false drops is (statistically) indepen-
dent of skew. The number of false drops is also independent of the join order within the
generalized hash team. As stated in Section 7.3.2, joins can freely be ordered within a
team, but the partitioning order is ﬁxed and false drops only occur in the partitioning
phase. The number of false drops does depend on the quality of the hash function used
to set the bitmaps and on the partitioning function used to partition the ﬁrst relation,
i.e., Customer in our examples.
To measure the accuracy of our approximate formula for multi-way joins, we ran
Query 7.3 and compared the actual number of false drops with the estimated number of
false drops. For these experiments, we used two diﬀerent database instances: (a) uniform
with Orders referring to Customers using a uniform distribution, and (b) skewed with
Orders referring to Customers according to a 80-20 self-similar distribution as deﬁned
in [GSE+94]. Figure 7.18(b) shows the total number of false drops for each case. We
see that our approximations overestimate the number of false drops signiﬁcantly in some
cases; for the purpose of query optimization the approximations seems to be accurate
enough. Furthermore, we see that the actual number of false drops is independent of
skew, as expected.
7.3.6 Combining Order-Preserving Hash Joins and Generalized
Hash Teams
In Figure 7.19 we demonstrate how to combine the two techniques of early sorting and
early partitioning on a modiﬁed version of our example Query 7.6 on page 107. We
generate m sorted runs of the Customer relation on the City attribute. Each of the
m City-sorted runs is k-way partitioned on C# to prepare for the subsequent order-
preserving hash join. This results in m ∗ k ﬁne-grained partitions—each constituting a
City-ordered run—of the Customer relation. In each phase, the order-preserving hash
join merges m of the ﬁne-grained partitions based on their City attribute into a single
partition/run which is used as probe input. Using the order preserving hash join algorithm
the order of the early sorted Customer partitions will be preserved. The build input of the
OHJ is created by a generalized hash team, which consists of Order and Lineitem. While
partitioning Order by C# into k partitions, bitmaps for the resulting O#-partitioning
are generated. The bitmaps are used to partition Lineitem k-way. The result of this
join, which retains the k-way partitioning by C#, is kept in a main-memory hash table
and the Customer -tuples of the corresponding partition/run are probed against this hash
table. The generated result tuples are ordered by City, so early aggregation on the
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AggCity
mrgk→1City
EACity
OHJC#
mrgm∗k→kCity
ptnm→m∗kC#
sort:generate runs→mCity
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O#
ptn→kC#
BMO#
−− − →
Order
ptn→kBMO#
Lineitem
Figure 7.19: Combining Order-Preserving Hash Joins and Generalized Hash Teams
City-attribute can be performed very easily by collapsing identical City-tuples. These
duplicate-free partitions are written to disk and ﬁnally merged to do the full aggregation.
7.3.7 Partition Nested Loop Joins
We now turn to another novel approach to execute our example query; we refer to this
approach as partition nested loops. As with generalized hash teams, the key idea is to
partition the Customers by City before the join so that the group-by operation does not
require an additional partitioning step. In this approach, the join is carried out as a
(blockwise hashed) nested loop join rather than using a (grace or hybrid) hash join, and
the partition nested loop join approach is somewhat simpler than generalized hash teams
because no bitmaps need to be constructed.
In detail, partition nested loop joins work as follows for our example query:
1. Partition the Customer table by City into memory-sized partitions (as for general-
ized hash teams or any traditional hash join, if City were the join column).
2. Read the Order table, apply Order predicates (if any), project on the relevant
columns, i.e., C# and Value, and write the reduced Order table to disk.
3. Read the ﬁrst Customer partition into memory and build a main-memory hash table
on the C# column. Read the reduced Order table from disk and ﬁnd the Orders
that refer to the Customers of the ﬁrst partition using the main-memory C# hash
table. Carry out the aggregation on the ﬂy. (Details on this step can be found in
Section 7.3.4.)
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4. Repeat Step 3 for the second, third, fourth, and so on Customer partition.
Step 2 and Step 3 for the ﬁrst Customer partition can be carried out together in order to
save disk I/O costs. If no or only marginal selections and projections are applicable on
the Order table, then Step 2 can be omitted altogether and Step 3 is carried out using
the full Order table. The reduction step (Step 2) of the partition nested-loop algorithm
may be omitted, if the applicable projections and selections do not yield to a signiﬁcant
reduction of the size of the Order table.
The tradeoﬀs between generalized hash teams and partition nested loop joins are fairly
much the same as between (grace and hybrid) hash joins and blockwise nested loop joins;
see, e.g., [HR96, HCLS97]. If the Customer table is large and must be partitioned into
many partitions, partition nested loop joins are likely to perform poorly for re-reading the
reduced Order table many times. On the other hand, partition nested loop joins might
perform better than generalized hash teams if it can be expected that there are many
false drops. Also, of course, generalized hash teams require more main memory for the
bitmaps in the partitioning phase. This additional main memory, is really only needed in
the partitioning phase which usually requires much less main memory than the join phase
(or the group-by operation). So, the bitmaps can be stored in the extra space which is
allocated for the join but not needed during the partitioning phase so that the overall
main memory requirements of the join and the whole query do not increase.
7.4 The Bulk Bypassing Technique
Early sorting and also early partitioning have the eﬀect that the sorting or partitioning
of the base relations is often preserved throughout the entire query plan. That is, the
result tuples are generated in exactly the same order as one of the argument relation’s
partitions. This enables us to strip oﬀ bulky attributes of this argument relation and
re-merge them with the ﬁnal result with very little cost. Stripping oﬀ bulky attributes
saves main memory space and disk I/O if intermediate results need to be written to disk.
We call this technique bulk bypassing.
7.4.1 Order-Preserving Hash Joins with Bulk Bypassing
Let us again consider the schema of Section 7.2 with tables R and S. If R is stored in R.A
order on disk, i.e., the OHJ plan case, bulk bypassing can be applied in a straightforward
way: only attribute B which is needed to compute the join and a sequence number Seq#
which is used as surrogate for re-merging the Bulk data are retained of R after the initial
index scan of R. The join is then carried out (using attribute B) and the Bulk data is
afterwards re-merged using the sequence number. We will call this approach OHJ+BB in
the remainder of the chapter.
The reason why the OHJ+BB plan (and the TID join) only works well if R is already
sorted according to A on disk is that the re-merge of the Bulk data using the sequence
number gets prohibitively expensive due to random I/O if R is not sorted. After bringing
R into R.A order, i.e., as part of the R.A index scan, the sequence numbers point randomly
to tuples of A. Using our sorting-on-the-ﬂy technique in conjunction with order-preserving
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hash joins, we can achieve eﬀective bypassing of bulk data with a cheap re-merge, even
if R is not pre-sorted. For this purpose, we need to carry out an adjusted SOHJ plan.
Here, we assume binary R  S joins, but SOHJ plans for multi-way join queries can be
adjusted just as easily. Such a SOHJ+BB plan is illustrated in Figure 7.20 for a binary
join query. It involves the following three adjustments:
1. Adjust the Sort&Partition operator as follows: After sorting runRi in memory, write
the Bulk data of the tuples of Ri in sort order, i.e., R.A, in a separate temporary ﬁle,
Ri Bulk, and assign every Bulk record a unique identiﬁer U := i.j consisting of the
run number i followed by the position of the record j in the sorted run. Furthermore,
isolate the A, U , and B columns of the run, partition the run and continue and carry
out order-preserving hash joins as proposed in the previous subsections. U therefore
plays the same role in an SOHJ+BB plan as the sequence number in the OHJ+BB
plan. B is needed to carry out the join, as in the OHJ+BB plan, and A is needed
to re-merge intermediate results because two unique identiﬁers, say, a.p and b.q of
two diﬀerent runs a and b are not comparable in terms of the sort criterion R.A. In
contrast, a.Seq# < b.Seq# always implies a.A < b.A for tuples a and b of R if R is
pre-sorted.
2. The intermediate merges are performed by comparing the sort attribute A and the
unique identiﬁer i.j, in that precedence. This way, we make sure that tuples with
the same A values coming from the same run remain in the same order in which
their Bulk data was written to disk which is important to make the ﬁnal merging
of the Bulk eﬃcient.
3. At the end, merge the Bulk with the join results using the unique identiﬁers; that
is, we merge the partitions RS1, . . . , RSl (horizontally) and at the same time, we
merge (vertically) the Bulk partitions R1 Bulk, . . . , Rm Bulk. The ﬁnal (vertical)
merge is cheap and does not result in excessive random I/O because the Bulk runs
are ordered in the same way as the join result; i.e., according to R.A.
7.4.2 Bypassing Bulk Around Generalized Hash Teams
In the (S)OHJ-query plans bulk bypassing was used to reduce the data volume that is
written to disk at intermediate stages of the query evaluation process. In generalized hash
teams this technique can also be beneﬁcial in order to bypass bulky attributes around the
join operations. This way, the individual partitions can be made larger and, therefore
fewer partitions are needed. Bulk bypassing is possible if the result of the hash team
is assembled in a hash area, i.e., if the hash team comprises a ﬁnal grouping operation.
If the grouping is on a single relation, then the bulky attributes of this relation can be
bypassed. This only works, if the bulk attribute(s) are functionally dependent on other
grouping attributes. We will demonstrate bulk bypassing for hash teams on the example
Query 7.7. As above, we assume that C#→ City holds and that therefore the grouping
can be performed on C# alone. For simplicity, we chose this example even though it is an
ordinary hash team—for generalized hash teams it works analogously. Figure 7.21 shows
the evaluation of this query.
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Figure 7.20: Early Sorting and Bulk Bypassing (SOHJ+BB)
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select c.C#, c.City, sum(o.Totalprice)
from Customer c, Order o
where c.C# = o.C#
group by c.C#, c.City
Query 7.7: A Bulky Attribute (City) in the Result
(GC#,City(C O))
During the partitioning phase, the bulky City attribute is stripped oﬀ the Customer
partitions and stored on disk. It is important to store the [C#, City ]-partitions in exactly
the same order as the C#-partitions. Having ﬁnished the partitioning of Customers
and Order, the actual hash teams are formed for each partition. Let us concentrate
on the ﬁrst partition: The C#-partition which constitutes the build input of the hash
team, is read and inserted into a so-called insertion-order-preserving hash table. The
insertion-order-preserving hash table is just a standard hash table except that the entries
have an additional Seq-pointer to chain them in insertion order. Once the join and
the aggregation with the corresponding Order partition is completed, the hash table is
read in insertion order (using the pointer chain, starting with the First-pointer) and the
corresponding bulk partition is merged. Note that the bulk partition is read in the exact
order in which it was written to disk; therefore this merge is fairly cheap to perform. Our
performance experiments indicate that this bulk bypassing, if applicable, can actually
result in performance increase of up to a factor of two.
7.5 Query Optimization Exploiting Early Sorting and
Early Partitioning
In this section, we show how an existing query optimizer can be extended in order to
generate plans with early sorting (SOHJ), early partitioning (hash teams), and bulk
bypassing. Many diﬀerent query optimization architectures have been proposed in the
literature and obviously there are many alternative ways to integrate SOHJ and hash
teams into the query optimizer. In this section, we show how to integrate our proposed
techniques into a traditional Selinger-style optimizer which uses bottom-up dynamic pro-
gramming [SAC+79, Loh88]. Furthermore, we show the optimizer extensions that are
needed in order to exploit the full potential of our techniques, whereby we limit the gen-
eralized hash teams to hierarchies. Clearly, these extensions will signiﬁcantly increase the
size of the search space of the optimizer and, thus, the running time of the optimizer. We
believe, that existing industrial-strength optimizers are capable to handle such a larger
search space. For instance, early sorting (as needed for SOHJ plans) has already been im-
plemented in the DB2 optimizer [SSM96], and (basic) hash teams have been implemented
in Microsoft’s SQL Server 7.0 [GBC98]. In addition, heuristics such as those proposed
in [KS00] can be used to speed up query optimization. Studying all the tradeoﬀs of opti-
mization time vs. plan quality for supporting early sorting and partitioning is beyond the
scope of this thesis.
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Figure 7.21: Applying Bulk Bypassing to a Team (Query 7.7)
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In the following, we will describe changes to the optimizer’s cost model and the plan
enumerator. These changes are essentially along the lines of previous work to extend
bottom-up, dynamic-programming query optimizers, e.g., [Loh88, CS94, CS96, CK97a].
Cost Model The cost model extensions are straightforward, some have been already
given by [Cla99]. We only need to provide cost estimates for all new operators like OHJ,
SOHJ, indirect partitioning, and BulkMerge. Similar cost formulae as those needed to
estimate the cost of (S)OHJ operators have been devised in [BCK98, BCKK00] for the
partition/merge algorithm. The cost of indirect partitioning and generalized hash teams
strongly depends on the number of false drops. The number of false drops can be estimated
as described in Section 7.3.5.
Search Space Just as “traditional optimizers”, we use trees to represent plans. We
consider all access paths, i.e., indices, all possible (bushy) join orders, and all common join
methods, i.e., sort-merge, nested-loop, hash join. Furthermore, we consider all possible
ways to apply generalized hash teams as well as (S)OHJ with and without bulk bypassing.
That is, we will consider sorting and partitioning a table by each interesting column
(deﬁned below). For ease of presentation, we will assume, that group-by operators are
applied after all joins, as is done by most commercial optimizers; in other words, we will
ignore transformations as those proposed in [CS94, YL94] in the remainder of this section.
An interesting column of a table is any column that is used in a join or as part of an
order-by or group-by clause. In modern database systems, a column used in a rollup or
cube clause [GBLP96] is also interesting. In this sense, the concept of interesting column
is identical with the concept of interesting order used in traditional optimizers [SAC+79].
To produce generalized hash teams a column may be interesting for a table, even if it is
not part of the table. In our examples of Section 7.3, for instance, City is an interesting
column for the Order table and C# is interesting for the Lineitem table. A column which
is part of Table A and not part of Table B may only be interesting for Table B, if Table
A is “higher” in the hierarchy.
Properties In order to describe a (sub-)plan and simplify bottom-up plan enumeration,
we annotate each (sub-)plan with properties.8 Plan properties are also used for pruning
plans during the bottom-up plan enumeration. (For brevity, we will not present the details
of pruning here.) Annotating plans is also done in traditional query optimizers [GD87,
Loh88]. Typical plan properties include the cost of a plan, the cardinality of the output
produced by the plan, or the site at which the plan is executed in a distributed system.
To integrate early sorting and early partitioning, the following properties are relevant:
• sorted by: a set of columns indicating that the output of a plan is sorted by these
columns.
• partitioned by: a set of columns indicating that the output of a plan is partitioned
by these columns. If both “sorted by” and “partitioned by” property sets are non
8More precisely, properties are assigned to operators and the properties of a (sub-)plan are the prop-
erties of the root of the (sub-)plan.
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empty, this indicates that the plan produces sorted runs which can be merged to
produce a single unpartitioned and sorted output.
• generated bitmaps: a set of columns indicating that bitmaps were generated as a
result of a partitioning step carried out in the plan. Generated bitmaps can only be
non-empty if partitioned by is also non empty.
• consumed bitmaps: a set of columns indicating that bitmaps were consumed during
indirect partitioning.
• open/closed: a Boolean value which indicates whether a plan is executable or re-
quires bitmaps to be executable. For example, a plan that speciﬁes that the Lineitem
table should be partitioned by C# is not executable because the Lineitem table has
no C# column. Such a plan would be annotated as “open” and it would be executed
as part of a generalized hash team which involves a plan that generates bitmaps.
• team break: a Boolean value which indicates the border of a hash team if hash teams
are split. Essentially, this property corresponds to the “pipelined/materialized”
properties used in traditional optimizers and is true when intermediate results are
written to disk.
• bulk bypassed: set of (bulk) attributes which are bypassed. The full result can be
computed by a vertical (merge) join with the bulk data as described in Section 7.4.
Enumerating Access Plans As mentioned at the beginning of this section, we consider
a query optimizer that enumerates plans in a bottom-up way. Such an optimizer generates
so-called access plans for all tables involved in a query in its ﬁrst step. An access plan
speciﬁes how a table is read, i.e., using a full scan or an index. We propose to extend
access plan generation and enumerate diﬀerent access plans for all kinds of early sorting,
early partitioning, and bulk bypassing. Speciﬁcally, we propose to generate the following
access plans for a Table t with interesting columns c and d:
1. sortc(t): sort t by c.
2. ptnc(t), ptn
BB
c (t): partition t by c, with and without bulk bypassing.
3. sptnc,d(t), sptn
BB
c,d (t): partition t by c, at the same time sorting each partition by d,
with or without bulk bypassing. (This is the combined sort&partition operator of
SOHJ.)
4. ptnc(t)→ cn: partition t by c and generate a bitmap for cn; such a plan is generated
if cn is a join column for a join with a table which is lower in the hierarchies than t.
5. cp →ptnBMcp (t): partition t using a bitmap; such a plan is generated if cp is join
column for a join with a table which is higher in the hierarchy than t.
6. cp →ptnBMcp (t)→ cn: partition t using a bitmap and generating a bitmap.
Figure 7.22 shows the access plans and their properties which are generated for Query 7.8.
Note that City is not an interesting column in this query although it is used in the group-
by clause. The reason is that City functionally depends on C#.
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select c.C#, c.City, sum(l.Extendedprice)
from Customer c, Order o, Lineitem l
where c.C# = o.C# and o.O# = l.O#
group by c.C#, c.City
order by c.C#
Query 7.8: Illustrating the Optimization Process
(SC#(GC#,City(C O  L)))
Enumerating Joins Just as for access plans, there is a ﬁxed set of rules that tell the
optimizer which join plans to enumerate. A join plan speciﬁes how the results of two sub-
plans are joined, depending on the properties of the sub-plans. These sub-plans may be
access plans or other join plans. The following rules are applicable to enumerate (S)OHJ
plans and plans with generalized hash teams. t1 is the ﬁrst sub-plan (as probe input), t2
is the second sub-plan (as build input), c is the join attribute.
1. OHJc(t1, t2): join t1 and t2 using an OHJ. This plan is applicable, if t1 and t2 are
partitioned by c. If the partitioning of the result diﬀers from the input partitioning,
the ﬁne-grained partition-merge operations are inserted after the join. The generated
properties are:
• sorted by = t1.sorted by
• partitioned by = cn, where cn is an interesting column
• generated bitmaps = t1.generated bitmaps ∪ t2.generated bitmaps
• consumed bitmaps = t1.consumed bitmaps ∪ t2.consumed bitmaps
• open/closed = t1.open/closed ∧ t2.open/closed
• bulk bypassed = t1.bulk bypassed ∪ t2.bulk bypassed
• team break = yes
2. HJc(t1, t2): join t1 and t2 using a HJ. This plan is applicable, if t1 and t2 are
partitioned by c or c ∈ t1.generated bitmaps and c ∈ t2.consumed bitmaps or c ∈
t1.consumed bitmaps and c ∈ t2.generated bitmaps. If the generated partitioning of
the result diﬀers from the input partitioning, a partition operator is inserted after
the join. The generated properties are:
• sorted by = {}
• generated bitmaps = t1.generated bitmaps ∪ t2.generated bitmaps
• consumed bitmaps = t1.consumed bitmaps ∪ t2.consumed bitmaps
• open/closed = if consumed bitmaps ⊆ generated bitmaps then closed else open
• bulk bypassed = t1.bulk bypassed ∪ t2.bulk bypassed
• if team break == yes then partitioned by = cn, where cn is an interesting
column;
if team break == no then partitioned by = t2.partitioned by
Figures 7.23 and 7.24 show some sample two-way and three-way join plans enumerated
for Query 7.8.
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Figure 7.22: Access Plans for Query 7.8
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Figure 7.23: Selected Plans for Customer C# Order and Order O# Lineitem
(Query 7.8)
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Figure 7.24: Selected Plans for Customer C# Order O# Lineitem (Query 7.8)
(a) Pure SOHJ Plan, (b) Pure GenTeam Plan, (c) Combined SOHJ/GenTeam Plan
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Table Tuple Width Cardinality Size in MB
Region 124 bytes 5 <4 kB
Nation 128 bytes 25 <4 kB
Supplier 160 bytes 50,000 8 MB
Customer 180 bytes 750,000 135 MB
Order 104 bytes 7,500,000 780 MB
Lineitem 112 bytes 30,000,000 3,360 MB
Table 7.1: Database Characteristics
Postprocessing/Code Generation After a plan has been chosen by the optimizer,
this plan is translated into an executable plan. The generation of an executable plan
involves the generation of the merge operators for OHJ and MergeBulk operators for bulk
bypassing. Also, sptn operators are replaced by a sequence of sort-ptn-merge operators.
This postprocessing step is straightforward.
7.6 Performance Evaluation of Early Sorting and Early
Partitioning
In this section we will present experimental results conducted using a prototypical im-
plementation of order-preserving hash joins, generalized and “ordinary” hash teams, and
traditional (hash-based) algorithms to carry out joins and aggregation. We will present the
running times of our example queries, using a synthetic TPC-H/R like database [TPC99b].
In contrast to the original database we used tuples and attributes of constant size. This
was chosen to simplify the implementation—the comparative results of the diﬀerent eval-
uation techniques is not aﬀected by this simpliﬁcation. Our test database is characterized
in Table 7.1.
7.6.1 Experimental Environment
We integrated our implementation of (S)OHJ and generalized hash teams into an exper-
imental query engine that is based on the iterator model [Gra93]. This query engine also
provides iterators for traditional (hash-based) joins and aggregation. All code is written
in C++. We installed the query engine on a Sun Ultra 10 with a 333 MHz processor,
128 MB of main memory. The operating system was Solaris 7. In all experiments, we
varied the amount of main memory available for query processing. We used relatively
small memory sizes in order to simulate a multi-user environment in which many queries
run concurrently and only a small amount of main memory is available for each query.
We made use of Solaris’ direct I/O feature in order to avoid caching at the operating
system level. The database and the intermediate query results were stored on a 18.2 GB
IBM DNES-318350 disk drive.
We adopted the idea presented in [DG94] to adjust the cluster size for writing and
reading the partitions to the available memory. This way, the number of disk seeks can
be reduced enormously. In contrast to [DG94] we do not need to re-adjust the cluster
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Figure 7.25: Order-Preserving Hash Joins
size during the execution of the query because we assume constant memory size during
query execution. The minimum cluster size is 4 kB, which is the physical page size, the
maximum cluster size is 64 kB (16 pages a` 4 kB).
7.6.2 Order-Preserving Hash Joins
Figure 7.25(a) shows the results of our implementation for the binary join plans for
Query 7.2 (SMkt ,N#,C#(C  O)) (page 94). The traditional hash join plan (HJ) with
subsequent sorting shows the worst performance due to the expensive sort operation on
the entire join result. For small memory conﬁgurations, the HJ plan shows particularly
poor performance because in this case, there is not enough memory to satisfy the purposes
of both the hash join and the sort at the same time—recall that these two operations run
concurrently and share the available memory in this plan. The (S)OHJ plans, on the
other hand, show good performance even if memory is scarce because no two memory-
intensive operations run concurrently. Figure 7.25(a) also shows that the bulk bypassing
(BB) variants of the OHJ plans yield an additional performance gain due to reduced disk
I/O to write and re-read intermediate results. Evidently, the plots indicate that there is
only a small diﬀerence between OHJ and SOHJ plans which proves the eﬀectiveness of
our sorting-on-the-ﬂy approach. As a result, order-preserving hash join plans work well
even in the absence of clustered indices.
Figure 7.25(b) shows the performance results for the three-way join Query 7.3
(SMkt ,N#,C#(COL)) on page 94. In addition to the second join operator, the OHJ plans
contain the ﬁne-grained partition/re-merge step. Evidently, the performance advantages
observed for binary (S)OHJ plans are retained.
Figure 7.26 shows the impact of a large Order table on the performance of the ﬁve
plans for Query 7.2. In this experiment the number of Orders per Customer is varied from
1 to 60 and the available main memory is ﬁxed at 10 MB. Thus, the rightmost running
times of Figure 7.25(a) correspond to the 5 measurements at x = 7500 where Customers
have 10 Orders, on the average. The reported running times of the traditional HJ plans
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are always for the best possible join order. Note, that for large Order tables the HJ plans
use Order as the outer, while Customer is always the outer in (S)OHJ plans. We see
that with increasing size of the Order table the advantages of our (S)OHJ plans increase
because the ﬁnal sort of the traditional HJ plans becomes more and more expensive and
dominates the cost of the whole query. The maximum performance gain of (S)OHJ plans
to the HJ plans amounts up to a factor of six.
Figures 7.27(a) and (b) show the running times of the ﬁve plan alternatives for
Query 7.9 (SCity(GCity(C  O))) and Query 7.10 (SCity(GCity(C  O  L))), respectively.
All plans beneﬁt from early aggregation, but the beneﬁts are most pronounced for those
evaluation plans without bypassing bulk data, i.e., the OHJ, SOHJ and the HJ variants.
These plans draw more beneﬁt from collapsing duplicates because the size of the collapsed
records is substantially larger than those of the BB variants. Therefore, the diﬀerences
between the BB and standard (S)OHJ plans are less pronounced in these experiments.
7.6.3 Generalized Hash Teams
Figure 7.28(a) shows the running time of Query 7.5 (GCity(C  O)) (page 104) using
generalized hash teams (GenTeam), partition nested loop joins (PNL), and two traditional
plans that use an ordinary hash join and hash aggregation to execute the query. The
diﬀerence between the two traditional plans (HJ and HJ EA) is that early aggregation (as
described in [Lar97]) is eﬀected in one of the two plans. Early aggregation reduces the size
of the intermediate results that must be written to disk in the partitioning phase of the
group-by operator9. We observe that, as expected, generalized hash teams (and partition
nested loop joins) signiﬁcantly outperform the traditional plans in the whole range of
main memory sizes. The traditional plans perform particularly poorly if there is only
little memory available—in this case, the I/O costs of the join and group-by operators
9Recall not to confuse early aggregation with early sorting or early partitioning.
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select c.City, sum(o.Totalprice)
from Customer c, Order o
where c.C# = o.C#
group by c.City
order by c.City
Query 7.9: Binary Join with Aggregation
(SCity(GCity(C O)))
select c.City, sum(l.Extendedprice)
from Customer c, Order o, Lineitem l
where c.C# = o.C# and o.O# = l.O#
group by c.City
order by c.City
Query 7.10: Multi-Way Join with Aggregation
(SCity(GCity(C O  L)))
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Figure 7.27: Order-Preserving Hash Joins with Aggregation
are very high because many small partitions must be created and thus, the beneﬁts of
saving the partitioning step for the group-by operation are signiﬁcant. Note that for
small memory size, the number of false drops is also particularly high for generalized
hash teams, but the extra cost due to false drops is much lower than the cost of an extra
partitioning step. Increasing the size of the memory, the advantages of our new approaches
get smaller. But only for very large memory sizes, when the join and/or group-by can
be carried out completely in memory, the traditional plans would perform as well as our
new approaches. For this query, generalized hash teams and partition nested loop joins
have for medium-sized and large memory conﬁgurations, i.e., 6-10 MB, almost the same
performance; in this case, processing false drops is as expensive as re-reading the reduced
Order table for. For small memory conﬁgurations, partition nested loop joins have to
re-read the Order table more often, which is almost as expensive as the ordinary hash
join with early aggregation plan.
Figure 7.28(b) shows the running time of Query 7.6 (GCity(C  O  L)) of page 107
for diﬀerent plans. Again, generalized hash teams are the overall winner. Recall from
Section 7.3.2 that the memory requirements increase with the number of operations that
participate in the team. So, the amount of false drops produced during partitioning
the Order and Lineitem table impairs the running time at small memory conﬁgurations.
For the traditional plans, the best memory conﬁguration involves carrying out the whole
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Figure 7.28: Generalized Hash Teams and Partition Nested Loop Join
select c.C#, c.City, sum(l.Extendedprice)
from Customer c, Order o, Lineitem l
where c.C# = o.C# and o.O# = l.O#
group by c.C#, c.City
Query 7.11: Grouping by a Non-Bulk Attribute
(GC#,City(C O  L))
group-by in memory so that early aggregation does not improve the running time in these
experiments. The traditional plans lose here because they require repartitioning for the
second join, i.e., the join with Lineitem. PNL which carries out a traditional hash join
for CustomerOrder and partition nested loops for the join with Lineitem shows poor
performance for nearly all memory conﬁgurations. We also measured a full PNL plan,
containing a partition nested loop join of CustomerOrder and one with Lineitem, but
due to more I/O that plan was even worse than the presented PNL plan.
We ran another experiment to show the beneﬁts of bulk bypassing on generalized hash
teams. Figure 7.29 shows the proﬁt of bulk bypassing applied to Query 7.11 (GC#,City(C
OL)). At very small memory conﬁgurations the execution time of GenTeam BB is about
a factor of two better than that of GenTeam because the described eﬀect of a reduced
number of partitions leads to less false drops. The more memory is allocated for the query,
the more the performance gain of BB diminishes.
7.6.4 Combining Order-Preserving Hash Joins and Generalized
Hash Teams
Figures 7.30(a) and (b) show the results of combining OHJs and generalized hash teams.
We show the running times of the three-way join query Customer  Order  Lineitem
with grouping and sorting on City (Query 7.10 (SCity(GCity(COL))) on page 135) and
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Figure 7.30: Combining Order-Preserving Hash Joins and Generalized Hash Teams
a grouping and sorting on C# (Query 7.8 (SC#(GC#,City(C  O  L))) on page 128) to
demonstrate the impact of the size of the aggregation result. A simpliﬁed version of the
SOHJ GenTeam plan of Query 7.10 is shown in Figure 7.19. (Here we also apply early
aggregation on the hash team part.) The SOHJ GenTeam plan for Query 7.8 is similar.
Looking at Figure 7.30(a) for the results of Query 7.10, where we group on City, we
can recognize that the SOHJ BB EA plan shows a relative constant running time, as
already shown in the previous experiments of Subsection 7.6.2. For very small memory
sizes the running times of the GenTeam variants is quite high due to many false drops.
For large main memory allocations the GenTeam plans turn out to be slightly better
than the SOHJ plans and much better than the traditional HJ. The pure GenTeamSort
plan (with sorting of the aggregation result) performs better than the combined SOHJ
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select n.Name, sum(l.Extendedprice∗(1−l.Discount)) as Revenue
from Customer c, Order o, Lineitem l, Supplier s, Nation n, Region r
where c.C# = o.C# and o.O# = l.O#
and l.S# = S.S# and c.N# = s.N#
and s.N# = n.N# and n.R# = r.R#
and r.Name = ’[region]’ and o.OrderDate >= DATE ’[date]’
and o.OrderDate < DATE ’[date]’ + INTERVAL 1 YEAR
group by n.Name
order by Revenue desc
Query 7.12: TPC-H/R Query Q5
GenTeam plan for this query, because of the fewer tuples that have to be sorted: there are
75,000 cities, in contrast to 750,000 Customer-tuples, that are early sorted by the SOHJ.
Looking at Figure 7.30(b) for the results of Query 7.8, where the grouping is done by
C#, the SOHJ BB EA plan shows almost the same running times as in Figure 7.30(a).
But now the combined SOHJ GenTeam plan performs better than the pure GenTeamSort
plan, due to the bigger aggregation result. So both QEPs have to sort the same number
of tuples, but due to the more tuples in the aggregation result, more partitions have to be
created for the pure team and so more false drops occur, which leads to longer running
times. The extremely high running times (up to 6,400 secs. for 5 MB) of the traditional
HJ EA plan are not shown for small memory conﬁgurations. These results show that—
in order to choose the most eﬃcient plan—it is fundamental for the application of both
algorithms and the combination of them to determine the size of the aggregation result.
7.6.5 Applying Generalized Hash Teams to TPC-H/R Queries
Finally, we show an application of generalized hash teams to a “real-world query” of the
TPC-H/R benchmark suite. Let us consider in detail Query Q5 (shown in Query 7.12)
of the TPC-H/R suite—our concept is also applicable to other queries of TPC-H/R, e.g.,
Query Q10 and Query Q18. This query has multiple chains of functional dependencies:
O#→ C# → N# → R# and S# → N# → R#
These functional dependencies constitute two overlapping hierarchies as shown in
Figure 7.31. So, a possible QEP using a generalized hash team could be as in Figure 7.32(c).
The resulting partitioning of the entire hierarchy is illustrated in Figure 7.31 by the three
diﬀerent shadings, each of which represents on partition of the entire hierarchy which is
processed by a single hash team. Here we ﬁrst join Customer, Nation, and Region to
ﬁlter out the relevant Customer tuples. During partitioning the known set of bitmaps for
indirectly partitioning the Order table is created. Additionally a Bloom ﬁlter [Blo70] for
the join with Supplier is calculated. So the I/O volume can be reduced enormously on
all participating base relations. The bitmaps created for indirect partitioning contain the
described used bitvector, which acts as an implicit Bloom ﬁlter.
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Figure 7.31: Underlying Hierarchy and Three-Way Partitioning for TPC-H/R Query Q5
Query Memory Time SF
GenTeam 8 MB 312 secs 5.0
trad. HJ 8 MB 870 secs 5.0
trad. HJ 16 MB 867 secs 5.0
RDBMS
(
highest
opt. level
)
> 8 MB 1021 secs 5.0
GenTeam 1.5 MB 59 secs 1.0
trad. HJ 1.5 MB 164 secs 1.0
trad. HJ 3 MB 163 secs 1.0
RDBMS
(
highest
opt. level
)
> 2 MB 209 secs 1.0
Table 7.2: Running Times of diﬀerent Scale Factors (SF) for TPC-H/R Query Q5
(It could not be determined how much memory the RDBMS allocated for the whole plan.
Each operator was limited to the denoted memory.)
The traditional hash join plan shown in Figure 7.32(a) has to write large volumes
of intermediate results while joining the big tables Order and Lineitem. The only opti-
mization that can be applied to the traditional plan is the ﬁnal in-memory aggregation,
which does not improve the performance signiﬁcantly. The results of the running times
are shown in Table 7.2. In order to show the advantages of the generalized hash teams
we used two scale factors of the database. The teams show in both cases superior perfor-
mance. It should be noted that due to the optimized memory usage the hash teams do
not require more memory than shown in the table.
We also compared our query engine with a commercial RDBMS using both scale
factors 1.0 and 5.0. In the commercial RDBMS it was not possible to limit the memory
for the whole plan, so each operator got 2 MB for the scale factor 1.0 and 8 MB for the
scale factor 5.0. Thus, even though we could not determine exactly the total memory, the
RDBMS plans consumed much more memory than we allocated for the GenTeam plans
which were limited to 1.5 MB (respectively 8 MB) in total. The statistics for all tables and
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Figure 7.32: Possible QEPs for TPC-H/R Query Q5
all useful indexes were generated for both database sizes. The built-in optimizer of the
RDBMS has chosen the plan shown in Figure 7.32(b). The performance of this RDBMS
plan was comparable with our chosen traditional hash join plans on our experimental
query engine. The performance gain of using generalized hash teams amounted in both
cases to a factor of 3.
Chapter 8
Summary and Outlook
In this thesis we have presented query evaluation techniques for diﬀerent environments
of data integration systems—ranging from a central data warehouse approach over a
distributed market place to Peer-to-Peer systems. In all these systems eﬃciency is one of
the crucial points.
At ﬁrst, we introduced the basic terminology, then brieﬂy showed the main streams in
schema integration, and discussed traditional query processing techniques in distributed
environments. We discussed current approaches and presented the idea of our distributed
data integration platform by sketching diﬀerent possible application scenarios.
We presented a new framework for dynamic distributed query processing based on
so-called HyperQueries which are essentially query evaluation sub-plans “sitting behind”
hyperlinks. Our approach facilitates the pre-materialization of static data at the central
data integration instance whereas the dynamic data remains at the data sources. In con-
trast to traditional data integration systems, our approach executes essential (dynamic)
parts of the data-integrating views at the data sources. The other, more static parts of the
data are integrated a` priori at the central instance. The data integration platform serves
as an intermediary between clients and data providers which execute their sub-queries
referenced via hyperlinks. The hyperlinks are embedded as attribute values within data
objects of the intermediary’s database. Retrieving such a virtual object will execute the
referenced HyperQuery in order to materialize the missing data. These HyperQueries
constitute a powerful and ﬂexible framework for extensible, dynamic distributed query
processing beyond enterprise boundaries. We illustrated the ﬂexibility of this distributed
query processing architecture in the context of B2B electronic market places with an
example derived from the car manufacturing industry.
Based on the HyperQuery technique we devised a reference architecture for dynamic,
distributed data integration systems. We explained our approach with a distributed
market place with suppliers, sub-contractors, and clients. We proposed an interface to
Web services which constitute an alternative to HyperQueries and took security issues into
account. All administrative tasks in such a distributed B2B market place are modeled
as Web services and are decentrally initiated by the participants. Thus, sensitive data
remains under the full control of the data providers. We presented our QueryFlow system
and described implementation and optimization issues to obtain an eﬃcient and highly
ﬂexible data integration platform for electronic market places.
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Current trends in data integration go towards totally distributed environments with
equal participants, i.e., there is no predeﬁned client/server role and any peer contributes
data as well as queries data from other peers. In this setting no central, complete allocation
schema of all the registered data exists. Therefore, we have broken up the approach of a
central data integrating instance and concentrated on employing our techniques in Peer-
to-Peer systems. Within this context completely new challenges arise: Data sources join
and leave the network at a high frequency; the lack of a central complete allocation schema
makes it impossible to statically generate a query plan; distributed computing resources
can be utilized for query processing; users want to use their own operators to process
data nearby the data sources. All these challenges have to be accomplished by future P2P
systems to achieve the vision of the “Internet as a global database”. We presented an
architecture for distributing queries towards the data sources which is based on so-called
super-peers hosting distributed routing indices for the discovery of data. Query plans
are expanded on the ﬂy and operators are mapped dynamically onto the network. We
proposed optimization rules for transformation-based optimizers and showed the beneﬁt of
multiple index structures on the same data. A performance evaluation gives an impression
of the performance speed-up for wide-area distributed data integration systems on the
basis of P2P networks.
Finally, we addressed query processing in central data integration platforms, e.g., in
data warehouses, and presented algorithms to exploit early sorting and early partitioning
for which we built on work already presented in [Cla99]. The main idea is to perform
(expensive) sorting and partitioning of data on the inputs of joins and preserve these prop-
erties by intelligent organization of data structures. This way, sorting and partitioning
can be done on smaller input data and additional, more expensive applications of these
operators drop out. We presented the basic algorithms, the so-called order-preserving hash
joins and generalized hash teams. Then, we showed extensions and tuning approaches of
these basic algorithms and, ﬁnally, we elaborated on the essential extensions for state-
of-the-art optimizers to generate query plans incorporating these novel operators. Our
experimental results show that the performance gain of our novel techniques amounts up
to several factors.
Concerning future research, one of the most promising ﬁelds is Grid Computing.
[Gri04] gives the following deﬁnition for Grid Computing : “Grid Computing is a form
of distributed computing that involves coordinating and sharing computing, application,
data, storage, or network resources across dynamic and geographically dispersed organi-
zations.” These resources are distributed across “multiple” administrative domains based
on their availability, capability, performance, cost, and users’ quality-of-service require-
ments. The main goals and challenges for researchers within this area are virtualization
of computing resources, dynamic provision of hardware, resource pooling, self-adaptive
systems, and a uniﬁed management of all components. Therefore, Grid Computing consti-
tutes an interesting area for applying distributed query processing techniques. Database
vendors regard Grid Computing as the next drastical change in the economics of comput-
ing [GS02], as inexpensive “computers of the shelf” can be utilized and can replace the
still predominating big and expensive servers. Researchers will utilize some techniques
known from distributed query processing and P2P query processing, but more aspects
like resource trading will inﬂuence future systems.
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